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Abstract

Many language theoreticians have taken great efforts in designing higher-level programming languages that are more elegant and more expressive than conventional languages. However, few of these new languages have been implemented very efficiently. The result is that most software engineers still prefer to use conventional languages, even though the new higher-level languages offer a better and simpler programming model.

This dissertation concentrates on improving the performance of programs written in Standard ML (SML)—a statically typed functional language—on today's RISC machines. SML poses tough challenges to efficient implementations: very frequent function calls, polymorphic types, recursive data structures, higher-order functions, and first-class continuations. This dissertation presents the design and evaluation of several new compilation techniques that meet these challenges by taking advantage of some of the higher-level language features in SML.

*Type-directed compilation* exploits the use of compile-time type information to optimize data representations and function calling conventions. By inserting coercions at each type instantiation and abstraction site, data objects in SML can use the same unboxed representations as in C, even with the presence of polymorphic functions. Measurements show that a simple set of type-based optimizations improves the performance of the non-type-based compiler by about 19% on a DECstation 5000.

*Space-efficient closure representations* utilizes the compile-time control and data flow information to optimize closure representations. By extensive closure sharing and allocating as many closures in registers as possible, the new *closure conversion* algorithm achieves very good asymptotic space usage, and improves the performance of the old compiler by about 14% on a DECstation 5000, *even without using a stack*. Further empirical and analytic studies show that the execution cost of stack-allocated and heap-allocated activation records is similar, but heap allocation is simpler to implement and allows very efficient first-class continuations.
Unrolling lists takes advantage of the higher-level language abstraction in SML to support more efficient representations for lists. By representing each cons cell using multiple car fields and one cdr field, the unrolled list reduces the memory used for links and significantly shortens the length of control-dependence and data-dependence chains in operations on lists.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The most important component in software development is programming—the formalization of ideas and their expression in forms suitable for interpretation by computers. In programming, we start with a mental picture of some computational behavior, refine and clarify the idea over and over as its ramifications are better understood, and finally write out the formalized detail in a programming language—a formal notation designed for specifying such computational behaviors. The resulting program, after being translated into machine instructions, can then be executed on real machines to perform the desired task.

The ultimate goal of software research is to find the right programming model in which one can write the “best quality” (reliable, efficient, portable, etc.) program with the least amount of time and effort. Many researchers in programming languages believe that the most effective way to achieve this goal is to write programs in higher-level languages (i.e., languages that use more abstract representations and allow greater distance from low-level machines). In fact, most higher-level languages support simpler and cleaner programming models—making it easier to develop large and complex software. However, because higher-level languages are abstracted further away from real machines, they are difficult to implement as efficiently as conventional languages. As a result, most software engineers—unwilling to sacrifice code efficiency of their products—still prefer to write programs using conventional languages such as C and C++.

I believe that new higher-level languages, if designed carefully, can be implemented very efficiently even on modern machines. This dissertation documents a set of new compilation techniques that significantly improve the performance of programs written in Standard ML (SML)—a statically typed functional language—on today’s RISC machines. Like many other higher-level languages, SML poses tough challenges to efficient implementations: very
frequent function calls, polymorphic types, recursive data structures, higher-order functions, and first-class continuations. This dissertation presents the design and evaluation of several new techniques that meet these challenges by taking advantage of some of the higher-level language features in SML.

1.1 Motivation

It has been nearly four decades since the first programming languages, such as Fortran and Lisp, came into the programming world. Thousands of programming languages have been designed and implemented since then. Among these languages, there are imperative languages such as Fortran, Algol, Pascal, Ada, and C; object-oriented languages such as C++, Modula-3, and Smalltalk; functional languages such as Lisp, Scheme, ML, and Haskell; logic programming languages such as Prolog. While all language designers and implementors agree that they have the same ultimate goal—finding a programming model in which one can write the “best quality” software with the least amount of time and effort, language research has been carried out in two rather different directions:

- At one end, language theoreticians design new higher-level languages that have cleaner semantics; they usually do not care much about very efficient implementations;

- At the other end, most software in today’s industrial world is still written using conventional languages such as C; most software engineers still prefer to use C and C++ simply because they have much more efficient implementations (and easy interface to libraries and operating system).

This difference is also reflected in the dilemma that many people encounter when choosing which languages to use. Conventional languages such as C and C++ are very popular; they run very fast and use little memory. They are “hacker's heaven” because one can arbitrarily manipulate the machine level data representations in the source program; because of this, programs written in these languages might core-dump, and they are difficult to debug and difficult to reason about. On the other hand, higher-level languages such as ML are relatively less well known; they run slower and consume much memory. But they are much cleaner and safer than C and C++. Moreover, they often have very well founded semantics, and are easy to reason about and easy to write code in. Clearly, we want to have the best of both worlds, that is, to find languages that have both clean programming models and also efficient implementations.
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Perhaps the best way to settle this dilemma is to develop new compilation techniques to make higher-level languages run faster. In the long term, the research centered around this can at least provide three benefits:

- If higher-level languages can be compiled as efficiently as conventional languages such as C and C++, we will be a step closer towards the “ideal”, that is, to achieve the ultimate goal of software research.

- Because programs written in higher-level languages have very different run time behaviors (e.g., more allocations, fewer side-effects) from those in conventional languages, new compiler technologies discovered for higher-level languages may offer new insights on what is the best way to achieve successful high-performance computer systems in the future.

- Doing research on how to compile higher-level languages efficiently can give language theoreticians more feedback on what language features are very difficult to compile and can give hardware designers more feedback on what support modern machines can offer in order to achieve the best performance.

This dissertation concentrates on improving the performance of programs written in Standard ML (SML) [MTH90] on modern RISC machines. SML may not be the most representative or the most elegant higher-level language in today’s world, but it serves as a great test bed to explore modern compilation technologies. There are many reasons to believe that SML can be compiled to run efficiently:

- SML is a statically typed language, that is, all type checking is done at compile time. This means that type tags need not be carried around at run time, and operators need not to check the types of their arguments at run time.

- SML uses call-by-value evaluation semantics, so SML programs still have understandable control flow to do all conventional data flow and control flow optimizations [ASU86].

- Unlike pure functional languages such as Haskell [HJet al92], SML is just a mostly functional language. Side-effects are still allowed in SML, making it possible to support very efficient mutable data structures such as arrays and hash tables.

- We already have an efficient compiler for SML—the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler (SML/NJ) [AM91]—with which to explore new compiler optimizations.
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However, SML contains many contemporary language features that are rarely seen in conventional languages:

**Frequent function calls** Almost all control structures in SML are expressed using function applications. For example, loops in conventional languages are expressed as recursive functions in SML.

**Higher-order functions** As in Scheme and other languages derived from the λ-calculus, functions in SML are first-class values that may be passed as arguments, returned as values, and put into data structures.

**Polymorphic types** SML allows polymorphic functions and data structures; that is, a function may take arguments of arbitrary type if in fact the function does not depend on that type. For example, the same `map` function can operate on a list of anything, and similarly for other common list functions such as `cons`, `length`, and `append`.

**Immutable recursive data structures** Recursive data structures are declared using concrete data type definitions. Like many pure functional languages, SML encourages heavy use of immutable data structures. For example, in order to insert an element into the end of a list, in SML, one has to copy the list rather than directly attaching the new element at the end.

**First-class continuations** SML\(^1\) supports `call-with-current-continuation` (call/cc)—a primitive often used to support tasking, coroutines, exceptions, and so on.

Because compiler technologies developed for conventional languages do not apply to these new language features, the major challenge for compiling SML efficiently is naturally to find new techniques that can successfully deal with these new features. This dissertation presents the design and evaluation of several such new techniques that significantly improve the performance of SML programs:

- *Type-directed compilation* exploits the use of compile-time type information to optimize data representations and function calling conventions. By inserting coercions at each type instantiation and abstraction site, data objects in SML can use the same unboxed representations as in C, even with the presence of polymorphic functions. Measurements show that a simple set of type-based optimizations improve the performance of the non-type-based compiler by about 19% on a DECstation 5000.

---

\(^1\)It is really the Standard ML of New Jersey dialect that supports first-class continuations.
• *Space-efficient closure representations* utilizes compile-time control and data flow information to optimize closure representations. By extensive closure sharing and allocating as many closures in registers as possible, the new *closure conversion* algorithm achieves very good asymptotic space usage, and improves the performance of the old compiler by about 14% on a DECstation 5000, *even without using a stack*. Further empirical and analytic studies show that the execution cost of stack-allocated and heap-allocated activation records is similar, but heap allocation is simpler to implement and allow very efficient first-class continuations.

• *Unrolling lists* takes advantage of the higher-level language abstraction in SML to support more efficient representations for lists. By representing each *cons* cell using multiple *car* fields and one *cdr* field, the *unrolled list* reduces the memory used for links and significantly shortens the length of control-dependence and data-dependence chains in operations on lists.

### 1.2 Outline of this dissertation

The development of this dissertation may be easier to follow for readers with some background in Standard ML [Ull93, Har86, MTH90] and basic compilation techniques for functional languages [App92, Pey87].

Chapter 2 contains a survey of various functional languages, an introduction to SML (which may be skipped if the reader is familiar with SML notation), and a review of several important aspects in compiling functional languages. This chapter also explains the experimental methodology and the SML benchmarks used in the rest of the chapters.

Chapters 3 through 6 constitute the core of this dissertation. Chapter 3 describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of the *type-directed compilation* technique in the context of the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [AM91]; the new technique allows data objects in SML to use efficient unboxed representations, even with the presence of polymorphic functions. Chapter 4 describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of a new heap-based environment allocation scheme that uses the *space-efficient closure representations*; this new scheme supports very efficient function calls and returns, even though all activation records are allocated on the heap. Chapter 5 does an empirical and analytic study of the heap-based scheme described in Chapter 4 and the conventional stack-based scheme, and shows that in compiling languages such as SML, the efficient heap-based scheme can be more attractive than a stack-based scheme. Chapter 6 describes the *unrolling*
lists technique that supports a more efficient representation for lists; the unrolled list reduces the memory used for links and significantly shortens the length of control-dependence and data-dependence chains in operations on lists.

Finally, Chapter 7 describes areas for future research and summarizes the results of this dissertation.

History

The idea of allocating continuation closures in callee-save registers (described in Chapter 4) is first published as Reference [AS92]. The new closure conversion algorithm in Chapter 4 is developed recently, and published as Reference [SA94]. The measurement data used in Reference [SA94] is different from one in Chapter 4 because they are using different versions of the SML/NJ compiler. The comparison of stack-based and heap-based closure allocation scheme described in Chapter 5 previously appeared as Reference [AS94]. The unrolling lists technique described in Chapter 6 is previously published as Reference [SRA94]. Some of the ideas used in Chapter 3 are evolved from my work on smartest recompilation [SA93, SA92], which is not described in this dissertation.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter sets the stage for the presentations in Chapters 3 through 6. First, we review the fundamental concepts and notations evolved in the development of functional languages; then we present an introduction to Standard ML; finally, we explain the space-usage assumption and the experimental methodology used in this dissertation.

2.1 Evolution of functional languages

In this section, we use four representative functional languages—namely, lambda calculus, Lisp, ML, and Haskell—to explain the fundamental concepts and notations evolved in the development of functional languages. A more complete survey of the history of functional languages can be found in Hudak [Hud89]. This section only describes the core ML language and its polymorphic type system; a more detailed description of Standard ML [MTH90] is presented later in Section 2.2.

2.1.1 Lambda calculus

The development of functional languages has been influenced from time to time by many sources, but none is as fundamental as the work of Church [Chu41] on the lambda calculus. The lambda calculus is often regarded as the first functional language, and all modern functional languages can be thought of as nontrivial embellishments of the lambda calculus. Interested readers are referred to the excellent book by Barendregt [Bar84] for more detailed explanations.
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The abstract syntax of the pure untyped lambda calculus (a name chosen to distinguish it from other versions defined later) embodies what are called lambda expressions, defined by the following grammar:

\[ e ::= x \mid \lambda x.e_1 \mid e_1 e_2 \]

where \( x \) denotes an arbitrary identifier. Expressions of the form \( \lambda x.e \) are called abstractions and of the form \( e_1 e_2 \) are called applications. The former captures the notion of a function and the latter captures the notion of application of a function. By convention, application is assumed to be left associative, so that \((e_1 e_2 e_3)\) is the same as \((e_1 (e_2 e_3))\).

The rewrite rules of the lambda calculus depend on the notion of substitution of an expression \( e_1 \) for all free occurrences of an identifier \( x \) in an expression \( e_2 \), which we write as \( [e_1/x]e_2 \). To understand substitution, we must first understand the notion of the free variables of an expression \( e \), which we write as \( \text{fv}(e) \) and define by the following simple rules:

- \( \text{fv}(x) = \{x\} \);
- \( \text{fv}(e_1 e_2) = \text{fv}(e_1) \cup \text{fv}(e_2) \);
- \( \text{fv}(\lambda x.e) = \text{fv}(e) \setminus \{x\} \).

We say that \( x \) is free in \( e \) if and only if \( x \in \text{fv}(e) \). The substitution \( \[e_1/x]e_2 \) can then be inductively defined as follows:

- \( [e/x]x = e \);
- \( [e/x]y = y \);
- \( [e_1/x][e_2e_3] = ([e_1/x]e_2)([e_1/x]e_3) \);
- \( [e_1/x]\lambda x.e_2 = \lambda x.e_2 \);
- \( [e_1/x]\lambda y.e_2 = \lambda y.[e_1/x]e_2 \), if \( x \notin \text{fv}(e_2) \) or \( y \notin \text{fv}(e_1) \);
- \( [e_1/x]\lambda y.e_2 = \lambda z.[e_1/x][z/y]e_2 \), otherwise, where \( z \notin (\text{fv}(e_1) \cup \text{fv}(e_2)) \).

The last rule is the subtle one, since it is where a name conflict could occur and is resolved by making a name change.

To complete the lambda calculus, we define three simple conversion rules on lambda expression:

\[ \alpha\text{-conversion} \text{ (renaming): } \lambda x.e \leftrightarrow_{\alpha} \lambda y.[y/x]e \text{ where } y \notin \text{fv}(e) \];

\[ \beta\text{-conversion} \text{ (application): } (\lambda x.e_1)e_2 \leftrightarrow_{\beta} [e_2/x]e_1 ; \]

\[ \eta\text{-conversion} : \text{ if } x \notin e \text{, then } \lambda x.e x \leftrightarrow_{\eta} e. \]
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The notion of reduction, which is the same as conversion but restricted so that \( \beta \)-conversion and \( \eta \)-conversion only happen in one direction:

\[
\beta\text{-reduction} : (\lambda x.e_1)e_2 \rightarrow_{\beta} [e_2/x]e_1;
\]

\( \eta\text{-reduction} \) if \( x \not\in e \), then \( \lambda x.e \rightarrow_{\eta} e \).

We write \( e_1 \rightarrow^* e_2 \) if \( e_2 \) can be derived from zero or more \( \beta \)- or \( \eta \)-reductions or \( \alpha \)-conversions; and \( e_1 \leftrightarrow^* e_2 \) if \( e_2 \) can be derived from zero or more \( \alpha \)-, \( \beta \)-, or \( \eta \)-conversions. In summary, \( \rightarrow^* \) captures the notion of reducibility, and \( \leftrightarrow^* \) captures the notion of intraconvertibility.

A lambda expression is in normal form if it cannot be further reduced using \( \beta \)- or \( \eta \)-reduction. For example, \( \lambda x \lambda y.y \), \( \lambda x.x \), \( xy \) are in normal forms, while \( (\lambda x.y)z \) is not in normal form because it can be \( \beta \)-reduced into \( y \). Note that some lambda expressions have no normal form, such as

\[
(\lambda x.(xx))(\lambda x.(xx)),
\]

where the only possible \( \beta \)-reduction leads to an identical term, and thus the reduction process is nonterminating.

The famous Church-Rosser theorem says that if \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are intraconvertible (i.e., \( e_1 \leftrightarrow e_2 \)), then there exists a third term (possibly the same as \( e_1 \) or \( e_2 \)) to which they can both be reduced. One corollary of this is that a lambda expression \( e \) can never be reduced to two distinct normal forms. Otherwise, suppose \( e \rightarrow^* e_1 \) and \( e \leftrightarrow^* e_2 \), and both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are in normal form, then according to the Church-Rosser theorem, there exists a third term \( e' \) to which both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) can be reduced. But \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) cannot be both in normal form. This corollary essentially means that as long as the reduction finally reaches a normal form, the way how it is carried out (i.e., the evaluation order) is irrelevant.

Two most well known ways to carry out the reduction are normal-order reduction and applicative-order reduction: the normal-order reduction, corresponding to the call-by-name evaluation strategy, is a sequential reduction in which, whenever there is more than one reducible sub-expression (called a redex), the leftmost one is chosen first; the applicative-order reduction, corresponding to the call-by-value evaluation strategy, is a sequential reduction in which the leftmost innermost redex is chosen first. Given an expression \( e \), applying the normal-order reduction on \( e \) will always yield the normal form of \( e \) if there is one. Applicative-order reduction, however, is not always adequate. Consider the following example:

\[
(\lambda x.y)((\lambda x. (xx))(\lambda x. (xx))) \Rightarrow (\lambda x.y)((\lambda x. (xx))(\lambda x. (xx))) \Rightarrow \ldots;
\]

normal order reduction will yield:
(\lambda x. y)((\lambda x. (x x)) (\lambda x. (x x))) \Rightarrow y.

One nice thing about the lambda calculus is the ability to express recursive functions nonrecursively. Given a lambda expression \( e \), there is a fixpoint \( e' \) such that \((ee') \iff e'\); one example of \( e' \) is just the expression \( (Ye) \) where the \( Y \) combinator is defined by

\[ Y \equiv \lambda f. (\lambda x. f(xx))(\lambda x. f(xx)). \]

With this \( Y \) combinator, every recursive function in the form \( f \equiv \ldots f \ldots \) can now be written nonrecursively as

\[ f \equiv Y(\lambda f. \ldots f \ldots). \]

For example, the factorial function (written in lambda calculus extended with conditional expressions and constants)

\[ \text{fac} \equiv \lambda n. \text{if}(n = 0) \text{ then } 1 \text{ else } (n * \text{fac}(n - 1)) \]

can be written nonrecursively as

\[ \text{fac} \equiv Y(\lambda \text{fac}. \lambda n. \text{if}(n = 0) \text{ then } 1 \text{ else } (n * \text{fac}(n - 1))). \]

The ability of the lambda calculus to simulate recursion in this way is the key to its power and accounts for its persistence as a useful model of computation. Actually, it is shown (by Turing [Tur37]) that those functions computable on Turing machines are exactly those definable functions in the lambda calculus.

### 2.1.2 Lisp

Lisp [McC60, Ste84] was the first functional language in the world, developed by John McCarthy in 1950s. Although the core of Lisp is essentially the lambda calculus plus the constants, many new features in Lisp are now commonly used by almost all functional languages.

For example, Lisp is the first language that uses S-expressions. An S-expression is either a symbol, a number, or a pair of S-expressions. A restricted form of S-expression is the list data structure. Most list notations, such as the primitive \( \text{cons} \), \( \text{car} \), and \( \text{cdr} \) operations, are first introduced in Lisp.

Unlike the lambda calculus, Lisp is a strict call-by-value language. It allows side effect on S-expressions, using the primitive \( \text{rplaca} \) (for “replace the car”) and \( \text{rplacd} \) (for “replace the cdr”) operations.

Lisp is the first language that supports dynamic storage allocation. Whenever \( \text{cons} \) is applied, the \( \text{cons} \) cell must be allocated on the heap. When memory is used up, garbage collection is triggered to reclaim unused cells.
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Lisp programs are untyped; that is, Lisp does not associate types with expressions. Type-checking in Lisp is done during program execution. This so-called “dynamic type-checking” is done by inserting extra code into the program to watch for impending errors. Because of this, every data object in Lisp must have a type tag attached.

2.1.3 ML

A fundamental difference between ML and Lisp is that ML is statically typed and Lisp is dynamically typed. The type checking in ML is done, once and for all, at compile time. Like Lisp, ML is a “mostly functional” language, meaning that most ML programs are side effect free but ML has facilities for creating and manipulating mutable objects. The evaluation order in ML is call-by-value, with function arguments strictly evaluated from left to right.

ML is most well-known for its powerful polymorphic type system. ML programs are checked for type correctness at compile time. The compiler can infer the types of identifiers during type checking, so that the programmer need not declare them explicitly. In the following, we briefly explain the ML type system using the following core ML language (which still looks like the lambda calculus):

\[ e ::= x \mid \lambda x.e_1 \mid e_1 e_2 \mid \textbf{let } x = e_1 \textbf{ in } e_2 \]

Here, the \textbf{let} statement is just a syntactic language construct equivalent to \( [e_1/x]e_2 \); this additional structure is used to support ML’s powerful polymorphic type system, developed independently by Hindley [Hin69] and Milner [Mil78].

Suppose \( \text{TyVar} \) is an infinite set of type variables and \( \text{TyCon} \) is a set of nullary type constructors,

\[ \pi \in \text{TyCon} = \{ \text{int, bool, \ldots} \} \]

\[ \alpha \in \text{TyVar} = \{ \beta, \gamma, \alpha_1, \ldots \} \]

then the set of \textit{types}, \( \text{Type} \), ranged over by \( \tau \) and the set of \textit{type schemes}, \( \text{TypeScheme} \), ranged over by \( \sigma \) are defined by

\[ \tau ::= \pi \mid \alpha \mid \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2 \]

\[ \sigma ::= \tau \mid \forall \alpha. \tau_1. \]

A \textit{type environment} is a finite map from program variables to type schemes. \( \text{tyvars}(\tau) \), \( \text{tyvars}(\sigma) \) and \( \text{tyvars}(TE) \) are the set of type variables that occur \textit{free} in \( \tau, \sigma \) and \( TE \) respectively. A type \( \tau' \) is a \textit{generic instance} of a type scheme \( \sigma = \forall \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n. \tau \), written as \( \tau' \bowtie \sigma \), if there exists a substitution \( S \) with its domain being a subset of \( \{ \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \} \)
and $\tau' = S(\tau)$. A type scheme $\sigma_1$ is more general than $\sigma_2$, denoted as $\sigma_2 \prec \sigma_1$, if all generic instances of $\sigma_2$ are also generic instances of $\sigma_1$. The generalization of a type $\tau$ in a type environment $TE$ is denoted by $gen(TE, \tau)$, it is the type scheme $\forall \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n. \tau$ where $\{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n\} = tyvars(\tau) \setminus tyvars(TE)$. The core ML type system, in the form of type deduction rules as $TE \vdash e : \tau$, is listed in Figure 1.

In general, an expression $e$ can be given many different typings under the deduction rules and a given type environment $TE$. We are particularly concerned with the principal type of $e$ under $TE$, namely the type $\tau$ such that if $TE \vdash e : \tau$ and $TE \vdash e : \tau'$, then $gen(TE, \tau) \prec \tau'$. Damas and Milner [DM82] have shown that any expression that has a type in a given environment has a principal type in that environment, which is unique except for choice of bound type-variable names and can be inferred using the well-known type assignment algorithm “W” [DM82].

Standard ML [MTH90] is just core ML extended with constants, pattern matching, data type definitions, references and exceptions, and a sophisticated module system [Mac84]. We'll explain the details of Standard ML in Section 2.2.

2.1.4 Haskell

Haskell is a nonstrict, purely functional programming language developed by Hudak, Peyton Jones, Wadler et al [HJetal92]. Core Haskell is very much like the core ML described in the last section; it is a statically typed language with the same Hindley-Milner type system. The main differences between ML and Haskell are as follows:
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- ML is a mostly functional language; side effects in ML are allowed. Haskell is a purely functional language; no side effects are permitted.
- ML is a “strict” call-by-value language (i.e., uses applicative-order reduction). Haskell, on the other hand, is a “non-strict” language that uses lazy evaluation.
- ML supports a more expressive and powerful module system than Haskell. For example, ML supports parametrized modules (i.e., functors) and module abstractions while Haskell does not.
- The type system in Haskell also supports type-classes—a more general form of overloading [WB89].

The details on how to efficiently compile pure functional languages such as Haskell are discussed by Peyton Jones [Pey87, Pey92]. Although some of the techniques described in this dissertation also apply to lazy languages such as Haskell, the rest of dissertation will mainly focus on compiling strict functional languages such as Standard ML.

2.2 Introduction to Standard ML

This section provides an introduction to Standard ML (SML) that should allow the reader to follow the examples and notations used in this dissertation easily. Readers are referred to References [Har86, Ull93, Pau91] for a more complete introduction. The formal definition and commentary for SML can be found in References [MTH90, MT91].

2.2.1 Basic expressions, values, and types

SML is an expression language: the traditional statement constructs, such as blocks, conditionals, case statements, and assignment, are packaged as expressions. Every expression has a statically determined type and will only evaluate to values of that type. In the following, we illustrate the basic values and types of SML by example:

Unit The type unit consists of a single value, written (). This type is used whenever an expression has no interesting value, or a function is to have no arguments.

Booleans The type bool consists of the values true and false. The ordinary boolean negation is available as not. Booleans are most commonly used as the first argument of the conditional expression

$$\text{if } e \text{ then } e_1 \text{ else } e_2.$$
In SML, both the \texttt{then} and \texttt{else} clauses must have the same type.

**Integers** The type \texttt{int} is the set of integers. Integers are written in the usual way, except that negative integers are written with the tilde character "\~" rather than a minus sign. ML supports the usual arithmetic operators, \(+\), \(-\), \(*\), \div, and \mod; and the usual relational operators, \(<\), \(\leq\), \(>\), \(\geq\), \(=\), and \(<\).

**Strings** The type \texttt{string} consists of the set of finite sequences of characters. Strings are written in the conventional fashion as characters between double quotes, e.g., "hello world!\n", "foo".

**Real Numbers** The type of floating point numbers is known in SML as \texttt{real}. Real numbers written in more or less the usual fashion for programming languages, e.g., 3.1415, 0.03.

**Tuples** The type \(\tau_1 \times \tau_2\), where \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\) are types, is the type of ordered pairs whose first component has type \(\tau_1\) and whose second component has type \(\tau\). Ordered pairs are written \((e_1, e_2)\), where \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) are expressions. An ordered \(n\)-tuple, where \(n \geq 2\), is written as \(n\) comma-separated expressions between parentheses. For example, \((1, \text{true})\) is a pair of \texttt{int} and \texttt{bool}; \("\text{bar}\", 17, 3.14*3.14) is a triple whose SML type is \texttt{string \* int \* real}.

**Records** The \texttt{record} type is quite similar to Pascal records and to C structures. A record consists of a finite set of labelled fields, each with a value of any type (as with tuples, different fields may have different types). Record values are written by giving a set of equations of the form \(l = e\), where \(l\) is the label and \(e\) is an expression, enclosed in curly braces. The type of a record is a set of pairs of the form \(l : \tau\) where \(l\) is a label and \(\tau\) is a type, also enclosed in curly braces. For example, \{\texttt{name}="bar", \texttt{used}=\texttt{true}\} is a record whose type is \{\texttt{name:string, used:bool}\}.

### 2.2.2 Value bindings, functions, and polymorphism

The principal mechanism for associating values with variables in SML is to use value declarations or function declarations. A \textit{value binding} starts with a leading key word \texttt{val}, e.g.,

\begin{verbatim}
val x = 4 * 5
\end{verbatim}
it is evaluated by first evaluating the expression on the right-hand side, and then setting
the value of the variable on the left-hand side to this value. In the above example, \( x \) is
bound to 20, an integer.

Function declaration uses the leading key word \texttt{fun}; for example, the factorial function
can be defined as:

\[
\text{fun fac n = if (n = 0) then 1 else n * fac(n-1)}
\]

The type of function \texttt{fac} is \texttt{int \to int}.

Functions in SML are first-class values; they can be passed as arguments, embedded in
data structures and returned as results. For example, in the following,

\[
\text{fun compose (f,g) = fn x => (f (g x))}
\]

the function \texttt{compose} takes two functions \( f \) and \( g \) as arguments; it returns the composition
of \( f \) and \( g \) as the result.

As described in Section 2.1.3, SML also supports polymorphic types. The \texttt{compose}
function above has a polymorphic type

\[
\forall \alpha \forall \beta \forall \gamma . ((\alpha \to \beta) \ast (\beta \to \gamma)) \to (\alpha \to \gamma);
\]

it can be applied to any pair of functions as long as the application satisfies the ML type
deduction rules (see Figure 1).

### 2.2.3 Datatypes and pattern matching

One very important feature in SML is that programmer can declare new concrete data types
using the \texttt{datatype} constructs. The most commonly used data type is \texttt{list}, defined as

\[
\text{datatype 'a list = nil}
\[
\mid :: \text{ of 'a * 'a list}
\]

here \( 'a \) is a type variable used to denote the Greek symbol \( \alpha \). This data type declaration
defines a list to be either empty (\texttt{nil}), or the cons of an element and a list (\texttt{::}). In
SML, the cons operator “\texttt{::}” is pre-declared as an infix operator; lists are often represented
syntactically as

\[
[e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n],
\]

which really denotes

\[
(e_1 :: (e_2 :: \ldots :: (e_n :: \texttt{nil}))).
\]

Another important predefined data type in SML (actually, only in SML/NJ [AM91]) is the
polymorphic option type:

\[
\text{datatype 'a option = NONE | SOME of 'a}
\]
Structured data type values are decomposed using a powerful pattern matching notation. A pattern is a data template. If a datum matches a pattern, the variables in the pattern are bound to the corresponding components of the datum. A match fails if the datum and pattern do not concur. Pattern matching is useful for defining functions—a series of \( n \) patterns can select from a function's \( n \) cases. The \(|\) symbol separates pattern-case pairs. Matching proceeds serially from left to right. A successful match causes evaluation of the corresponding function case. The matching process faults if no pattern matches the function's argument value. Using patterns, a function to compute the lengths of lists is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun length \( \text{nil} \) = 0} \\
| \text{length \((x::xs)\) = 1 + (length \(xs\))}
\end{align*}
\]

When \text{length} is applied to the empty list, the first pattern \((\text{nil})\) matches and \text{length} returns 0; otherwise, \text{length}'s argument matches the cons cell (with the :: list constructor) in the second pattern \((x::xs)\). This match binds \(x\) to the head element of the list and \(xs\) to the tail. Since the length function does not require a binding for a list's head element, the pattern \((x::xs)\) is more informatively written as \((_::xs)\) where the wildcard \((_\) \) matches—but does not bind—anything.

### 2.2.4 Reference values

Although SML is mostly functional, it does allow side effects. References are cells whose contents may be changed after creation by assignment. The \text{ref} "datatype" constructor, and its corresponding value constructor, are almost as if defined by the declaration

\[
\text{datatype 'a ref = ref of 'a}
\]

A reference whose initial contents are string "foo" may be created and later altered as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let val r = ref "foo"} \\
\text{in (r := ("bar"^(!r))} \\
\text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

Here, "^" is the string concatenation operator (infix); ":=" is the assignment operator (infix); "!!" is the dereferencing operator. The final content for \(r\) is the string "barfoo".

### 2.2.5 Exceptions

SML has an exception mechanism for signaling run-time errors and other exceptional conditions. For example,
exception Head

fun head(nil) = raise Head
  | head(x::xs) = x

fun head2 l = head(l) handle Head => 0

The first line is an exception binding that declares Head to be an exception. The function head is defined in the usual way by pattern matching on the constructors of the list type. In the case of a non-empty list, the value of head is simply the first element. But for nil, the function head is unable to return a value, and instead raises an exception. To be complete there is a way of doing something about an error; in SML, this is called an exception handler. The expression

\[ e \text{ handle } e\text{xn} \Rightarrow e' \]

is evaluated as follows: first, evaluate \( e \); if it returns a value \( v \), then the value of the whole expression is \( v \); if it raises the exception \( e\text{xn} \), then returns the value of \( e' \); if it raises any other exception, then raise that exception. The above function head2 will return 0 if the argument is an empty list.

### 2.2.6 First-class continuations

An extension in Standard ML of New Jersey (SML/NJ) [AM91] is the typed first-class continuation [DHM91], defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{type} \ 'a \text{ cont} \\
\text{val \ callcc} & : ('a \text{ cont} \to 'a) \to 'a \\
\text{val \ throw} & : 'a \text{ cont} \to 'a \to 'b
\end{align*}
\]

Here, cont is an abstract type constructor; “‘1a” denotes a weak type variable (also used for typing references) [Mac88]; callcc is used to capture the current state (representing the “rest of the program”), just like the call-with-current-continuation function in Scheme [RC86]; the captured continuation can be later applied by using the throw function. First-class continuations can be used to support tasking, coroutines, exceptions, and so on.

### 2.2.7 Modules

SML provides a powerful module system, which can be used to partition programs along clean interfaces.

In its simplest form, a module is (syntactically) just a collection of declarations viewed as a unit, or (semantically) the environment defined by those definitions. This is one form of
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a structure expression: "struct dec end." For example, the following structure expression represents an implementation of stacks:

```plaintext
struct
datatype 'a stack = Empty | Push of 'a * 'a stack
exception Pop and Top
  fun empty(Empty) = true | empty _ = false
  val push = Push
  fun pop(Push(v,s)) = s | pop(Empty) = raise Pop
  fun top(Push(v,s)) = v | top(Empty) = raise Top
end
```

Structure expressions and ordinary expressions are distinct classes; structure expressions may be bound using the structure keyword to structure identifiers. For example, we might make a structure Stack using the structure expression shown above:

```plaintext
structure Stack = struct
datatype 'a stack = ...
  ....
end
```

It is often useful to explicitly constrain a structure binding to limit the visibility of its fields. This is done with a signature, which is to structure binding as a type constraint is to a value binding. For example, we might write a signature for the Stack as

```plaintext
sig type 'a stack
  exception Pop and Top
  val Empty : 'a stack
  val push : 'a * 'a stack -> 'a stack
  val empty : 'a stack -> bool
  val pop : 'a stack -> 'a stack
  val top : 'a stack -> 'a
end
```

The signature mentions the structure components that will be visible outside the structure. Signatures may be bound to identifiers by a signature declaration using the keyword signature, for example, the signature above could be bound to the identifier STACK by the declaration

```plaintext
signature STACK = sig type 'a stack
  .........
end
```

A signature can be used to constrain a structure (also called signature matching) by including it in a structure declaration:

```plaintext
structure Stack1 : STACK = Stack
```
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Now the constructor Push is not a visible component of the Stack1 structure, since it
does not appear in the signature. Since the constructor Empty is mentioned as a val in
the signature, but not as a constructor (i.e., as part of a data type specification), then
Stack1.Empty may be applied as a function but not matched in a pattern.

SML also supports parametrized modules, called functors. Functors, which are functions
on structures, are used to manage the dynamics of program development in SML. Functors
are defined using functor declarations, using the key word functor. The syntax of a functor
declaration is similar to the clausal form of function definition, for example,

\[
\text{functor F(S : STACK) =}
\begin{align*}
\text{struct fun init() = S.Empty} \\
\text{fun pushlist(nil,s) = s} \\
\text{ | pushlist(x:xs,s) = S.push(x,pushlist(xs,s))} \\
\text{val pop = S.pop} \\
\text{val top = S.top}
\end{align*}
\]

this functor F defines a function that, given any structure matching STACK, returns another
structure, which contains four components, init, pushlist, pop, and top.

2.2.8 Summary

In summary, SML is a functional language that contains many features frequently seen in
the modern higher-level programming languages:

- SML is safe: programs cannot corrupt the runtime system so that further execution
  of the program is not faithful to the language semantics.

- SML supports first-class functions: functions can be passed as arguments, returned as
  results, and stored in variables. The principal control mechanism in SML is recursive
  function application.

- SML is statically typed with a powerful polymorphic type system. Every legal ex-
  pression in SML has a uniquely determined most general typing which is determined
  automatically by the compiler.

- SML has a module system supporting abstract data types, hiding of representations,
  and type-checked interfaces.

- SML is a mostly functional language. Although SML programs are mostly written
  using immutable data structures only, side effects are still allowed.
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2.3 Compiling functional languages

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the major challenges in compiling functional languages are on how to compile function call and return efficiently and how to optimize the runtime data representations. On many other aspects, compiling functional languages can be attacked using the same techniques described in the “Dragon” book [ASU86].

This section reviews the basic issues involved in compiling function call and return for functional languages. The background about efficient data representations is discussed later in Section 3.2 and Section 6.1.

2.3.1 Stack allocation and heap allocation

Stack allocation is the most commonly used method to implement function call and return. In the stack scheme, a contiguous region of memory is used as a runtime stack. An activation record is pushed onto the stack at each function call and then popped off the stack when the function returns. Each activation record normally contains formal parameters, returned values, access link, saved registers, temporaries, and local data. The access link is a pointer from the activation record of a function to the activation record of its enclosing function; this can be decided at compile time. By following the access links, each function can access non-local variables stored in the activation records of outer functions. Another region of memory is for static data and code segment; this area is of fixed size (for each program) and is used to store code segment and global variables. A third region is the “heap;” all the dynamically allocated data are stored here. In languages such as C and Pascal, programmers are responsible for freeing the dead data objects by explicitly calling the “free” or “dispose” library function in their programs. In functional languages, memory allocation and deallocation are often done implicitly; dead data objects are reclaimed by a garbage collector.

Function call and return can be implemented using either the stack-based scheme or the heap-based scheme. The stack-based scheme pushes an activation record on the stack at each function call and pops the activation record off the stack when the function returns. The heap-based scheme allocates an activation record in the heap at each function call and does nothing at the function return; the activation record is left on the heap, and later reclaimed by the garbage collector.
fun f(v,w,x,y,z) =
  let fun g() =
    let val u = hd(v)
    fun h() =
      let fun i() = w+x+y+z+3
      in (i,u)
    end
    in h
  end
  in g
end

fun big(n) = if n<1 then [0] else n :: big(n-1)

fun loop (n,res) =
  if n<1 then res
  else (let val s = f(big(N),0,0,0,0)()
        in loop(n-1,s::res)
        end)

val result = loop(N,[[]])

Figure 2: Higher-order functions and space safety

2.3.2 Higher-order functions and closures

Because functions in functional languages are first-class values that may be passed as arguments, returned as results, and put into data structures, implementing function call and return is more complicated than in imperative languages such as C and Pascal.

For example, Figure 2 presents an example in SML that uses higher-order functions. The function \( f \) returns as its result a nested function \( g \), which returns a nested function \( h \), which returns a nested function \( i \) and a value \( u \) computed by selecting the head of the list \( v \). The function \( \text{big}(n) \) makes a list of length \( n \), and \( \text{loop} \) makes a list of \( n \) copies of function \( h \), that is, the result of the function application \( f(\text{big}(N),0,0,0,0)() \).

Higher-order functions such as \( g, h, i \) cannot be implemented just using a LIFO stack because they may be called later even though their environments (i.e., activation records) have been popped off the stack. The usual solution to this problem is to represent functions as closures [Lan64]. A function with free variables is said to be open; a closure is a data structure containing both the machine code address of an open function, and bindings for all the non-local variables (i.e., free variables) of that function. The machine-code
implementation of the function knows to find the values of non-local variables in the closure data structure.

Table 1: Flat closures and linked closures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Closures</th>
<th>Linked Closures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ G \rightarrow g v w x y z ]</td>
<td>[ G \rightarrow g v w x y z ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ H \rightarrow h u w x y z ]</td>
<td>[ H \rightarrow h u ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ I \rightarrow i w x y z ]</td>
<td>[ I \rightarrow i ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, Table 1 shows two commonly used closure representations: flat closure and linked closure. A flat closure [Car84b] is a record that holds only the free variables needed by the function. For example, the flat closure for \( h \) (denoted as \( H \)) contains just the code pointer (denoted by \( h \)) plus the values for variable \( u, w, x, y \), and \( z \). A linked closure [Lan64] is a record that contains the bound variables of the enclosing function, together with a pointer to the enclosing function’s closure. For example, the linked closure for \( h \) contains the code pointer \( h \), the locally bound variable \( u \), and the pointer to the enclosing function \( g \)’s closure.

2.3.3 Space safety

In any language, it is common for the programmer to have variables in scope that are “dead”; that is, their current values will never again be needed. In a garbage-collected language, the garbage collector need not use such variables as “roots” of live data. Several implementors have independently discovered that this is really important: if the collector traverses too many dead variables, the memory use of the program can increase by a large factor [Bak76, Cha88, RW93, App92, Jon92].

In fact, a collector that starts from only the (statically determinable) live variables can often keep asymptotically less data live than a less careful collector; that is, one system might use \( O(N) \) space where another uses \( O(N^2) \) space, where \( N \) is the size of the input. This theorem, examples, and a description of compiler techniques that are “safe for space complexity” are described by Appel [App92, Chapter 12].

We can use the example shown in Figure 2 to illustrate this problem. With flat closures, each evaluation of \( f(\ldots)() \) yields a closure \( s \) for \( h \) that contains just a few integers \( u, w, x, \),
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y, and z; the final result (i.e., \textit{result}) contains \( N \) copies of the closure \( s \) for \( h \), thus it uses at most \( O(N) \) space.

With linked closures, each closure \( s \) for \( h \) contains a pointer to the closure for \( g \), which contains a list \( v \) of size \( N \). Since the final \textit{result} keeps \( N \) closures for different instantiations of \( h \) simultaneously—each with a different (large) value for the variable \( v \)—it requires \( O(N^2) \) space consumption instead of \( O(N) \). This space leak is caused by inappropriately retaining some “dead” objects \( (v) \) that should be garbage collected earlier.

Such space leaks are unacceptable. Closure (and frame) representations must not cause space leaks (see Chapter 4). In 1992, we found several instances of real programs whose live data size (and therefore memory use) was unnecessarily large (with factors of 2 to 80) when compiled by early versions of our compiler that introduced this kind of space leak. All recent versions of SML/NJ have obeyed the “safe for space complexity” (SSC) rule, and users really did notice the improvement. The SSC rule is stated as follows: any local variable binding must be unreachable after its last use within its scope (see Appel [App92] for a more formal definition).

\textbf{Assumption:} all discussions in this dissertation are based on the assumption that the compiler must satisfy the “safe for space complexity” rule.

2.4 Experimental measurements

All measurements in this dissertation are done on a DEC5000/240 workstation with 128 mega-bytes of memory (under Ultrix 4.3). Table 2 shows the set of benchmarks we use; for each benchmark, we also show the source program size (in number of lines) and the degree of modularity (in number of modules and files\(^1\). In our measurements, a file is a basic separate compilation unit. Among these 12 benchmarks, \textbf{MBrot}, \textbf{Nucleic}, \textbf{Simple}, \textbf{Ray}, and \textbf{BHut} involves intensive floating-point operations; \textbf{Sieve} and \textbf{KB-Comp} frequently use first-class continuations or exceptions; \textbf{VLIW} and \textbf{KB-Comp} make heavy use of higher-order functions.

The execution time is measured using the standard UNIX timer facility (using the interface provided by the SML/NJ compiler). Each benchmark is run 20 times by a specific compiler. Since the performance of different runs are rather different\(^2\), we pick the fastest

\(^1\)In all the measurements, we treat each file (not module) as a separate compilation unit.

\(^2\)According to our experience, the difference between the fastest run and the slowest run of the same executable can be as much as a factor of two, depending on where and how the executable is put into the main memory.
### Table 2: General information about the benchmark programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>“Barnes-Hut” N-body problem solver [BH86], translated from C into Standard ML by John Reppy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Standard theorem-prover benchmark [BM72], translated from the Gabriel benchmark [Gab85].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CML implementation of prime number generator written by John Reppy [Rep91].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>An implementation of the Knuth–Bendix completion algorithm, implemented by Gerard Huet, processing some axioms of geometry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A lexical-analyzer generator, implemented by James S. Mattson and David R. Tarditi [AMT89], processing the lexical description of Standard ML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The game of Life, written by Chris Reade and described in his book [Rea89], running 50 generations of a glider gun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A simple ray tracer written in C by Don Mitchell, translated into Standard ML by John Reppy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A spherical fluid-dynamics program, developed as a “realistic” FORTRAN benchmark [CHR78], translated into ID [EA87], and then translated into Standard ML by Lal George.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>3658</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A Very-Long-Instruction-Word instruction scheduler written by John Danksin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YACC</td>
<td>7432</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>A LALR(1) parser generator, implemented by David R. Tarditi [TA90], processing the grammar of Standard ML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBrot</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Mandelbrot curve construction written by John Reppy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic</td>
<td>3307</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The pseudoknot program that computes the three-dimensional structure of part of a nucleic acid molecule [FTL94], translated from Scheme into Standard ML by Peter Lee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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run as its final performance data (as recommended, for example, by the SPEC benchmark consortium [Sta89]).

All compilers mentioned in this dissertation use a simple two-generation copying garbage collector [App89]. Available memory is divided into two half-spaces, and allocation occurs at the low end of the upper space (called new space). When the new space becomes full, all live data in the new space is appened into the other, old space, but it typically does not fill up the old space. The allocator then reset to begin filling the new space again. After some number of these minor collections, the old space occupies half the total available memory, though much of its data will no longer be live.

Garbage collection time can be very much dependent on heap size. In our measurements, for each benchmark, every version of the compiler is run in the same amount of memory (not the same ratio) so that improvements in space usage become improvements in garbage collection time. The amount of memory used for each benchmark is based on a ratio of 5 for the “base case” version.
Chapter 3

Type-Directed Compilation

Compile-time type information should be valuable in efficient compilation of statically typed functional languages such as Standard ML. But how should type-directed compilation work in real compilers, and how much performance gain will type-based optimizations yield? In order to support more efficient data representations and gain more experience about type-directed compilation, we have implemented a new type-based middle end and back end for the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler. This chapter describes the basic design of the new compiler, identify a number of practical issues, and then compare the performance of our new compiler with the old non-type-based compiler. Our measurement shows that a combination of several simple type-based optimizations reduces heap allocation by 36%; and improves the already-efficient code generated by the old non-type-based compiler by about 19% on a DECstation 5000.

3.1 Introduction

Compilers for languages with run-time type checking, such as Lisp and Smalltalk, must often use compilation strategies that are oblivious to the actual types of program variables, simply because no type information is available at compile time. For statically typed languages such as Standard ML (SML) [MTH90], there is sufficient type information at compile time to guarantee that primitive operators will never be applied to values of the wrong type. But, because of SML’s parametric polymorphism, there are still contexts in which the types of (polymorphic) variables are not completely known. In such cases, the program can still manipulate values without inspecting their internal representation. But to manipulate them (pass them as arguments, store them in data structures, etc.), it is necessary to know their size. The usual solution is to discard all the static type information and adopt the
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approach used for dynamically typed languages, that is, to represent all program variables using a standard boxed representation. This means that every variable, every function closure, and every argument to a function, is represented in exactly one word. If the natural representation of a value does not fit into one word (as with a floating-point number, etc.), a pointer to a heap-allocated object is used instead. This is a source of great inefficiency.

Leroy [Ler92] has recently presented a representation analysis technique (for core-ML) that does not always require variables be boxed in one word. In his scheme, data objects whose types are not polymorphic can be represented in multiple words or in machine registers; only those variables that have polymorphic types must use boxed representations. When polymorphic functions are applied to monomorphic values, the compiler automatically inserts appropriate coercions (if necessary) to convert polymorphic functions from one representation to another. For example, in the following SML code:

```
fun quad (f, x) = (f(f(f(x))))

fun h x = x * x * 0.50 + x * 0.87 + 1.3

val res = h(3.14) + h(3.84) + quad(h, 1.05)
```

quad is a polymorphic function with type \( \forall \alpha . (((\alpha \to \alpha) \to \alpha) \to \alpha) \); all of its four calls to \( f \) must use the standard calling convention—passing its argument in a general-purpose register. On the other hand, \( h \) is a monomorphic function with type \( \text{real} \to \text{real} \), so all monomorphic applications of \( h \) (e.g., in \( h(3.14) \) and \( h(3.84) \)) can use a more efficient calling convention—passing its argument \( x \) in a floating-point register. When \( h \) is being passed to the polymorphic function \( \text{quad} \) (e.g., in \( \text{quad}(h, 1.05) \)), \( h \) has to be wrapped to use the standard calling convention so that \( f \) will be called correctly inside \( \text{quad} \).

Representation analysis makes possible many interesting type-based compiler optimizations. But, since no existing compiler has fully implemented representation analysis for the complete SML language, many practical implementation issues are still unclear. For example, while Leroy [Ler92] has shown in detail how to insert coercions for core-ML, he does not address the issues in the ML module system, that is, how to insert coercions for functor application and signature matching (see Section 2.2.7). Propagating type information into the middle end and back end of the compiler can also incur large compilation overhead if it is not done carefully, because all the intermediate optimizations must preserve the type consistencies. In order to answer these questions and to gain more experience with type-directed compilation, we have implemented a new type-based middle end and back end for the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler (SML/NJ) [AM91]. In this chapter, we describe
the basic design of our new compiler, identify and solve a number of practical problems involved in the implementation, and then present a detailed performance evaluation of various type-based compilation techniques. The major contributions of this chapter are as follows:

- Our new compiler is the first type-based compiler for the entire Standard ML language.
- We extend Leroy’s representation analysis to the SML module language to support module-level abstractions and functor applications.
- We improve compilation speed and code size by using partial types at module boundaries, and by memo-izing coercions.
- We evaluate the utility of minimum typing derivations [Bjo94]—a method for eliminating unnecessary “wrapper” functions introduced by representation analysis.
- We show how the type annotations can be simplified in successive phases of the compiler, and how representation analysis can interact with the Continuation-Passing Style used by the SML/NJ compiler’s optimizer.
- We compare representation analysis with the crude (but effective) known-function parameter specialization implemented by Kranz [Kra87].
- Our measurements show that a combination of several type-based optimizations reduces heap allocation by 36%, and improves the already-efficient code generated by the old non-type-based compiler by about 19%.

3.2 Data representations

The most important benefit of type-directed compilation is to allow data objects with specialized types to use more efficient data representations. In this section, we explain in detail what the standard boxed representations are, and what other more efficient alternatives one can use in type-based compilers.

Non-type-based compilers for polymorphic languages, such as the old SML/NJ compiler [AM91], must use the standard boxed representations for all data objects. More specifically, primitive types such as integers and reals are always tagged or boxed; every argument and result of a function, and every field of a closure or a record, must be either a tagged integer or a pointer to other objects that use the standard boxed representations. For example, in Figure 3, the value $x$ is a four element record containing both real numbers and strings, each field of $x$ must be boxed separately before being put into the top-level
record. Similarly, \( y \) is record but containing only real numbers, but each field still has to be separately boxed under standard boxed representations. For concrete data types such as variable \( z \) in Figure 3, each element of \( z \) must again be boxed using standard boxed representations.

Figure 3: Standard boxed representations

In a type-based compiler, because we know the types of program variables, we can use much more efficient data representations, depending on how complicated a descriptor we
want to support at runtime\footnote{For statically typed languages such as SML, the descriptors kept at runtime are only used by the garbage collector to trace pointer data structures.}. For example, in the SML/NJ compiler [App90, Rep93, AM91], the descriptor for runtime objects is just a kind tag plus the length of the object; each object may contain tagged/boxed objects, or untagged/unboxed objects, but not both. Under this scheme, records that contain only real numbers can be represented as real vectors (e.g., $y$ in Figure 4); records that contain both unboxed values (i.e., real numbers) and boxed values (i.e., pointer to a string, etc.) must be still represented using two layers, with an extra box around each real number (e.g., $x$ in Figure 4).

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 5:** Flat unboxed representations with sophisticated descriptors

If more sophisticated object descriptors are used, $x$ can be represented even more efficiently, as shown in Figure 5. A naive way is to use a bitmap descriptor to indicate the boxity of each field, then the unboxed real numbers can just be mixed arbitrarily with other pointers (see Figure 5a); the problem with this is that it is quite expensive for the garbage collector to interpret the descriptor. Because we know the type of each element statically at compile time, a better way is to reorder all the fields to put all unboxed fields ahead of boxed fields (see Figure 5b); the descriptor for this kind of object is just two integers: one indicating the length of the unboxed part, another indicating the length of the boxed part.

For concrete data types such as the list $z$ in Figure 3, more efficient data representations are also possible. If we know $z$ has type \texttt{(real+real) list}, $z$ can be represented more compactly as shown in Figure 6a or Figure 6b. The major problem with these is that when $z$ is passed to a polymorphic function such as the \texttt{unzip} function:

\begin{verbatim}
fun unzip l = let fun h((a,b)::r,u,w) = h(r,a::u,b::w)
  | h(\[],u,w) = (rev u, rev w)
  in h(l,\[],\[])
end
\end{verbatim}
the list $z$ needs to be coerced from the more efficient representations (shown in Figure 6a and 6b) into the standard boxed representation (shown in Figure 3). These coercions can be very expensive because their costs are proportional to the length of the list. There are two solutions to solve this problem:

- The first approach—proposed by Leroy [Ler92]—is to use standard boxed representations for concrete data type objects. In other words, even though we know $z$ has type $(\text{real} \times \text{real})$ list, we still represent $z$ in the way shown in Figure 3, with each car cell pointing to an object that uses standard boxed representation. For example, if pairs such as $(4.51, 3.14)$ are normally represented as flat real vectors, when they are being added to (or fetched from) a list, they must be coerced from flat representations to (or from) standard boxed representations. The type-based compiler described in this paper also uses this approach. The LEXP language described later in Section 3.5.1 has special type called \texttt{RBOXEDty} to express such requirements.

- Another approach, described by Harper and Morrisett [HM95], is to represent concrete data types using more efficient representations as shown in Figure 6. When $z$ is being passed to \texttt{unzip}, we also pass a type descriptor to \texttt{unzip} indicating how to extract each car field of $z$. How well this approach behaves in practice is still not clear (see more discussion in Section 3.8).

### 3.3 Overview of the compiler

This section gives an overview of our new type-based compiler. The overall organization of the new compiler is very similar to the old Standard ML of New Jersey compiler described by Appel and MacQueen [AM91]. Compilation of an SML program is grossly divided into
the following seven phases (as shown in the center column of Figure 7), with each phase denoting certain set of program transformations:

**Parsing** The input stream of the SML source program is broken into tokens by a lexical analyzer, and then parsed according to a context-free grammar. This phase rewrites the source program into the raw abstract syntax tree (Ast)—an intermediate language that looks very much like the concrete syntax except that all of its punctuation tokens are discarded.

**Elaboration and Type-Checking** The raw abstract syntax tree does not contain any static semantic information; furthermore, it contains syntactic sugar and derived
forms. This phase elaborates all program declarations and specifications (e.g., modules, module interfaces, type and value declarations, etc.) into semantic objects according to the static semantics [MTH90]; the types of all program variables are inferred and checked using the ML type inference algorithm [DM82, MTH90]. The raw abstract syntax tree is rewritten into a more compact form called abstract syntax (Absyn). Each declaration in Absyn is annotated with its corresponding static semantic or type information calculated during elaboration. To support representation analysis, the Absyn in our new compiler also remembers the details\(^2\) of each abstraction and instantiation in the program. The details are described in Section 3.4.

**Lambda Translation** In this phase, the abstract syntax Absyn, annotated with static semantic information, is translated into a strict call-by-value lambda calculus (LEXP) augmented with data constructors, records, and primitive operators. Unlike the untyped lambda language used in the older SML/NJ compiler [AM91], LEXP is explicitly typed using a simple monomorphic type system (to be described in Section 3.5). The type information in LEXP is converted directly from the static semantic information attached to the Absyn. Coercion functions (in the same style as Leroy's [Ler92]) are inserted at each abstraction and instantiation site to correctly support abstraction and polymorphism. In addition, this phase also inserts the proper implementation of each equality test and assignment operator, and does pattern-match compilation. The details are described in Section 3.5.

**CPS Conversion** In this phase, the typed lambda language LEXP is converted into continuation-passing style (CPS). The CPS language is designed to match the execution model of a von Neumann register machine: functions in CPS can have multiple arguments, and variables (and function arguments) correspond closely to machine registers. Like the LEXP language, the CPS language here is also typed, but with an even simpler set of types (i.e., CTY, described in Section 3.6). With all the LTY information available in LEXP, this phase also determines the argument-passing convention for all function calls and returns, and the representation for all records and concrete data types. The details are described in Section 3.6.

\(^2\)More specifically, everytime a polymorphic object is referenced, the compiler remembers its type instantiation in the Absyn; everytime a type abstraction occurs (e.g., in functor application or signature matching), both the actual type and the abstract type are recorded in the Absyn.
CPS optimizations The resulting CPS expression is then fed into many rounds of CPS optimizations [App92] such as contraction, eta-reduction, beta-reduction, inlining expansion, loop unrolling, and so on. Type correctness must be preserved during all optimizations and transformations.

Closure Conversion This phase makes explicit the access to nonlocal variables by converting CPS expressions into closure-passing style (CLO) [AJ89, App92]. CLO is almost the same as CPS, except that all functions in CLO do not contain free variables, so they can be translated into machine code directly. The new closure conversion algorithm described in Chapter 4 can be extended to utilize the CPS type information to support even more efficient closure representations (see Section 3.6.4).

Machine Code Generation Finally, based on the CLO expression and the CTY information, the compiler does register allocation and instruction scheduling, and then writes out the machine code.

In summary, the new type-based compiler achieves type-directed compilation by performing a sequence of program transformations on several typed intermediate languages. First, the source program (Absyn) annotated with static semantics is translated into an intermediate lambda language (LEXP) annotated with simple monomorphic types (LTY); all module constructs and polymorphic functions are translated into simple lambda functions and records using Leroy’s representation analysis [Ler92]. The lambda expression is then converted into continuation-passing style (CPS) annotated with an even simpler CPS types (CTY); this conversion also determines the representation of records and concrete data types, and the argument-passing convention for function calls and returns, based on the LTY information. The very back end of the compiler then uses the CTY information to help generate more efficient code.

```plaintext
fun square (x : real) = x * x

fun sumsquare (l : real list) = let fun h ([], s : real) = s
| h (a::r, s) = h(r, a+s)
  in h(map square l, 0.0)
end
```

Figure 8: Front end issues in core language
3.4 Front end issues

The main task of the front end (the first two phases in Figure 7) is parsing and elaboration. Elaboration determines whether the source program is well-typed and well-formed according to the Definition [MTH90], and records relevant semantic or type information in the static environment. In a type-based compiler, elaboration must also remember the details of each abstraction and instantiation (for both types and modules) in the program in order to implement module constructs and polymorphic functions.

```plaintext
signature SIG = sig type t
val p : t
val f : t -> (t * t)
end

structure S = struct type t = real * real
val p = (3.0, 4.0)
fun f x = (x, p)
val q = 1.0
end

functor F(A : SIG) = struct val r = (A.f(A.p), A.p)
end

structure U : SIG = S
abstraction V : SIG = S
structure W = F(S)
```

Figure 9: Front end issues in module language

3.4.1 Core language

Previous ML compilers cannot take advantage of static type information because they do not know how to deal with polymorphism. Leroy’s representation analysis technique [Ler92] solves this problem by memorizing the actual instantiation of every polymorphic type and then inserting proper coercions later. Our compiler does the same. Each polymorphic variable and data constructor expression (or pattern) in the abstract syntax (Absyn) is annotated with two ML types (gathered during type inference): one is the polymorphic type itself, the other is its actual instantiation at this particular use. For example, in the SML program shown in Figure 8, where map is the standard map function on lists with polymorphic type \( \forall \alpha \forall \beta.(\alpha \to \beta) \to (\alpha \text{ list } \to \beta \text{ list}) \); map is annotated with this
polymorphic type, plus its instantiation \((\text{real} \to \text{real}) \to (\text{real list} \to \text{real list})\). Similarly, the data constructor, "::", is also annotated with its original polymorphic type \(\forall \alpha.(\alpha \to \alpha \text{ list}) \to \alpha \text{ list}\) plus its instantiation \((\text{real} \to \text{real list}) \to \text{real list}\).

Table 3: Signature matching is transparent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type in structure (U)</th>
<th>type in structure (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(f) ((\text{real} \star \text{real}) \to ((\text{real} \star \text{real}) \star (\text{real} \star \text{real})))</td>
<td>(\forall \alpha.\alpha \to (\alpha \star (\text{real} \star \text{real})))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p) \text{real} \star \text{real}</td>
<td>\text{real} \star \text{real}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Abstraction matching is opaque

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type in structure (V)</th>
<th>type in structure (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(f) ((t \to (t \star t)))</td>
<td>(\forall \alpha.\alpha \to (\alpha \star (\text{real} \star \text{real})))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p) (t)</td>
<td>\text{real} \star \text{real}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.2 Module language

The SML module language contains many instances of type abstractions and type instantiations, all of which must be dealt with carefully in order to correctly support type-directed compilation. In SML, basic modules, called \textit{structures}, are encapsulated environments; module interfaces, called \textit{signatures}, are environments associating specifications with component names and are used to both describe and constrain structures. Parameterized modules, called \textit{functors}, are functions from structures to structures. A functor’s argument is specified by a signature and the result is given by a structure expression, which may optionally be constrained by a result signature. There are four module constructs where abstraction and instantiation may occur: \textit{signature matching}, \textit{abstraction declaration}, \textit{functor application}, and \textit{functor signature matching} (used by higher-order modules [Tof92, MT94]). In the following, we use the example in Figure 9 to explain what information must be recorded in the abstract syntax tree during the elaboration phase:

- Signature matching checks that a structure fulfills the constraints specified by a signature, and creates a new \textit{instantiation structure} that is a restricted “view” of the original structure. The elaboration phase automatically generates a \textit{thinning} function that specifies all the visible components and their types (or thinning functions
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if there are substructures) in the original structure, and their new types in the instantiation structure. For example, in Figure 9, $U$ is bound to the result of matching structure $S$ against signature $SIG$. Because signature matching in SML is transparent [MT91, Ler94, HL94], $f$ and $p$ in the instantiation structure $U$ respectively have type $\text{type}(real \ast real) \rightarrow ((\text{type}(real \ast real)) \ast (\text{type}(real \ast real)))$ and $\text{type}(\text{real} \ast \text{real})$ (see Table 3). These new types and their old types in structure $S$ (shown in Table 3) will be recorded in its thinning function.

- Abstraction is treated the same as signature matching. Because matching for abstraction is opaque [MT91, Ler94, HL94], the elaboration phase also records the result signature in addition to the thinning function. For example, in Figure 9, $V$ is an abstraction of structure $S$ on signature $SIG$. $V$ remembers the thinning function generated for doing signature matching of $S$ against $SIG$, plus the actual signature $SIG$. During the elaboration of this abstraction, the type of $f$ in $S$, $\forall \alpha.\alpha \rightarrow (\alpha \ast (\text{type}(\text{real} \ast \text{real})))$, is first instantiated into $\text{type}(\text{real} \ast \text{real}) \rightarrow ((\text{type}(\text{real} \ast \text{real})) \ast (\text{type}(\text{real} \ast \text{real})))$ in signature matching, and then abstracted into $t \rightarrow (t \ast t)$ (see Table 4).

- Each functor application must remember its argument thinning function and its actual instantiation functor. For example, functor $F$ in Figure 9 takes $SIG$ as its argument signature, and returns a body structure that contains a value declaration $r$; the type of $r$ is $(\text{type}(A.\text{real}) \ast (\text{type}(A.\text{real})))$. When $F$ is applied to structure $S$, first, $S$ is matched against the argument signature $SIG$ to get the actual argument instance, say $S'$; then, the elaborator reconstructs a new body structure (for $F$), say $B'$, assuming $S'$ is the argument $A$. The component $r$ in $B'$ has type $((\text{type}(\text{real}) \ast (\text{type}(\text{real}))) \ast (\text{type}(\text{real}) \ast (\text{type}(\text{real}))))$. The elaborator records both the thinning function generated when $S$ is matched against $SIG$, and the actual functor instance of $F$, which has $S'$ as its argument, $B'$ as its result.

- Functor signatures are essentially "types" of functors. Given a functor signature $FSIG = (X : ASIG) : RSIG$, and a functor $F$, elaborating functor signature matching "functor $G : FSIG = F$" is equivalent to elaborate the functor declaration "functor $G(X : ASIG) : RSIG = F(X)$." Therefore, for each functor signature matching, the elaborator memorizes everything occurred in functor application $F(X)$ (see the case for functor application) plus the thinning function generated for matching $F(X)$ against the result signature $RSIG$. 

3.4.3 Minimum typing derivation

Like the Damas-Milner type assignment algorithm \( W \) [DM82], the elaboration phase in our compiler also infers the most general type schemes for all SML programs. As a result, local variables are always assigned the most polymorphic types, even though they are used much less polymorphically. For example,

\[
\text{fun } f(u, v) = \text{let fun } \text{equal}(x, y, z) = ((x=y) \text{ andalso } (y=z)) \\
\text{in } \text{equal}(u*2.0, v*3.0, u+v) \\
\text{end}
\]

variable \( f \) has type \( \text{real} \times \text{real} \to \text{bool} \), the let-bound function \( \text{equal} \) is assigned a polymorphic type, \( \forall \alpha. (\alpha \times \alpha \times \alpha) \to \text{bool} \) (assuming \( \alpha \) is an equality type variable), even though it is only used monomorphically with type \( (\text{real} \times \text{real} \times \text{real}) \to \text{bool} \).

We have implemented a “minimum typing derivation” phase in our compiler to give all local variables “least” polymorphic types. The derivation is done after the elaboration so that it is only applied to type-correct programs. Our algorithm, which is similar to Björner’s algorithm M [Bjo94], does a bottom-up traversal of the abstract syntax Absyn. During the traversal, we mark all variables that are local (e.g., let-bound) or hidden because of signature matching. For each marked polymorphic variable \( v \), we gather all of its actual type instantiations, say \( \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \), and reassign \( v \) a new type—the least general type scheme that generalizes \( \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \). The new type assigned to \( v \) is then propagated into \( v \)'s declaration \( d \), constraining other variables referenced by \( d \).

In the above example, the let-bound \( \text{equal} \) function will be reassigned a new type \( (\text{real} \times \text{real} \times \text{real}) \to \text{bool} \). Thus, the “=” operator can now be implemented as the primitive equality function on real numbers, which is much more efficient than the polymorphic equality operator. Moreover, because \( \text{equal} \) is no longer polymorphic, no coercion is necessary when it is applied to monomorphic values.

3.5 Translation into LEXP

The middle end of our compiler translates the abstract syntax Absyn into a simple typed lambda language called LEXP. During the translation, all the static semantic objects in Absyn, including types, signatures, structures, and functors, are translated into simple Lambda types (LTY); coercions are inserted at each abstraction and instantiation site (marked by the front end) to correctly support representation analysis. In this section, we explain the details of our translation algorithm, and present solutions to several practical implementation problems.
### 3.5.1 The typed lambda language LEXP

An Lambda expression (LEXP) (i.e., the data type `lexp` shown in Figure 10) can be any of the following:

- a variable `VAR`, a integer `INT`, a real number `REAL`, a string `STRING`, or a primitive operator `PRIM`;
- a lambda abstraction `FN(v,t,e)` where `v` is the argument, `t` is the argument type, and `e` is the function body;
- a function application `APP`;
- a set of mutually recursive function definitions `FIX` where where `var list` denotes the function names, `lty list` denotes the types of these functions, and `lexp list` denotes the corresponding function definitions;
- a `SWITCH` expression that detects which constant or data constructor (from the `(con*lexp) list`) was used to build a data type value, and then evaluates the corresponding expression (see Appel [App92] for details);
• a data constructor applied to an argument (CON, the injection), or a value-carrying
data constructor removed from an argument (DECON, the projection), where each data
constructor (dataconst) is essentially a constructor representation (conrep) plus its
Lambda type information;
• a RECORD expression with each field being an evaluated expression;
• a SELECT(i, e) expression that selects the i-th field of an evaluated expression e;
• the RAISE-ing of an exception (annotated with the result type), or the evaluation of
an expression in the scope of an exception HANDLER;
• a primitive wrapper expression WRAP(t, e) that wraps an evaluated expression e with
type t into exactly one word;
• a primitive unwrapper expression UNWRAP(t, e) that unwraps an evaluated expression
e into the natural unboxed representation with type t.

A Lambda-type LTY (i.e., the data type lty shown in Figure 10) can be:
• a primitive integer type INTty, or a primitive real type REALty;
• a record type RECORDty(l) where the types of its fields are specified by l;
• a functor type ARROWty(t, s) where t is the argument type and s is the result type;
• a machine-level pointer type BOXEDty that points to objects with arbitrary representa-
tions;
• a special machine-level pointer type RBOXEDty that can only point to objects with
standard boxed representations; the details of how and where to use RBOXEDty are
discussed in Section 3.5.2

The LTY information essentially characterizes all the possible data representations used
at runtime. In order to support coercion of data objects from one representation to another,
we define a coerce operation on our lambda language, just like the “wrap” and “unwrap”
fuctions used by Leroy [Ler92]. More specifically, coerce is a compile-time operation; given
two LTYs t_1 and t_2, coerce(t_1, t_2) returns a coercion function that coerces one lexp with
type t_1 into another lexp with type t_2:

• If t_1 and t_2 are equivalent, no coercion is necessary, coerce(t_1, t_2) returns the identity
function.
If one of \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) is \texttt{BOXEDty}, this requires coercing an arbitrary unboxed object into a pointer (or \textit{vice versa}); the coercion here is a primitive \texttt{WRAP} or \texttt{UNWRAP} operation, written as \( \texttt{coerce(BOXEDty,t_2)} = \lambda e.\texttt{UNWRAP}(t_2,e) \) and \( \texttt{coerce(t_1,BOXEDty)} = \lambda e.\texttt{WRAP}(t_1,e) \).

If one of \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) is \texttt{RBOXEDty}, this requires coercing an arbitrary unboxed object into a pointer (or \textit{vice versa}); moreover, the object itself must be coerced into standard boxed representation (or \textit{vice versa}); this coercion is similar to the \texttt{recursive wrapping} operations defined by Leroy [Ler92]. It is defined as \( \texttt{coerce(RBOXEDty,t_2)} = \texttt{coerce(dup(t_2),t_2)} \), and \( \texttt{coerce(t_1,RBOXEDty)} = \texttt{coerce(t_1,dup(t_1))} \), where the function \texttt{dup} is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
- \quad \texttt{dup(\texttt{RECORDty}[x_1,\ldots,x_n])} & = \texttt{RECORDty[RBOXEDty,\ldots,RBOXEDty]}; \\
- \quad \texttt{dup(\texttt{ARROWty}(x_1,x_2))} & = \texttt{ARROWty(RBOXEDty,RBOXEDty)}; \\
- \quad \texttt{dup(x)} & = \texttt{BOXEDty}, \text{ for all other LTY } x.
\end{align*}
\]

If \( t_1 = \texttt{RECORDty}[a_1,\ldots,a_n] \) and \( t_2 = \texttt{RECORDty}[r_1,\ldots,r_n] \), we first build a list of coercions \( [c_1,\ldots,c_n] \) for every field, where \( c_i = \texttt{coerce}(a_i,r_i) \) for \( i = 1,\ldots,n \). Assume \( v \) is a new lambda variable that corresponds to the old record, then the coercion from \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) is \( \lambda e.\texttt{LET}(v,e,\texttt{RECORD}[f_1,\ldots,f_n]) \) where each field of the new record is defined as \( f_i = c_i(\texttt{SELECT}(i,\texttt{VAR} v)) \) for \( i = 1,\ldots,n \). Here the \texttt{LET(x,y,z)} expression is an \texttt{LEXP} idiom, equivalent to the expression \( \texttt{APP(FN(x,BOXEDty,z),y)} \).

If \( t_1 = \texttt{ARROWty}(a_1,r_1) \) and \( t_2 = \texttt{ARROWty}(a_2,r_2) \), we first build the coercions \( c_a \) and \( c_r \) for both the argument and the result, that is, \( c_a = \texttt{coerce}(a_2,a_1) \) and \( c_r = \texttt{coerce}(r_1,r_2) \); then assume \( u \) and \( v \) are two new lambda variables, the coercion from \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) is \( \lambda e.\texttt{FN}(u,a_2,\texttt{LET}(v,\texttt{APP}(e,c_a(\texttt{VAR} u)),c_b(v)))) \).

### 3.5.2 Translating static semantic objects into LTY

The abstract syntax (Absyn) is translated into the lambda language \texttt{LEXP} through a simple top-down traversal of the Absyn tree. During the traversal, all static semantic types used in Absyn must be translated into \texttt{LTY}s. A signature or structure object \( s \) is translated into \texttt{RECORDty} where each field is the \texttt{LTY} translated from the corresponding component in \( s \); a functor object is translated into \texttt{ARROWty} with the argument signature being the argument \texttt{LTY}, and the body structure being the result \texttt{LTY}. The translation of an ML type \( t \) into \texttt{LTY} is done using the following algorithm (see the function \texttt{ty21ty} in Figure 11 for the pseudo code):
fun ty2lty(t) =
  (mark all type variables in t that ever appear in a constructor type;
   return lty(t))

fun lty(∀α.σ) = lty(σ)
| lty(⌜{τ₁ : τ₁, ... , τₙ : τₙ}⌝) = RECORDty[lty(τ₁), ..., lty(τₙ)]
| lty(τ₁ → τ₂) = ARROWty(lty(τ₁), lty(τ₂))
| lty(int) = INTty
| lty(bool) = INTty
| lty(unit) = INTty
| lty(real) = REALty
| lty(α) = if α is a marked type variable then RBOXEDty else BOXEDty
| lty(t) = if the constructor type t is rigid then BOXEDty else RBOXEDty

Figure 11: Translating ML type into LTY

signature VECTOR = sig type 'a vec
  val tabulate : (int -> 'a) -> 'a vec
  val vdotvp : real vec * real vec -> real
end

functor F(V : VECTOR) = struct val v = V.tabulate(fn _ => 1.0)
  val z = V.vdotvp(v,v)
end

structure V3 = struct
  type 'a vec = 'a * 'a * 'a
  fun tabulate f = (f 0, f 1, f 2)
  val vdotvp((x1:real,x2,x3),(y1,y2,y3)) = (x1*y1+x2*y2+x3*y3)
end

structure S = F(V3)

Figure 12: Flexible constructor type must be recursively boxed

- Type variables in t are divided into two kinds: those that ever appear in constructor
types,\(^3\) such as α in type (α * α list) → α list or β in type (β ref * β) → unit,
are translated into RBOXEDty; all other type variables, such as γ in γ * γ → γ, are
translated into BOXEDty;

\(^3\)Record type constructors and function type constructors ("\(\rightarrow\)"") are not counted here.
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- If \( t \) is a polymorphic type, with the form as \( \forall \alpha_1 \ldots \forall \alpha_n. \tau \), all quantifications are just ignored; the LTY for \( t \) is just the LTY translated from \( \tau \).

- Primitive types \( \text{int}, \text{bool} \) and \( \text{unit} \) are translated into \( \text{INTty}; \text{real} \) is translated into \( \text{REALty} \); all other primitive types are translated into \( \text{BOXEDty} \);  

- The arrow type constructor “\( \rightarrow \)” for functions is translated into \( \text{ARROWty} \); the record type constructor is translated into \( \text{RECORDty} \), with its fields by symbolic label.

- All \textit{rigid} constructor types\(^4\) such as \( \text{ByteArray}, \alpha \text{ list}, \) and \( \text{(real * real) ref}, \) are translated into \( \text{BOXEDty} \);

- All \textit{flexible} constructor types are translated into \( \text{RBOXEDty} \).

For example, the signature \( \text{VECTOR} \) in Figure 12 is translated into the LTY \( t_1 = \text{RECORDty} [t_2, t_3] \), in which the component \( \text{tabulate} \) has the LTY \( t_2 \) and the component \( \text{vdotcv} \) has the LTY \( t_3 \), where

\[
\begin{align*}
t_2 &= \text{ARROWty} (\text{ARROWty} (\text{INTty,BOXEDty}, \text{RBOXEDty})), \\
t_3 &= \text{ARROWty} (\text{RECORDty} [\text{RBOXEDty}, \text{RBOXEDty}, \text{REALty}]).
\end{align*}
\]

Functor \( F \) is translated into the LTY \( t_4 = \text{ARROWty} (t_1, t_3) \), where the result type is the LTY \( t_5 \):

\[
t_5 = \text{RECORDty} [\text{RBOXEDty}, \text{REALty}].
\]

Structure \( V3 \) has the LTY \( t_6 = \text{RECORDty} [t_7, t_8] \), in which the component \( \text{tabulate} \) has the LTY \( t_7 \) and the component \( \text{vdotcv} \) has the LTY \( t_8 \) where

\[
\begin{align*}
t_7 &= \text{ARROWty} (\text{ARROWty} (\text{INTty,BOXEDty}), \text{RECORDty}[\text{BOXEDty,BOXEDty,BOXEDty}]), \\
t_8 &= \text{ARROWty} (\text{RECORDty} [t_9, t_9], \text{REALty}), \\
t_9 &= \text{RECORDty} [\text{REALty}, \text{REALty}, \text{REALty}].
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the result structure \( S \) from functor application \( F(V3) \) has the LTY \( t_{10} \) where

\[
t_{10} = \text{RECORDty} [t_9, \text{REALty}].
\]

To understand why flexible constructor types (with arity > 0) must be translated into \( \text{RBOXEDty} \), let us look at the functor \( F \) in Figure 12 more closely. Here, the type \( 'a \text{ vec} \) in the argument signature is flexible, and we do not know its exact data representation

\(^4\)Following the Definition and Commentary [MTH90, MT91], all type constructor names, defined as type specification in signatures, are \textit{flexible}; all other type constructor names are \textit{rigid}. 
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until we know the actual instantiation of `a vec at functor application time. But, in the
body of functor $F$, the type `a vec may be instantiated into \textbf{real vec}, as is done in the
function application \texttt{V.tabulate(fn _ => 1.0)}.” Clearly, since we do not know how to
coeerce between `a vec and \textbf{int vec}, they must use exactly the same data representation,
that is, the standard boxed representation.

Flexible constructor types are abstract; during the signature matching or functor appli-
cation, they may be instantiated into any type. For example, type `a vec in the functor
signature of $F$ is instantiated into a tuple type “`a * `a * `a” (see the definition of
structure $V3$ in Figure 12) during functor application $F(V3)$.

Rigid constructor types, however, can only be concrete data types. This is because if
a rigid constructor type is bound to a non-data-type SML type, it must be done through
type abbreviation. But all type abbreviations are expanded during elaboration (see Defini-
tion [MTH90]).

As we discussed in Section 3.2, concrete data types—whether they are polymorphic or
not—always use the same data representations. If a data object needs to be put into or
fetched out of a certain concrete data type representation, it must be recursively “wrapped”
or “unwrapped.” This is why type variables that appear in constructor types are translated
into \texttt{RBOXEDty}. By doing this, expensive coercions between polymorphic and monomorphic
data type objects can be avoided.

3.5.3 Translating Absyn into LEXP

Now that we have explained how to translate static semantic objects into LTY and how to
coeerce from one LTY to another, the translation of Absyn into LEXP is straightforward:

\textbf{polymorphic variables:} Given a polymorphic variable $v$ in Absyn, the front end has
annotated every use of $v$ with its polymorphic type $\sigma$ plus its actual instantiation $\tau$.
Assume that $\sigma$ and $\tau$ are translated into LTYs $s$ and $t$, variable $v$ is then translated
into the LEXP expression \texttt{coerce($s,t)(VAR v$)}.

\textbf{pattern matching:} Pattern matches are compiled in the same way as in the old compi-
ler [AR92, AM91, App92]. The only difference is that we have to insert coercions
around polymorphic data constructor projections (\texttt{DECON}) (see the next item).

\textbf{polymorphic data constructors:} Polymorphic data constructors are treated the same
as polymorphic variables except that coercions are applied to data constructor injec-
tions (\texttt{CON}) and projections (\texttt{DECON}). For example, the projection function for the list
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cons constructor “::” appearing in function \( h \) in Figure 8 has the polymorphic type \( \forall \alpha. \alpha \text{ list} \rightarrow (\alpha \ast \alpha \text{ list}) \); this is translated into the LTY:

\[
s = \text{ARROW}\text{ty}(\text{BOXED}\text{ty}, \text{RECORD}\text{ty} [\text{RBOXED}\text{ty}, \text{BOXED}\text{ty}]).
\]

But this projection function for :: is instantiated into type \( \text{real list} \rightarrow (\text{real} \ast \text{real list}) \), which is translated into the LTY:

\[
t = \text{ARROW}\text{ty}(\text{BOXED}\text{ty}, \text{RECORD}\text{ty} [\text{REAL}\text{ty}, \text{BOXED}\text{ty}]),
\]

so the :: projection must be coerced from \( s \) to \( t \) before being applied to the actual argument list.

**polymorphic primitive operators:** Polymorphic primitive operators whose implementations are known at compile time can be specialized based on their actual type instantiations. For example, polymorphic equality, if used monomorphically, can be translated into primitive equality; integer assignments and updates can use unboxed update;\(^{3}\) the function composition operator can be nicely specialized, avoiding many expensive coercions.

**signature matching:** Suppose structure \( S \) is matched against signature \( SIG \), and \( U \) is the result instantiation structure; then the thinning function generated by the front end is translated into a coercion \( c \), which fetches every component from \( S \), and coerces it to the type specified in \( U \). If \( S \) is denoted by \( v \), then the translation of this signature matching is simply \( c(v) \).

**abstraction:** Abstraction is translated in the same way as signature matching, except that the result \( c(v) \) must also be coerced into the LTY for the signature \( SIG \). Assume that the LTYs for \( U \) and \( SIG \) are respectively \( u \) and \( s \), then the abstraction of structure \( S \) under \( SIG \) is \( (\text{coerce}(u, s))(c(v)) \).

**functor application:** Suppose the argument signature of functor \( F \) is \( SIG \) and \( F \) is applied to structure \( S \). The front end has recorded the thinning function for matching \( S \) against \( SIG \) and the actual functor instance \( F' \) for \( F \). As before, assume the result of matching \( S \) against \( SIG \) is \( c(v) \), and \( F \) is denoted by the LEXP expression \( f \), and the LTYs for \( F \) and \( F' \) are respectively \( s \) and \( t \), then the LEXP expression for \( F' \) is \( f' = (\text{coerce}(s, t))(f) \), and functor application \( F(S) \) is translated into \( \text{APP}(f', c(v)) \).

---

\(^3\)In order to support generational garbage collection [LH83, Ung86], most compilers must do some bookkeeping at each update so that the pointers from older generation to youngest generation are correctly identified. Used update is a special operator that always assigns an unboxed value into a reference cell; unlike other updates, unboxed updates will not introduce any new pointers, thus no extra bookkeeping is necessary.
3.5.4 Practical issues

In practice, a naive implementation of the above translation algorithm can lead to particularly large LEXP expressions, because of large LTYs and excessive coercion code. This problem is extremely severe for programs that contain many of the functor applications, and large structure and signature expressions. For example, the top-level linking program for the SML/NJ compilation manager CM [HLPR94] contains only 78 lines of source code and 9 functor applications, but many signatures involved (they are externally defined) are extremely large. As a result, its LEXP expression is several orders of magnitude larger than its Absyn form. This makes the compilation of such programs become several orders of magnitude slower, and makes it consume an intolerably large amount of memory.

The simplest way to decrease the size of coercion code is to avoid unnecessary eta reductions introduced by the coerce procedure. We make sure that coercing two equivalent LTYs never introduces any coercion code. For example, suppose \( t_1 = \text{RECORDty}[a_1, \ldots, a_n] \) and \( t_2 = \text{RECORDty}[r_1, \ldots, r_n] \), then \( \text{coerce}(t_1, t_2) \) first builds a list of coercions for each field \( c_i = \text{coerce}(a_i, r_i) \) where \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). If all of the \( c_i \)'s are identity functions, then no coercion code is built; otherwise everything proceeds as usual. This check is also done for coercing two ARROWtys.

In certain cases, naive translation may drag in some large LTYs that are mostly useless. For example, to compile the following code,

```haskell
val _ = (Compiler.Control.CG.calleesaves := 3;
        Compiler.AllocProf.reset())
```

we really only need know that variable calleesaves has type int, and variable reset has type unit \( \rightarrow \) unit. However, our translation algorithm will have to include the type of structure Compiler which may contain hundreds of components. So we extend the lty and lexp language in Figure 10 with the following new constructs:

```
datatype lty = ...... | GRECty of (int * lty) list | SRECORDty of lty list

datatype lexp = ...... | SRECORD of lexp list
```

Here, SRECORDty and SRECORD are same as RECORDty and RECORD, except that they are used particularly for module constructs (i.e., structure and signature objects). The GRECty LTY is used to type external structures such as the above Compiler structure; each GRECty specifies a subset of its actual fields (and their corresponding LTYs) that are interesting to the current compilation unit. The LTYs for all external structure identifiers are inferred during the translation phase, rather than being translated from their corresponding static
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semantic objects. For example, the LTY for structure Compiler in the above example will be:

\[
G\text{RE}c\text{t}[3, G\text{RE}c\text{t}[0, G\text{RE}c\text{t}[43, \text{INTty}]], 7, G\text{RE}c\text{t}[0, \text{ARROWty}(\text{INTty}, \text{INTty})]]
\]

where we assume that Control and AllocProf are respectively the 3th and 7th fields of Compiler, CG is the 0th field of Control, calleesaves is the 43th field of CG, and reset is the 0th field of AllocProf.

The most effective way to avoid excessive coercions is to share coercion code between equivalent pair of LTYs. More specifically, we build a hash table during the translation phase, with a pair of LTYs \((s, t)\) as the index; the contents of the hash table is a lambda variable that corresponds to a “shared” coercion code from \(s\) to \(t\), expressed in an LEXP expression as \(FN(x, s, (\text{coerce}(s, t))(x))\). Every time we need to insert a coercion from \(s\) and \(t\), we check the hash table, and retrieve the corresponding lambda variable if it is in the table; otherwise we add a new entry for this \((s, t)\) to the table. Finally, at the end of the translation phase, all “shared” coercions are defined in the top-level of the resulting LEXP expression.

Coercions introduced in the coerce procedure are normally inlined in the CPS optimization phase, because they are applied just once. “Shared” coercions are often not inlined, because they may cause excessive code explosion. Because “shared” coercions can be more expensive than general “inlined” coercions, we only use this hashing approach for coercions between module objects. This compromise works extremely well in practice, mainly because it is large module objects that are causing the “excessive coercion code” problem. Moreover, since module-level coercions are not executed often, the generated code is not noticeably slower.

3.6 Typed CPS back end

One nice thing about our compiler is that all seven phases (as shown in Figure 7) are completely independent of each other. Each phase is a collection of transformations from one intermediate form to another, thus the internal interfaces are very clean. For example, the front end checks the source program and verify that it is well typed and well formed according to the static semantics. The middle end, which translate Absyn into LEXP, makes the implementation decision for pattern matching, module constructs, and polymorphic functions; this requires translating static semantic objects into LTYs and inserting proper coercions at all instantiation and abstraction sites, but it does not need
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```
datatype value = VAR of var | INT of int | REAL of string | STRING of string

datatype accesspath = DIRp | SELp of int * accesspath

datatype cexp
   = RECORD of record_kind * (value * accesspath) list * var * cexp
   | SELECT of int * value * var * cty * cexp
   | APP of value * value list
   | FIX of function list * cexp
   | SWITCH of value * var * cexp list
   | BRANCH of branch_prim * value list * var * cexp * cexp
   | SETTER of setter_prim * value list * cexp
   | LOOKER of looker_prim * value list * var * cty * cexp
   | ARITH of arith_prim * value list * var * cty * cexp
   | PURE of pure_prim * value list * var * cty * cexp

type withtype function = fun_kind * var * var list * cty list * cexp

datatype cty = INTt | PTRt of int option | FUNt | FLTt | CNTt
```

Figure 13: The typed CPS language

to worry about how records and functions (i.e. those with LTYs such as RECORDty and ARROWty) are actually represented at runtime.

The CPS back end of our compiler contains four phases: conversion of LEXP into CPS, CPS optimization, closure conversion, and machine code generation. The CPS conversion phase not only converts the LEXP expression into continuation-passing style (CPS), but also makes the implementation decisions for records, data constructors, function applications, and switch statements. The resulting CPS expression, annotated with CPS types (CTY), is fed into many rounds of CPS optimization (described by Appel [App92]), and then converted into closure-passing style (CLO) by the closure converter. Finally, based on the CLO expression and the CTY information, the compiler does the register allocation and instruction scheduling, and writes out the machine code.

### 3.6.1 The typed CPS language

Figure 13 presents the new typed CPS language (defined as the data type cexp) and the new CPS types “CTY” (defined as the data type cty). As in the old CPS language [App92], the

---

6See Appel [App92] for details on how to CPS-convert data constructors and switch statements.
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arguments to a function (or primitive operators) are always values (variables or constants, defined as the data type *value*). A CPS expression can be:

- a `RECORD(k,ul,v,ce)` expression; here, `k` specifies the record kind (i.e., vector, closure, etc.); `ul` is a list of its elements, each can be a *direct* value (`DIRp`), or a value accessible through certain path (`SELp`); the result binds to a CPS variable `v`, which can be referenced in the rest of the CPS expression `ce`; notice that the CTY of `v` is not specified here, but it can always be reconstructed;

- a `SELECT(i,u,v,t,ce)` expression which binds the `i`-th field of `u` to `v`; the CTY of `v` is `t`;

- a function (or a continuation) application (`APP`);

- a set of function definitions (`FIX`); each function (the type *function*) specifies its function kind `fun_kind` (i.e. continuation, escaping function, etc.), its function variable name, its list of arguments, and the CTYs of these arguments, and the function body;

- a primitive `SWITCH` expression (switches on integers);

- a set of branch primitive operations (`BRANCH`);

- a set of primitive operations with side-effects (`SETTER`);

- a set of access (`LOOKER`), arithmetic (`ARITH`), and other miscellaneous (`PURE`) primitive operations; each of these operations takes several arguments (`value list`), and binds the result to a CPS variable with a CTY specified. The `PURE` operators include special primitive “wrapper” and “unwrapper” operators for integers (`iwrap` and `unwrap`), reals (`fwrap` and `unwrap`), and other pointer objects (`wrap` and `unwrap`).

The CPS type language CTY is even simpler than LTY. It only specifies whether a CPS variable is an integer (`INTt`), a real (`FLTt`), a function (`FUNt`), a continuation (`CNTt`), or a pointer to another heap record (`PTRt`). The pointer type `PTRt` carries a length value option, which denotes the length of the heap object it points to; if the object length is unknown at compile time (e.g., for objects such as concrete data types or polymorphic objects), the length field contains nothing. The translation from LTY to CTY is quite straight-forward, as shown by the following `lty2cty` function:
fun lty2cty(INTty) = INTt
| lty2cty(REALty) = FLTt
| lty2cty(ARROWty _) = FUNt
| lty2cty(BOXEDty) = PTRt(NONE)
| lty2cty(RBOXEDty) = PTRt(NONE)
| lty2cty(RECORDty 1) = PTRt(SOME(length 1))

More specifically, INTt is translated into INTt, REALty into FLTt, ARROWty into FUNt, BOXEDty and RBOXEDty into PTRt(NONE), and RECORDty 1 to PTRt(SOME k) where k is the length of the record. Notice since the CPS conversion phase has made implementation decisions for records and functions, the CTY is not concerned with the details of RECORDty and ARROWty.

3.6.2 Converting LEXP into CPS

The overall structure and algorithm of our CPS conversion phase is almost same as the one described by Appel [App92]. The conversion function \( \mathcal{F} \) takes two arguments: an LEXP expression \( E \) and a “continuation” function \( c \) of type \( \text{value} \rightarrow c\text{expr} \); and returns a CPS expression as the result. Unlike Appel [App92], during the conversion process, we also gather the LTY information for each LEXP expression, and maintain an LTY environment for all CPS variables. The LTY information is not only used to help make implementation decisions for records and function calls, but also is translated into CTY to annotate CPS variables.

Converting LEXP records is the most interesting case. Given an LEXP expression \( \text{RECORD}[u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n] \), suppose the LTY for each \( u_i \) is \( t_i \) \( (i = 1, \ldots, n) \), we can represent the record using virtually any layout:

- The simplest way is to box every field, with integers tagged and reals boxed (see Figure 3). This is the approach used in the old non-type-based SML/NJ compiler [AM91, App92]. This approach is is clearly inefficient.

- If all \( t_i \)s are REALty, the record can be represented as a “flat” real vector (as shown in Figure 4 in Section 3.2).

- If the runtime system supports descriptors such as bitmaps that specify the boxity of each field, the boxed and unboxed field can be simply mixed; the bitmap descriptor for this record can be inferred from its LTY (as shown in Figure 5a in Section 3.2).

- Another way to layout boxed and unboxed values is to reorder the fields so that all unboxed values are put ahead of all boxed values (as shown in Figure 5b in Section 3.2).
The advantage is that we can use a simple descriptor that specifies the length of the unboxed chunk and the boxed chunk. This kind of descriptor is also cheaper for the garbage collector to interpret than a bitmap.

Clearly, the LEXP \texttt{SELECT} expressions must be converted following the layout convention used for records.

The CPS conversion also decides the argument-passing convention for all function calls and returns. Given an LEXP function \( f = \texttt{FN}(v, t, e) \), depending on what \( t \) is, we can convert \( f \) into a multi-argument function; these arguments essentially correspond to target-machine registers. If \( t \) is a record type \texttt{RECORD} \( l \), and the length of the record (say \( n \)) is sufficiently small,\(^7\) we pass all arguments of \( f \) in \( n \) registers. Assume \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \) are \( n \) new CPS variables, where each \( v_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th field of \( v \) with type \( t_i \), and suppose \( \mathit{vl} = [v_1, \ldots, v_n], \mathit{cl} = [t_1, \ldots, t_n] \), and that \( k \) is the return continuation for \( f \), then

\[
\mathcal{F}(\texttt{FN}(v, t, e), c) = \texttt{FIX}((f k, f, k::v l, c n t::c l, c e)), (\texttt{VAR} f),
\]

where \( ce \) is the CPS conversion of the lambda expression \( \texttt{LET}(v, \texttt{RECORD} \{ \texttt{VAR} v_1, \ldots \texttt{VAR} v_n \}, e) \) (with return continuation \( k \)), and \( fk \) is \( f \)'s function kind.

Similarly, if \( f \) is the function defined as above, \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \) are \( n \) new CPS variables, and \( \mathit{ul} = [\texttt{VAR} v_1, \ldots, \texttt{VAR} v_n] \), converting the function application of \( f \) is defined as

\[
\mathcal{F}(\texttt{APP}(f, e), c) = \texttt{FIX}(k l, (\mathcal{F}(e, \lambda u. \texttt{hdr}(\texttt{APP}(f, k :: u l)))))
\]

where \( k \) is the return continuation defined by \( kl \) from \( c \), and \( \texttt{hdr} \) is a series of \texttt{SELECT} expressions that fetch out all \( n \) fields from \( u \) into \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \).

CPS conversion of function definition and application may introduce redundant record creation and selection code. Fortunately, they can be eliminated by the CPS optimization phase [App92].

Finally, the primitive coercion operations, \texttt{WRAP}(t, e) and \texttt{UNWRAP}(t, e), are converted into corresponding CPS primitive operations. Based on whether \( t \) is \texttt{INT}, \texttt{REAL}, or other pointer types, \texttt{WRAP} and \texttt{UNWRAP} are translated into \texttt{iwrap} and \texttt{iunwrap}, \texttt{fwrite} and \texttt{funwrap}, or \texttt{wrap} and \texttt{unwrap}.

### 3.6.3 CPS optimizations

When the CPS conversion phase is finished, the compiler has made most of the implementation decisions for almost all program features and objects: structures and functors are compiled into records and functions; polymorphic functions are coerced properly if they are being used less polymorphically; pattern matches are compiled into switch statements;

\(^7\)A compilation parameter serves as a threshold value; the current value we use is 10.
concrete data types are compiled into tagged data records or constants; records are laid out appropriately based on their types; and the function calling conventions are mostly decided.

The resulting CPS program, however, is very inefficient. The job of the CPS optimizer is to apply many simple transformations (such as \( \beta \)-reduction, constant folding, \( \eta \)-reduction, uncurrying), and to rewrite the CPS program into a smaller and more efficient one with the same semantics.

Because CPS is now annotated with CTY information, the CPS optimizer must faithfully preserve and propagate the CTY information in all transformations. This turns out to be very easy, since all CPS optimizations are naturally carried out in a "type-consistent" fashion. The only extra work is to copy the CTY information, when a function is being inlined or unrolled; this overhead is minimal since we have such a simple set of CPS types.

Besides those described by Appel [App92], two new CPS optimizations are performed:

- One is to cancel pairs of "wrapper" and "unwrapper" operations as long as they are of the same kind, that is, between \( \text{wrap} \) and \( \text{unwrap} \), \( \text{fwrap} \) and \( \text{funwrap} \), or \( \text{wrap} \) and \( \text{unwrap} \). This optimization is very useful in eliminating extra coercions introduced in the lambda translation phase.

- Another is to eliminate record copying operations; for example, suppose \( u \) is a CPS value, \( v_i \) is \( \text{SELECT}_c \) from the \( i \)-th field of \( u \) where \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), and \( w \) is a record built from these \( v_i \) with all fields in the same order, then if \( u \) has the CTY \( \text{PTR}_c \) (\( \text{SOME} \) \( n \)), we can tell that \( w \) is just another copy of \( v \). Because there is no object identity for records in ML, we can replace all uses of \( w \) by \( v \) and eliminate all copying operations. This is impossible in the old compiler [AM91, App92] where the length information for each record is not known in CPS.

3.6.4 Closure conversion

The representations of CPS functions (\( \text{FIXes} \)) are not exactly as a von Neumann machine would like them, since functions are nested with lexical scope. The closure conversion phase makes explicit the access to nonlocal variables by converting CPS expressions into \( \text{closure-passing style} \) (CLO). CLO is really a subset language of CPS, but each CLO function contains extra arguments that denote its environment for all non-local variables.

Our compiler uses the new space-efficient closure conversion algorithm described in Chapter 4. The only new problem caused by the typed CPS language is to decide where and how to put unboxed values (e.g., untagged integers or unboxed reals) in heap-allocated closures or machine registers. This can be divided into the following three cases:
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- For all known functions (i.e., those whose call sites are all known at compile time), their environment can be allocated in both general purpose and floating-point registers, depending on the CTY information of all free variables.

- For all continuation functions, we assign several floating-point registers as callee-save registers, using the same approach described in Chapter 4. The floating-point portions of the closure (e.g., those with type FLT_t) can be allocated in floating-point callee-save registers.

- If a closure containing both boxed and unboxed values has to be allocated on the heap, we can use any layout scheme used for normal program records (described in Section 3.6.2).

One optimization commonly used in closure conversion is to share closures among several functions. Unfortunately, closure sharing, if not done carefully, is not safe for space complexity [App92] (see Section 2.3.3). In our typed CPS back end, the object size information for each CPS variable is known most of the time (from its CTY, except those with type PTR_t (NONE)), so we can easily identify whether it is safe to share two closures or not. As long as the extra objects being held are of constant size, sharing two closures would never cause asymptotic increase of the space usage.

3.6.5 Machine code generation

Since every variable in CLO is annotated with proper type information, register allocation and spilling are straightforward. If real numbers use unboxed representations, all variables with CTY FLT_t will be assigned a floating-point register. If the number of free variables (of the same register class) at a certain point of the program exceeds the number of available registers, spilling is necessary.

We also believe that the CTY information can benefit the instruction scheduler, but we have not yet explored this in our current implementation.

3.7 Performance evaluation

Type-directed compilation should support much more efficient data representations. In order to find out how much performance gain we can get for different type-based optimizations, we have measured the performance of six different compilers on twelve SML benchmarks (see Section 2.4).
The six compilers we use are all simple variations of the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler version 1.03z. All of these compilers use the new closure conversion algorithm (described in Chapter 4), and with three general purpose callee-save registers [AS92], and all use tagged 31-bit integer representations. Other aspects of these compilers are close to those described by Appel [App92].

**sml.nrp** This version does not support representation analysis. No type information is propagated into the compiler middle end and back end. All data objects use uniform standard boxed representations. All functions take exactly one argument and return one result.

**sml.fag** This is the **sml.nrp** compiler with the argument flattening optimization turned on [App92]. More specifically, given a function \( f \), if all of its call sites are known at compile time, the CPS optimizer can check if its argument is always a length-\( n \) record (or tuple); if this is the case, the argument record for \( f \) is flattened, and \( f \) is transformed into a \( n \)-argument function.

**sml.rep** This is our new type-based compiler that supports very basic representation analysis. This version does *not* use minimum typing derivations (see Section 3.4.3 and Bjørner [Bjo94]). Moreover, all floating point numbers still use boxed representations. Functions do *not* pass arguments and return results in floating-point registers.

**sml.mtd** This is the **sml.rep** compiler plus the implementation of minimum typing derivations.

**sml.fib** This is the **sml.mtd** compiler extended with support for unboxed representations for floating point numbers. Function call and return now pass floating-point arguments in floating-point registers. Records that contain just float-point numbers are represented as "flat" real vectors (see Figure 4).\(^8\) Records that contain both boxed and unboxed values are still represented as two layers, with each unboxed value being boxed separately (see Figure 4).

**sml.fp3** This version is completely same as the **sml.fib** compiler except three floating-point callee-save registers are used.

---

\(^8\)Unfortunately, the SML/NJ version 1.03z still uses the old runtime system [App90]. Memory fetch (or store) of a floating-point number is implemented using two normal (one-word) memory-load (memory-store) instructions. Because of this, the "flat" real vectors used need not be aligned at the double-word boundary.
Figure 14: A comparison of execution time (illustration)

All measurements are done on a DEC5000/240 workstation with 128 mega-bytes of memory, using the methodology described in Section 2.4. In Figure 14 and Table 5, we list and compare the execution time of running all the benchmarks using the above six compilers. Only the execution time (user time plus system time, in seconds) for the sml.nrp compiler is shown; the performance for all other compilers are denoted by a relative ratio to the sml.nrp compiler. Similarly, Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 respectively compares the total amount of heap allocation (in mega-bytes), the compilation time (in seconds), and the code size (in kilo-bytes). We can draw the following conclusions from these comparisons:
The type-based compilers perform uniformly better than older compilers that do not support representation analysis. The sml.fib compiler gets nearly 19% speedup in execution time and decreases the total heap allocation by 36% (on average) over the older SML/NJ compiler (i.e., sml.fag) that uses uniform standard boxed representations. This comes with an average of 6% increase in the compilation time. The generated code size remains about the same.
Table 7: A comparison of compilation time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Base (seconds)</th>
<th>sml.nrp (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fag (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.rep (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.mtd (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fbp (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>114.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBrot</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: A comparison of code size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Base (Kbytes)</th>
<th>sml.nrp (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fag (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.rep (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.mtd (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fbp (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>320.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>349.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBrot</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic</td>
<td>238.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The simple, non-type-based argument flattening optimization in the sml.fag compiler gives an impressive 5% speedup. The optimization itself does slow down the compilation a little bit (4%).

- The sml.rep compiler, which supports passing argument in registers (but not floating-point registers), only improves the performance of the non-typed-based sml.fag compiler by about 6%. It does decrease heap allocation by an impressive 20%. We believe
that most computation intensive parts (i.e., loops and recursions) are often known functions, so argument flattening can get most performance benefits of a type-based compiler such as sml.rep.

- The minimum typing derivation technique was intended to be useful in eliminating coercions; however, the major speedup of the sml.mtd compiler over sml.rep is from the Life benchmark where with minimum typing derivation, the polymorphic equality in a tight loop (testing membership of an element in a set) is successfully transformed into a monomorphic equality operator. Because the polymorphic equality implementation in SML/NJ is extremely slow (it uses runtime interpretation), Life is about 10 times faster. For all other benchmarks, sml.mtd performs about the same as sml.rep. Although there are much larger number of coercions in the lambda language in sml.rep, most these coercions are eliminated by the CPS optimization phase [App92] (through eta-reduction, inlining, constant folding, etc.).

- Another observation is that the sml.mtd compiler did not make the compilation any faster than sml.rep either. This is probably because the extra pass of deriving minimum types took away all the gains from coercion eliminations (in sml.mtd).

- Using three floating-point callee-save registers (i.e., the sml.fp3 compiler) is not any better than using no floating-point callee-save registers. The slowdown mostly comes from benchmarks such as Sieve and KB-Comp whose tight loops frequently use first-class continuations and exception handlers, because more callee-save registers make the register state bigger (see Section 4.6 for more discussions). In addition, certain floating benchmarks such as BHut, MBrot and Nucleic also gets slower. We believe this is because the current implementation of closure conversion heuristic is not well-tuned for floating-point callee-save registers.

## 3.8 Related work

Statically typed languages with Hindley-Milner polymorphism have long been compiled using the uniform boxed representations, just like the dynamically typed languages such as Lisp and Scheme. The representation analysis technique, first proposed by Leroy [Ler92] (for ML-like languages) and Peyton Jones and Launchbury [PL91] (for Haskell-like languages), allows data objects whose types are not polymorphic to use more efficient unboxed representations. Leroy [Ler92] has also implemented representation analysis in his Gallium compiler.
for the Caml Light dialect of ML, and shown that it can result in important speedups on certain benchmarks. The work described in this chapter is a re-implementation of Leroy's techniques in the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [AM91]. Unlike Leroy [Ler92], we concentrate more on practical issues such as how to implement type-directed compilation for the entire SML language (Caml has a much simpler module system than SML), and how to efficiently propagate type information through many rounds of transformations and optimizations.

Many people have worked on eliminating unnecessary "wrapper" functions introduced by representation analysis. Poulsen [Pou93] proposes a way to tag each type with a boxity annotation, and then statically determine when to use boxed representations and when to use unboxed representations. The major problem of his technique is that it is not easy to extend to the SML module system. Henglein and Jorgensen [HJ94] presents a term-rewriting method that translates a program with many coercions into one that contains "minimum" number of coercions (statically). Once again, it is not clear how their technique can easily be extended to the SML module language. Our compiler uses a simple minimum typing derivation [Bjo94] round in the front end to decrease the degree of polymorphism for all local and hidden functions. This is very easy to extend to the module system. We believe our approach can almost achieve the same result as "formally optimal unboxing" [HJ94]. Actually, we have shown that "wrapper" eliminations do not have much effect on performance in a highly optimizing compiler such as SML/NJ, simply because a simple compile-time contraction can eliminate most of the wrap and unwrap pairs (see Section 3.6.3).

Peterson [Pet89] presents a way to decide when to use boxed and unboxed representations using data flow analysis. It is not clear how much performance gain we can get from this kind of expensive analysis.

Harper and Morrisett [HM95] have recently proposed a type-based compilation framework called Compiling with Intensional Type Analysis for the core-ML language. They use a typed lambda calculus with explicit type abstractions and type applications as the intermediate language. Their scheme avoids recursive coercions by passing explicit type descriptors whenever a monomorphic value is passed to a polymorphic function. Since they have not implemented their scheme yet, it is unclear how well it would behave in practice. Because their proposal only addresses the core-ML language, we still do not know how easily their scheme can be extended to the SML module language.
3.9 Summary

We believe that type-based compilation techniques will be widely used in compiling statically typed languages such as ML in the future. The beauty of type-based representation analysis is that it places no burdens on the user: the source language does not change, programmers do not need to write coercions, and separate compilation works cleanly because interfaces are specified using types.

By implementing a fully working type-based compiler for the entire SML language, we have gained experience with type-directed compilation, and solved many practical problems involved in the implementations. Our performance evaluation shows that type-based compilation techniques can achieve significant speedups on a range of benchmarks.

The number of ways to use type information to help generate better code seems to be endless; this chapter only discusses and evaluates a very small number of these optimizations. I intend to evaluate other optimizations in the future.
Chapter 4

Space-Efficient Closure Representations

Many modern compilers implement function calls (or returns) in two steps: first, a closure environment is properly installed to provide access for free variables in the target program fragment; and second, control is transferred to the target by a "jump with arguments (or results)." Closure conversion, which decides where and how to represent closures at runtime, is a crucial step in compiling functional languages. We have a new algorithm that exploits the use of compile-time control and data-flow information to optimize closure representations. By extensive closure sharing and by allocating as many closures in registers as possible, our new closure conversion algorithm reduces heap allocation by 32% and memory fetches for local/global variables by 46%, and improves the already-efficient code generated by the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler by about 14% on a DECstation 5000. Moreover, unlike most other approaches, our new closure allocation scheme satisfies the strong "safe for space complexity" rule, thus achieving good asymptotic space usage.

4.1 Introduction

Many compilers of functional languages take great efforts to optimize function calls and returns because they are the fundamental control structure. Before a function call, context information is saved from registers into a "frame." In a compiler based on Continuation-Passing Style (CPS), this "frame" is the closure of a continuation function [Ste78].

In a CPS-based compiler, a closure environment is constructed at each function (or continuation) definition site; it provides runtime access to bindings of variables free in the
function (or continuation) body. Each function call is then implemented by first installing
the corresponding closure environment, setting up the arguments (normally in registers),
and then jumping to the target. Function returns are implemented in the same way, because
in CPS, they are represented as calls to continuation functions.

A closure can be any combination of registers and memory data structures that gives
access to the free variables [KKR'86, AS92]. The compiler is free to choose a closure
representation that minimizes stores (closure creation), fetches (to access free variables),
and memory use (reachable data).

We have developed a new algorithm for choosing good closure representations. As far
as we know, our new closure allocation scheme is the first to satisfy all of the following
important properties:

- Unlike stack allocation and traditional linked closures, our shared closure representa-
tions are safe for space complexity (see Section 4.2); at the same time, they still allow
  extensive closure sharing.

- Our closure allocation scheme exploits extensive use of compile-time control and data
  flow information to determine the closure representations.

- Source-language functions that make several sequential function calls can build one
  shared closure for use by all the continuations, taking advantage of callee-save regis-
ters.

- Because activation records (i.e., frames) are also allocated in the heap, they can
  be freely shared with other heap-allocated closures. Under stack allocation, this is
  impossible since stack frames normally have shorter lifetimes than heap-allocated
  closures.

- Tail recursive calls—which are often quite troublesome to implement correctly on a
  stack [Han90]—can be implemented very easily.

- All of our closure optimizations can be cleanly represented using continuation-passing
  and closure-passing style [AJ89] as the intermediate language.

- Once a closure is created, no later writes are made to it; this makes generational
  garbage collection and call/cc efficient, and also reduces the need for alias analysis in
  the compiler (since there are less side-effect operations).

- Because all closures are allocated either in the heap or in registers, first class contin-
uations call/cc are very efficient, requiring no complicated stack hackery [HDB90].
Our new closure allocation scheme does not use any runtime stack. Instead, all closure environments are either allocated in the heap or in registers. This decision may seem controversial, because stack allocation is widely believed to have better reference locality, and deallocation of stack frames can be cheaper than garbage collection. Moreover, because heap allocated closures are not contiguous in memory, an extra memory write and read (of the frame pointer) is necessary at each function call. These assumptions do not hold in our algorithm for three reasons:

1. As we will show in Section 4.4, because most parts of continuation closures are allocated in callee-save registers [AS92], the extra memory write and read at each call can often be avoided. With the help of compile-time control and data flow information, the combination of shared closures and callee-save registers can often be comparable to or even better than stack allocation.

2. In Chapter 5, we show that stacks do not have a significantly better locality of reference than heap-allocated activation records, even in a modern cache memory hierarchy. Stacks do have a much better write miss ratio, but not a much better read miss ratio. But on many modern machines, the write miss penalty is approximately zero [Jou93, DTM94, Rei94].

3. The amortized cost of collection can be very low [App87] (also see Chapter 5), especially with modern generational garbage collection techniques [Ung86].

The major contribution of this chapter is a “safe for space” closure conversion algorithm that integrates and improves most previous closure analysis techniques [Kra87, AS92, Ste78, Roz84, Han90, Joh85], using a simple and general framework expressed in continuation-passing and closure-passing style [AJ89, AS92]. Our new algorithm extensively exploits the use of compile-time control and data flow information to optimize closure allocation strategies and representations. Our measurements show that on a DECstation 5000/240 the new algorithm reduces heap allocation by 32% and memory fetches for local/global variables by 46%; and improves the already-efficient code generated by the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler by about 14%.

4.2 Safely linked closures

Optimization of closure representations is sometimes dangerous and unsafe for space usage (see Section 2.3.3). Traditional stack allocation schemes and linked closures obviously
fun f(v,w,x,y,z) = 
  let fun g() = 
    let val u = hd(v) 
    fun h() = 
      let fun i() = w+x+y+z+3 
      in (i,u) 
    end 
  in h 
end 
end

fun big n = if n<1 then [0] else n :: big(n-1)

fun loop (n,res) = 
  if n<1 then res 
  else (let val s = f(big(n),0,0,0,0)() 
    in loop(n-1,s::res) 
  end)

val result = loop(N,[])

Figure 15: An example in Standard ML

Table 9: A comparison of three closure representations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Closures</th>
<th>Linked Closures</th>
<th>Safely Linked Closures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Flat Closures Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Linked Closures Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Safely Linked Closures Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

violate the SSC rule (see Section 2.3.3) because local variable bindings are live until the function exits its scope, which may be after their last use. Flat closures do satisfy the SSC rule, but they require that variables be copied many times from one closure to another. Many of the closure strategies described by Appel and Jim [AJ88] and most stack-frame implementations also violate SSC, since dead variables remain in the frame until a function returns.
Obeying SSC can require extra copying of pointer values from an old closure that contains them (but also contains values not needed in a new context) into a new closure. One cannot simply “zap” the unneeded values in the old closure, since it is not known whether there are other references to the old closure. The challenge is to find efficient closure strategies that obey SSC while minimizing copying.

Our new algorithm uses safely linked closures (the 3rd column in Figure 9), which contain only those variables actually needed in the function, but avoids closure copying by grouping variables with same lifetime into a sharable record.

For example, consider the SML program in Figure 15 (this is same as the program shown in Figure 2 in Section 2.3.3). In Figure 9, we use G, H and I to denote the closure, and g, h, and i for code pointers. With flat closures (the 1st column in Figure 9), variables u, x, y, and z must be copied from the closure of g into the closure of h, and then into the closure of i, this is very expensive. With traditional linked closures (the 2nd column in Figure 9), closures for h and i are unsafely re-using the closure for g, retaining the variable v that is not free in h or i; moreover, accessing variables u, x, y and z inside I is quite expensive because at least two links needs to be traversed. By noticing that u, x, y, and z have same lifetime, the safely linked closure for g puts them into a separate record, which is later shared by closures for h and i. Unlike linked closures, the nesting level of safely linked closures never exceeds two, so they still enjoy very fast variable access time.

4.3 Continuations and closures

We will illustrate CPS-conversion (which is not new [Plo75, Ste78, Kra87, App92]), and our new closure analysis algorithm, on the example in Figure 16. The function_iter_iteratively applies function f to argument x until it converges to satisfy predicate p.

```ml
fun iter (x, p, f) = 
  let fun h (a, r) = if p (a, r) then a 
    else h (f (a), a) 
  in h (x, 1.0) 
  end
```

Figure 16: Function iter in Standard ML
4.3.1 Continuation-passing style

Continuation-passing style (CPS) is a subset of $\lambda$-calculus with certain syntactic properties. Unlike the $\lambda$-calculus, the order of evaluation in CPS is pre-determined. For the purposes of this chapter, we express CPS using ML notation, albeit severely constrained — see Figure 17. An atom $A$ is a variable or a constant; a record is constructed from a sequence $(A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n)$ of atoms. If $v$ is bound to an $n$-element record, then the $i^{\text{th}}$ field is fetched using $\text{select}(i,v)$; The syntax for building records, selecting fields, applying primitive arithmetic operators, and defining mutually recursive functions ($\text{fun}$ and $F$) must specify a continuation expression $E$ that will use the result (via let expressions).\footnote{Later in this chapter, we use $\text{let } E_1 E_2 \ldots E_n \text{ in } \ldots \text{ end}$ to denote a sequence of let expressions, e.g., $\text{let } E_1 \text{ in } (\text{let } E_2 \text{ in } \ldots (\text{let } E_n \text{ in } \ldots \text{ end}) \ldots \text{ end}) \text{ end}$.} On the other hand, function application (shown in the last line on the right of Figure 17) does not specify a continuation expression — functions never return in the conventional sense. Instead, it is expected that many functions will pass continuation functions among their arguments. This function can be defined in the ordinary way (by $\text{fun}$), and will presumably be invoked by the callee in order to continue the computation.

Figure 18 shows the code of the function $\text{iter}$ after translation into CPS, and after the loop-invariant continuation argument of $h$ has been hoisted out of the loop [App94b]. Such
optimizations are performed after CPS-conversion, but before the closure analysis that is the subject of this chapter.

To ease the presentation, we use capital letters to denote continuations (e.g., C, J, and Q). We call those functions declared in the source program user functions (e.g., \texttt{iter}, \texttt{h}), and those introduced by CPS conversion continuation functions (e.g., \texttt{J}, \texttt{Q}). Continuation variables are those formal parameters (commonly placed as the first argument) introduced in CPS conversion to serve as return continuations (e.g., \texttt{C}). Functions such as \texttt{iter}, \texttt{p} and \texttt{f} are called escaping functions, because they may be passed as arguments or stored in data structures, which means that the compiler cannot identify all the places where they are called. All functions that do not escape are called known functions (e.g., \texttt{h}). We can do extensive optimizations on known functions since we know all of their call sites at compile time.

4.3.2 Closure-passing style

Continuation-passing style is meant to approximate the operation in machine language; a "function" in machine language is just an address in the executable program, perhaps with some convention about which registers hold the parameters—very much like a "jump with arguments." The notion of function in CPS is almost the same, except that CPS have nested lexical scope and may contain free variables. This problem is solved by adding a closure which makes explicit the access to all nonlocal variables.

Kranz [KKR'86, Kra87] showed that different kinds of functions should use different closure allocation strategies. For example, the closure for a known function (e.g., \texttt{h} in Figure 18) can be allocated in registers, because we know all of its call sites at compile time.
time and can require that the caller always pass its free variables as extra arguments; on
the other hand, the closure for an *escaping function* may have to be allocated as a heap
record that contains both the machine code address of the function plus bindings for its
free variables.

Conventional compilers use *caller-save* registers, which may be destroyed by a procedure
call, and *callee-save* registers, which are preserved across calls. Variables that are not live
after the call should be allocated to *caller-save* registers, which cuts down on register-saving.

```
01  fun iter(I,C0,C1,C2,C3,x,p,f) =
02     let fun h(a,r,CR,p) =
03        let fun J0(J1,J2,J3,z) =
04           if z then
05              (let val C0 = select(0,J1)
06                 val C1 = select(1,J1)
07                 val C2 = select(2,J1)
08                 val C3 = select(3,J1)
09                 in C0(C1,C2,C3,J2)
10               end)
11           else
12              (let fun Q0(Q1,Q2,Q3,b)
13                 = h(b,Q2,Q1,Q3)
14                 val f = select(4,Q1)
15                 val f0 = select(0,f)
16                 in f0(f,Q0,J1,J2,J3,J2)
17               end)
18           val p0 = select(0,p)
19           in p0(p,J0,CR,a,p,a,r)
20          end
21       val CR = (C0,C1,C2,C3,f)
22     in h(x,1.0,CR,p)
23  end
```

Figure 19: Function *iter* in after closure conversion

We wanted to adapt this idea to our continuation-passing intermediate representation.
We did so as follows [AS92]: each CPS-converted user function *f* is passed its ordinary
arguments, a continuation function *c_0*, and *k* extra arguments *c_1*, ..., *c_k*. The function “re-
turns” by invoking *c_0* with a “result” argument *r* and the additional arguments *c_1*, ..., *c_k*.
Thus, the “callee-save” arguments *c_1*, ..., *c_k* are handed back to the continuation. When this
CPS code is translated into machine instructions, *c_1*, ..., *c_k* will stay in registers throughout
the execution of *f*, unless *f* needed to use those registers for other purposes, in which case
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\[ f \] must save and restore them. One could also say that the continuation is represented in \( k + 1 \) registers \((c_0, \ldots, c_k)\).

In our previous work [AS92], we outlined this framework and demonstrated that it could reduce allocation and memory traffic. But, we did not have a really good algorithm to exploit the flexibility that callee-save registers provide.

Closure creation and use can also be represented using the CPS language itself [AJ89, KH89]. We call this \textit{closure-passing style} (CLO). The main difference between CLO and CPS is that functions in CLO do not contain free variables, so they can be translated directly into machine code. In CLO, the formal parameters of each function correspond to the target machine registers, and heap-allocated closures are represented as CPS records.

Figure 19 lists the code of function \texttt{iter} after translation into CLO. Each continuation function and variable (e.g., \( C, J, Q \)) is now represented as a machine code pointer (e.g., \( C_0, J_0, Q_0 \)) plus three extra callee-save arguments (e.g., \( C_1-C_3, J_1-J_3, Q_1-Q_3 \)).

The original function \( J \) (in Figure 18) had free variables \( C, f, a, h \). With three callee-save registers, \( C \) becomes the four variables \( C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3 \), for an effective total of seven. When \( J \) is passed to \( p \) (line 19), these seven free variables—plus the machine code pointer for \( J \)'s entry point—must be squeezed into four formal parameters \( J_0, J_1, J_2, J_3 \). Where there are more than three free variables, some of the callee-save arguments must be heap-allocated records containing several variables each; thus, the \texttt{CR} closure-record appears as \( J_1 \) in the call on line 19.

Previous closure conversion algorithms [Ste78, KKR'86, AJ89] require memory stores for each continuation function. An important advance in our new work is that we allocate (in this example) only one record \( CR \) for the functions \( J, Q, h \), and this record is carefully chosen to contain \textit{loop-invariant components}, so that it can be built outside the loop.

An escaping user function (\texttt{iter}, \( p, f \)) is now represented as a closure record (\( I, p, f \)), with its 0\textsuperscript{th} field being the machine code pointer (\texttt{iter}, \( p_0, f_0 \)). An escaping function call is implemented as first selecting the 0\textsuperscript{th} field, placing the closure itself in a special register (the first formal parameter), and then doing a “jump with arguments” (lines 15-16, 18-19).

4.4 Closure conversion

In this section, we present our new \textit{closure conversion} algorithm using the framework defined in Section 4.3. Our algorithm takes a CPS expression \( E \) as the argument, determines the closure representation for each function definition in \( E \), and then converts \( E \) into a CLO
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expression $E'$ where each function definition is closed. The presentation of our algorithm is organized in five steps:

1. Construct an extended CPS call graph that captures the control flow information in the CPS expression.

2. Gather the set of raw free variables and their lifetime information for each CPS function.

3. Use closure strategy analysis to determine where in the machine to allocate each closure.

4. Use closure representation analysis to determine the actual structure of each closure at runtime.

5. Find out the variable access path for all non-local variables of each CPS function.

Each step here does not necessarily correspond to a separate pass in the real implementation, for example, steps 3 through 5 are actually done in a single pass.

4.4.1 Extended CPS call graph

Given a CPS expression $E$, we can divide the set of function definitions in $E$ into four categories: escaping user functions, known user functions, escaping continuation functions, and known continuation functions (see the last paragraph of Section 4.3.1 for definitions). Given two CPS variables $v$ and $w$, $v$ directly calls $w$ if $w$ is possibly the first function call inside the function definition of $v$. For example, in Figure 18, $J$ directly calls $C$ and $f$ but not $h$, because $h$ cannot be the first call inside $J$.

The extended CPS call graph $G$ of $E$ is a directed graph with the set of function definition variables in $E$ as nodes; there is an edge from $v$ to $w$ in $G$ if $v$ directly calls $w$, or $v$ directly calls some function with $w$ as its return continuation. For example, the extended CPS call graph for the function iter in Figure 18 is as follows:

Although $J$ is not directly called by $h$, we conservatively assume that the function $p$ will always call its return continuation, i.e., $J$. 
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The extended CPS call graph $G$ of $E$ essentially captures a very simple set\(^\text{2}\) of control flow information in $E$. Cycles in the graph imply loops or recursions (e.g., the path from $h$ to $J$ to $Q$). The nested hierarchies of loops and recursions in $E$ can be revealed by running the Tarjan interval analysis algorithm [Tar74, RP86] on $G$, assuming $G$ is a reducible flow graph. Given a flow graph $G$, a Tarjan interval is essentially a single-entry, strongly connected subgraph of $G$; the interval analysis [RP86] partitions the set of nodes in $G$ into disjoint intervals, with each interval representing a proper loop (or recursion) layer.

For the purpose of our closure analysis, this control flow information is used to choose closure representations that allow more efficient variable accesses in frequently executed program fragments (e.g., loops).

For every function definition $v$ in $E$, we define its *loop level* $L(v)$ as the nesting depth of its interval in the extended CPS call graph for $E$, with the outmost interval at depth 0. For variables that are not actually defined in $E$ (e.g., $c,f,p$ in Figure 18), their *loop levels* are defined as 0. The *loop level* of each call from $v$ to $w$ is defined as $L(v, w) = \min(L(v), L(w))$. The *loop level* for an arbitrary CPS expression inside a function definition $v$ is inductively defined as follows:

- $L(\text{if } V \text{ then } E_1 \text{ else } E_2) = \max(L(E_1), L(E_2))$;
- $L(\text{let } D \text{ in } E_1 \text{ end}) = L(E_1)$;
- $L(A_0(A_1,A_2,\ldots,A_n)) = L(v, A_0)$ if $A_0$ is a continuation, and $\max(L(v, A_0), L(v, A_1))$ if $A_0$ is a user function and $A_1$ is its return continuation.

The loop level number can be used as a guide for static branch prediction of control flow in $E$. For example, in function $\text{iter}$, the loop level of $h,J,Q$ is 1, and the loop level of $\text{iter},c,f,p$ is 0. In the CPS expression "if $z$ then ... else ..." in $J$'s definition, $J$ either calls $f$ with the return continuation $Q$, or it calls the continuation variable $C$. Clearly, the call to $f$ and $Q$ is inside a loop because $L(J, Q) = 1$, while the call to $C$ is not, because $L(J, C) = 0$. The closure representations for $J$ and $h$ should be biased towards the "else" branch, because it is more likely to be taken at runtime.

For each function definition $w$ in the expression $E$, we also define $\text{pred}(w)$ as its predecessor set; i.e., the set of all variables $v$ such that there is an edge from $v$ to $w$ in $E$'s extended CPS call graph.

\(^{\text{2}}\)Shivers [Shi91] presents more sophisticated techniques that can find even better approximations of control flow information.
Table 10: Raw free variables and closure strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Stage Number</th>
<th>Raw Free Variables</th>
<th>Closure Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>1 slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{(p,2,2), (c,3,3), (f,3,3), (h,4,4)}</td>
<td>2 slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{(c,3,3), (f,3,3), (a,3,4), (h,4,4)}</td>
<td>3 slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{(a,4,4), (h,4,4)}</td>
<td>3 slots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 Raw free variables with lifetime

To implement the safely linked closures described in Section 4.2, we want to group variables into closure records if they have similar lifetimes. If $v$ is defined much later than $w, x, y$, then we may not have enough registers to hold $w, x, y$ while waiting for $v$. If $y$'s last use is much earlier than $w$'s or $x$'s, then the record $(w, x, y)$ might not obey the SSC rule.

Most closure conversion algorithms [App92, Kmr87, Ste78] start with a phase to gather the set of raw free variables for each function definition in $E$. These free variables are called raw free variables because some of them may be substituted by a set of other free variables later during the closure representation analysis phase; we use the term true free variables to denote the set of variables that are finally put in the closure environment.

Our algorithm gathers the raw free variables together with their lifetime information. To define the lifetime for a variable, we first assign a stage number (denoted as $SN$) for each function definition $w$ using the following method:

- if $w$ is the outmost function definition, then $SN(w) = 1$;
- if $w$ is a user function, then $SN(w) = 1 + SN(f)$ where $f$ is the nearest enclosing function definition;
- if $w$ is a continuation function, then $SN(w) = 1 + \max \{ SN(v) \mid v \in \text{pred}(w) \}$; this definition is valid because continuation functions are never recursive.

Intuitively, the stage number is meant to characterize the temporal relation among different CPS functions. The definition of $SN$ is based on the observation that each user function is often called after its enclosing function is called. In addition, we also make sure (by using the call graph) that within each particular user function, continuations that have higher stage numbers are always called later than those with lower stage numbers.

With the stage number, we can define the use time for each use of every CPS variable $v$ as $SN(f)$ where $f$ is the nearest enclosing function definition for this use of $v$. The set
of free variables for each function definition \( f \) is now a set of triples \((v, fut, lut)\) where \( v \) is the variable, \( fut \) is the \textit{first use time} of \( v \) denoting the smallest stage number of all uses of \( v \) inside \( f \), and \( lut \) is the \textit{last use time} of \( v \) denoting the largest stage number of all uses of \( v \) inside \( f \).

To reflect the control flow, the \( lut \) and \( fut \) numbers of \( v \) can also be calculated based on the (predicted) execution frequency of each use of \( v \). For example, for a CPS expression

\[
\text{if } V \text{ then } E_1 \text{ else } E_2,
\]

we can ignore all uses of \( v \) in \( E_1 \) (or \( E_2 \)) if \( L(E_1) > L(E_2) \) (or \( L(E_2) > L(E_1) \)) during the calculation. The higher preference for those uses inside a loop body would likely lead to more efficient closure representation at runtime.

For example, the stage number and the set of raw free variables for all function definitions in Figure 18 are shown in Table 10. Notice that a variable can have different \( lut \) and \( fut \) numbers inside different function definitions (e.g., \( a \) in \( J \) and \( Q \)).

### 4.4.3 Closure strategy analysis

\textit{Closure strategy analysis} essentially determines where in the machine to allocate each closure. Unlike previous CPS compilers [Kra87, Ste78], we do not do any \textit{escape analysis},\(^3\) because we simply do not use a runtime stack. Our \textit{closure strategy analysis} only decides how many \textit{slots} (i.e., registers) each closure is going to use, denoted by \( S(f) \) for each function \( f \). We calculate \( S(f) \) using the following simple algorithm (see Figure 20 for the pseudo code):

If \( f \) is an escaping user function, then \( S(f) = 1 \). This essentially means that all its free variables must be put in the heap. The closure for \( f \) is a pointer to a linked data structure in the heap.

If \( f \) is an escaping continuation function, then \( S(f) = k \) where \( k \) is the number of callee-save registers. Because their call sites are not known at compile time, most continuation functions have to use the uniform convention; that is, always use \( k \) callee-save registers [AS92]. In special cases, some escaping continuation functions can be represented differently; this is discussed in Section 4.5.3.

For known functions, since their call sites are known at compile time, their closures (or environments) may be allocated completely in registers. The number of registers on the target machine can be limited, however, and it may not always be desirable to allocate all free variables in registers (see Section 4.5.2). We run the following iterative algorithm to calculate the appropriate number of slots (registers) used for each known function:

\(^3\)The \textit{escape analysis} here refers to the analysis that decides whether a function's environment can be allocated on the stack or not.
Notations:
free(v) is the set of raw free variables of v
\[ T(v, f) = \max(1, S(v) - |\text{free}(v) \setminus \text{free}(f)|) \]

Algorithm:
all S(f) are initialized to m where m is the number of target machine registers;

\begin{verbatim}
repeat
  foreach f do
    V is the set of variables in pred(f) that do not enclose f's definition;
    foreach v ∈ V do
      S(f) = min(T(v, f), S(f));
    end
  end
until (all S(f) reach a fixpoint)
\end{verbatim}

Figure 20: Closure strategy analysis for known functions

K1 Initially, each known function f is assigned m slots, that is, S(f) = m, where m is the
maximum number of available registers on the target machine minus the number of
formal parameters of function f (assuming they will be passed in registers);

K2 Then, for each known function f, we substitute S(f) by min({T(v_1, f), \ldots, T(v_n, f),
S(f)}). Here v_1, \ldots, v_n are the subset of the functions in pred(f) that do not enclose f’s
definition, that is, f must be free in these v_1, \ldots, v_n. The value T(v, f) is max(1, S(v) –
j), where j is the number of variables that are free in v but not in f. This substitution
process is then repeated until S(f) no longer changes and a fixed point⁴ is reached.

Here step K2 is based on the observation that if f is called inside a function v, and f is
also free in v, then the number of slots assigned to f should not be bigger than the number
of slots available for v’s environment, otherwise, some kind of spilling will be inevitable.

When choosing which subset of v; to use in calculating S(f) at step K2, we again take
advantage of the control flow information in the extended CPS call graph. More specifically,
we want to favor those program fragments that are likely executed more often than others,
so we always choose those v; that have a higher L(v_i, f) value (i.e., the call from v; to f is
within a loop).

Let us apply this algorithm to the function iter in Figure 18. Suppose we use 3 callee-
save registers, then both S(Q) and S(J) are 3; S(h) is initially 14. Assuming that there are

⁴This iterative process clearly terminates because T(v, f) ≥ 1, S(f) ≥ 1, and the sum of S(f) (for all
functions) gets smaller in each round.
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16 available registers on the target machine; then since Q calls h, and a is free in Q but not
in h, S(h) should be min(3 − 1, 14), which is 2, as shown in Table 10. Notice that the call
from iter to h is not considered here because h is not free in iter.

4.4.4 Closure representation analysis

Closure representation analysis solves the following problem: “Given a function f, if f
contains m free variables and is assigned n slots, how to place these m values into n slots?”

Given a CPS expression E, the closure representation analysis is done by processing each
function definition through a preorder traversal of E; during the traversal, we maintain and
update the following three data structures:

whatMap A static environment that maps every function definition processed so far to its
closure representation.

whereMap A list of currently visible closures and variables.

baseRegs The current contents of callee-save registers.

When traversing and processing each function definition f, we do the following:

1. Suppose the set of raw free variables of f found in the last step (i.e., Section 4.4.2) is
RFV. If f is recursive or mutually recursive with some other function, and then we
compute the transitive closure RFV* of f’s raw free variables. For example, as shown
in Table 10, function h is recursive and its RFV is \{(p, 2, 2), (c, 3, 3), (f, 3, 3), (h, 4, 4)\};
we remove h and replace it by its raw free variables. We also propagate h’s fut and lut
numbers into each of its free variables by taking the minimum of their fut numbers
and the maximum of their lut numbers. As the result, the transitive closure RFV* of
h is \{(p, 2, 4), (c, 3, 4), (f, 3, 4)\}.

2. Next, we find the set of true free variables (TFV) of f by replacing each continuation
variable in RFV* by its corresponding callee-save variables, and each function
definition by its closure contents (or slot variables). For example, suppose we use
three callee-save registers, each continuation variable C is then represented by a code
pointer c0 and its three callee-save variables c1, c2, c3. The set of true free variables
TFV for h is \{(p, 2, 4), (c0, 3, 4), (c1, 3, 4), (c2, 3, 4), (c3, 3, 4), (f, 3, 4)\}. Notice that
c0, c1, c2, c3 here naturally inherit C’s fut and lut numbers.

3. Now assume that TFV of f contains m variables, and f is assigned n slots by closure
strategy analysis in Section 4.4.3. If m = n, then we are done. If m < n, f is
assigned more slots than its number of free variables, the unused slots are just filled with integer zeros. If $m > n$, we search through the current list of visible closures maintained in the whereMap data structure, and see if there is any closure record that we can reuse (or share). The SSC rule mentioned in Section 4.1 is satisfied by making sure that we only reuse those closures whose contents are a subset of TFV. Because all closures in the heap are safely linked closures, certain closure sharings had already been anticipated while processing the enclosing function definitions. If there are multiple sharable closures, we use a “best fit” heuristic to decide which one to reuse. In the example of function iter, the closure CR (line 21 in Figure 19) is sharable by the continuations J and Q.

4. If the size $m$ of TFV after closure sharing is still larger than $n$, we have to heap allocate part of the closure. We do this by putting $n - 1$ variables into individual slots, and packing the remaining $m - n + 1$ variables into the heap closure. The criteria in choosing these $n - 1$ variables is based on the following priorities: the first priority is smaller lut number (i.e., variables that die earlier); the second is smaller fut number (i.e., variables that are referenced earlier); the third is whether the variable is already in the current callee-save registers (i.e., baseRegs) or not. We also use the contents of baseRegs to decide which variable goes to which slot to reduce register moves. For example, the function h is assigned 2 slots but h has 6 true free variables, we put the free variable p in the register because it has the smallest lut number (all variables have the same lut number).

5. Finally, we decide the actual layout of the spilled heap closure of the above $m - n + 1$ variables based on each variable’s lut number. To satisfy SSC with shared closures, each distinct lut number requires a separate record. For example, the closure for G in Figure 9 was split into two records because v’s lut number was different from those of w, x, y, z.

We finish processing the function definition $f$ by updating the whatMap, whereMap and baseRegs environments based on $f$’s closure representation.

Not only is CR shared in Figure 19, but its creation is outside the h loop. Thus, each iteration of h manages to call two unknown (escaping) functions without any memory traffic! This is one of the most important strengths of our new algorithm.

---

5 This case is only possible for escaping continuation functions.
6 More specifically, suppose g is the function that encloses f, the safely linked closure built for g must contain separate chunks for those free variables of g that are also free in f; these chunks are very likely shared by f later.
4.4.5 Access path for non-local free variables

Computing the access path for each non-local free variable \( v \) is done by a breadth-first search of \( v \) in the \texttt{whereMap} environment. We use the “lazy display” technique [Kra87] to keep a cache of access paths, so that loads of common paths can be shared. More specifically, let us look at the function \( i \) (the innermost function inside \( f \)) in Figure 15: assuming that \( i \) uses the safely linked closure shown in Figure 9, then accessing each non-local variable (e.g., \( w, x, y, z \)) inside \( i \) requires traversing two links; but we can first load the 2nd field of the closure \( 1 \) into a register \( r \), and then access \( w, x, y, \) and \( z \) directly from \( r \) via one load. These intermediate variables (e.g., register \( r \)) may use up all the available machine registers and cause unnecessary register spilling, but this can always be avoided by selectively keeping limited number of intermediate variables in the “lazy display” (registers).

4.4.6 Remarks

Graph-coloring global register allocation and targeting [Cha82, BCKT89], which have been implemented for SML/NJ by Lal George \textit{et al} [GGR94], accomplishes most control transfers (function calls) (such as line 12 and 13 in Figure 19) without any register-register moves. This allows a more flexible boundary between callee-save and caller-save registers than is normal in most compilers.

Programs, in our scheme, tend to accumulate values in registers and only dump them into a closure at infrequent intervals. It may be useful to use more callee-save (and fewer caller-save) registers to optimize this (e.g., to reduce total heap allocation)

Our closure scheme handles tail calls very nicely, simply by re-arranging registers. Hanson [Han90] shows how complicated things become when it’s necessary to re-arrange a stack frame.

A source-language function that calls several other functions in sequence would, in previous CPS compilers (including our own), allocate a continuation closure for each call. The callee-save registers and safely linked closures allow us to allocate a simple shared closure.

General deep recursions are handled very efficiently in our scheme. A conventional stack implementation tends to have a high space overhead per frame, because each frame contains all variables that are live in the current scope (this violates the SSC rule, see Section 4.2). Our safely linked closures—which only contains variables that are actual live—are quite concise. Thus, memory usage from deep recursion will be much less.
4.5 Case studies

A good environment allocation scheme must implement frequently used control structures very efficiently. Many compilers identify special control structures at compile time, and assign each of them a special closure allocation strategy. For example, in Kranz's Orbit compiler [Kra87], all tail recursions are assigned a so-called "stack/loop" strategy, and all general recursions are assigned a "stack/recursion" strategy. Our new closure conversion algorithm, on the other hand, uniformly decides the closure strategy (i.e., number of slots) and the closure representation for each function solely based on the lifetime information of its free variables and simple control flow information.

In Section 4.3, we described how our algorithm implements tail recursion very efficiently (i.e., function iter). In this section, we use several more examples to show how our new algorithm effectively deals with other common control structures such as a sequence of function applications, calling a known function, and general recursion.

4.5.1 Function calls in sequence

One common control structure in functional programs is making a sequence of function applications, as shown in the following example:

```plaintext
fun f(g,u,v,w) =
  let val x = g(u,v)
    val y = g(x,w)
    val z = g(y,x)
  in x+y+z+v+1
  end
```

Here the function g (a formal parameter of f) is called three times in a row inside the function f. Under the traditional stack scheme, when function f is called, an activation record for f—containing formal parameters (i.e., g,u,v,w) and local variables (i.e., x,y,z)—will be pushed onto the stack. Each time before g is called, certain local variables in registers must be saved onto the stack. For example, assuming all function arguments (i.e., g,u,v,w) and return results (i.e., x,y,z) are passed in registers, then before the first call to g, the registers holding g and w must be saved so that they can still be retrieved later after g returns.

If activation records are allocated on the heap, things get much worse. Every time registers need to be saved before a function call, a closure record has to be built on the heap. Because heap allocated closures are not contiguous in memory, an extra memory write (and later a memory read) of the frame pointer is necessary at each function call.
fun f(C,g,u,v,w) =  
  let fun J(x) =  
    let fun K(y) =  
      let fun Q(z) =  
        let val z = x+y+z+v+1  
        in C(z)  
        end  
      in g(Q,y,x)  
      end  
    in g(K,x,w)  
    end  
  in g(J,u,v)  
end

Figure 21: Function f in CPS

Table 11: Raw free variables and closure strategies for function f

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Stage Number</th>
<th>Raw Free Variables</th>
<th>Closure Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>1 slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{(c,4,4),(v,4,4),(g,2,3),(w,2,2)}</td>
<td>3 slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{(c,4,4),(v,4,4),(g,3,3),(x,3,4)}</td>
<td>3 slots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{(c,4,4),(v,4,4),(y,4,4),(x,4,4)}</td>
<td>3 slots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With our new closure analysis technique to make good use of callee-save registers, heap-allocated activation records can be made almost as efficient as stack allocation (see Chapter 5). The idea is that we can allocate most parts of the current activation record in callee-save registers. With careful lifetime analysis, register save/restore around several function calls can often be eliminated or amalgamated, so that function calls in sequence need to allocate only one heap record.

Figure 21 and 22 list the CPS and CLO code for function f. Table 11 lists the stage numbers, raw free variables, and closure strategies for function f and continuations J, K, and Q. During the closure conversion of f (as shown in Figure 22), continuations are still represented as one code pointer plus three callee-save registers, all denoted by capital letters. As before, escaping function calls (i.e., calls to g on line 14,17,21) are implemented as first selecting the 0th field, placing the closure itself in a special register (the first formal parameter), and then doing a “jump with arguments” (lines 13-14,16-17,20-21). Before the
01 fun f(C0,C1,C2,C3,g,u,v,w) =  
02  let fun J0(J1,J2,J3,x) =  
03        let fun K0(K1,K2,K3,y) =  
04            let fun Q0(Q1,Q2,Q3,z) =  
05                let val v = select(4,Q1)  
06                    val r = Q3+Q2+z+v+1  
07                    val C0 = select(0,Q1)  
08                    val C1 = select(1,Q1)  
09                    val C2 = select(2,Q1)  
10                    val C3 = select(3,Q1)  
11                        in C0(C1,C2,C3,r)  
12                        end  
13                    val g0 = select(0,K2)  
14                        in g0(K2,Q0,K1,y,K3,y,K2)  
15                        end  
16                    val g0 = select(0,J2)  
17                        in g0(J2,K0,J1,J2,x,x,J3)  
18                        end  
19                    val CR = (C0,C1,C2,C3,v)  
20                    val g0 = select(0,g)  
21                        in g0(g,J0,CR,g,w,u,v)  
22                        end

Figure 22: Making a sequence of function calls

first call to \( g \) (line 21), we put variables that have smaller \( lut \) numbers (i.e., \( g,w \)) callee-save registers (i.e., \( J2,J3 \)), and spill the rest (i.e., \( C0-C3,v \)) into a heap record \( CR \) (line 19). At the second and the third calls to \( g \) (line 17,14), no register save/restore are necessary. This is because the lifetime of \( w \) and \( x \) (also \( g \) and \( y \)) does not overlap, so they can just share one callee-save register (i.e., \( J3 \) and \( K3, K2 \) and \( Q2 \)).

4.5.2 Lambda lifting on known functions

*Lambda lifting* [Joh85] is a well-known transformation that rewrites a program into an equivalent one in which no function has free variables. Lambda lifting on known functions essentially corresponds to the special closure allocation strategy that allocates as many free variables in registers as possible. But this special strategy does not always generate efficient code [Kra87]. For example, in the following program, assume that \( f \) is a known function, and \( p,w,x,y, \) and \( z \) are its free variables.

\[
\text{fun } f \, u = (p \, u, u+w+x+y+z+1) \\
\text{fun } g(x,y) = (p \, x, f \, x, f \, y)
\]
If the closure for f is allocated in registers, then before the call to p inside g, some of f’s free variables must be saved in the heap (assuming there are only three callee-save registers). When the call to p returns, these variables must be reloaded back into registers, and passed to function f; after entering f, some of them again have to be saved when f calls p, and so on. Clearly, allocating f’s environment in registers dramatically increases the need for more callee-save registers inside g. This leads to more memory traffic when there are only a limited number of callee-save registers.

The closure strategy analysis described in Section 4.4.3 uses an iterative algorithm to decide the number of registers assigned to each known function. The number of registers assigned to f will be restricted by those of its callers, that is, the return continuation for p x and the return continuation for the first call to f. As a result, f is only assigned one slot, and its closure will be allocated in the heap.

### 4.5.3 General recursion

The closure strategy analysis algorithm described in Section 4.4.3 conservatively represents all continuation functions using the same (fixed) number of callee-save registers. In some cases, this restriction can be relaxed: continuations that are passed to known functions can be represented in any number of callee-save registers. This special calling convention is especially desirable for general recursion, such as in the case of the following CPS translation of the map function:

```plaintext
fun map(C,f,l) =
  let fun m(J,z) =
    if (z=[]) then []
    else let val a = car z
        val r = cdr z
        fun K(b) =
          let fun Q(s) =
            let val y = b::s
            in J(y)
            end
          in m(Q,r)
          end
        in m(C,l)
    end
  end

Notice that the recursive function m is called only at two places: one by function map with C as the return continuation, one inside K with Q as the return continuation. Because the second call to m is a recursive call, it will be executed much more often than the first. We
can represent all normal continuation functions in three callee-save registers, but represent continuations J and Q in two callee-save registers. Figure 23 lists the code of function map after translation into CLO using the above special calling convention.

```plaintext
01 fun map(C0,C1,C2,C3,f,l) = 
02   let fun R0(R1,R2,x) = 
03     let val C0 = select(0,R1) 
04     val C1 = select(1,R1) 
05     val C3 = select(2,R1) 
06     in C0(C1,R2,C3,x) 
07   end 
08 
09   fun m(J0,J1,J2,z,f) = 
10     if (z=[]) then J0(J1,J2,[]) 
11     else (let val a = car z 
12         val r = cdr z 
13         fun K0(K1,K2,K3,b) = 
14           let fun Q0(Q1,Q2,s) = 
15             let val y = Q2::s 
16             val J0 = select(0,Q1) 
17             val J1 = select(1,Q1) 
18             val J2 = select(2,Q1) 
19             in J0(J1,J2,y) 
20           end 
21           in m(Q0,K1,b,K2,K3) 
22         end) 
23       val CR = (J0,J1,J2) 
24       val f0 = select(0,f) 
25       in f0(f,K0,CR,r,f,a) 
26   end 
27   val CC = (C0,C1,C3) 
28   in m(R0,CC,C2,1,f) 
29 end 
```

Figure 23: Function map using special calling conventions

Here m is a known function, and the environment for m (i.e., the free variable f) is allocated in a register (i.e., f is treated as an extra argument of m, see line 9,21,28). Since continuation C still uses the normal calling convention, when it is passed to the function m (line 28), a new “coercion” continuation (i.e., R0 on line 2-7) has to be built to adjust the normal convention (three callee-save registers C0-C3) into the special convention (two callee-save registers R0-R2). Because the return continuation J of m is represented in two
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callee-save registers (i.e., J0–J2), we can build a smaller heap closure (of size 3, on line 23) for continuation K.

If both J and Q are represented in three callee-save registers, the heap closure for K would at least be of size 4.

4.6 Measurements

We have implemented our “space-efficient” closure conversion algorithm in the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler version 1.03z. In order to find out how much performance gain we can get from our new closure conversion algorithm, we have measured the performance of six different compilers on ten SML benchmarks (see Table 2 in Section 2.4).

The six compilers we use are all simple variations of the SML/NJ compiler version 1.03z. All six compilers satisfy the “safe for space complexity” rule, and all use the type-directed compilation techniques described in Chapter 3 to allow arguments being passed in registers and to support more efficient data representations. The “lazy display” technique is implemented in all six compilers, but it is used more effectively in compilers that use the new closure conversion algorithm, because of their more extensive use of shared closures.

sml.occ This version uses the old closure conversion algorithm [App92, AS92]. More specifically, it uses the linked closure representation if it is space safe, otherwise it uses the flat closure representation. Continuation closures are represented using three callee-save registers.

sml.gp1,sml.gp2,sml.gp3,sml.gp4 These compilers all use the new closure conversion algorithm described in this chapter. They respectively use one, two, three, four (general-purpose) callee-save registers to represent continuation closures. The sml.gp3 compiler is exactly same as the sml.fiba compiler used in Chapter 3.

sml.fp3 This compiler uses the new closure conversion algorithm described in this chapter. Continuation closures are represented using three general-purpose callee-save registers and three floating-point callee-save registers.

All measurements are done on a DEC5000/240 workstation with 128 mega-bytes of memory, using the methodology described in Section 2.4. In Figure 24 and Table 12, we illustrate and list the execution time of running the benchmarks using the above six compilers. Only the execution time (user time plus garbage collection time plus system time, in seconds) for the sml.occ compiler is shown; the performance for all other compilers
are denoted by a relative ratio to the sml.occ compiler. The garbage collection time (corresponding to the data in Table 12) is listed separately in Table 13. Similarly, 14, 15, and 16 respectively compare the heap allocation (in mega-bytes), the compilation time (in seconds), and the code size (in kilo-bytes).
Table 12: A comparison of execution time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Basis (seconds)</th>
<th>sml.occ (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp1 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp2 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp3 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp4 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: A comparison of garbage collection time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Basis (seconds)</th>
<th>sml.occ (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp1 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp2 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp3 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp4 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 17, we have also listed the number of memory fetches (in millions) for local/global variables and the allocation profile of various kinds of closures for the smlocc and sml.gp3 compilers. Here, “escape”, “known”, and “cont” are respectively the total size of closures (in mega-words) allocated for escaping user functions, known user functions, and continuation functions; heap allocation for other non-closures is not listed in Table 17 (but is included in Table 14).

We can draw the following conclusions from these comparisons:

- The sml.gp3 compiler has the exactly same setup as the sml.occ compiler except that one uses the new closure conversion algorithm, and the other uses the old algorithm. On average, the sml.gp3 compiler reduces heap allocation by 32% (closure allocation
Table 14: A comparison of total heap allocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Basis (Mbytes)</th>
<th>sml.occ (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp1 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp2 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp3 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp4 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>619.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>253.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>156.7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>323.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>331.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>160.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: A comparison of compilation time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Basis (seconds)</th>
<th>sml.occ (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp1 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp2 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp3 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.gp4 (ratio)</th>
<th>sml.fp3 (ratio)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by 40%) and memory fetches for local/global variables by 46%; and improves the already efficient code generated by the smlocc compiler by 14%. The smlgp3 compiler also uniformly generates more compact code, achieving an average of 19% reduction in code size over the smlloc compiler. BHut and VLIW achieve up to respectively 27% and 24% speedup in execution time, because they get significant benefits from using safely linked closures.

- Varying the number of callee-save registers under the new closure conversion algorithm has little effect on the execution time (within 6% range, 3% on average), but has a
large effect on the total heap allocation. The \texttt{sml.gp3} compiler is about 3-4\% faster than the \texttt{sml.gp1} compiler, but its total heap allocation is more than 11\% less.

- The effect of the new closure algorithm on the garbage collection time (g.c. time, see Table 13) varies dramatically depending on the benchmarks. Eight of the ten benchmarks we measured spend less time in garbage collection (because of less heap allocation), however, the g.c. time for \texttt{Ray} is almost doubled. This is not surprising since the new closure algorithm has complete different allocation behavior from the old algorithm. Having more callee-save registers (especially the \texttt{sml.fp3} compiler)
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generally increases the g.c. time, which sort of reflects the heap allocation data in Table 14.

- From the allocation profiling data in Table 14, we can see that most of the reduction in heap allocation is from the continuation closures; closure analysis has almost no effect on non-closures.

- The new closure conversion algorithm surprisingly improves the compilation time by nearly 6%. This is probably because that the old algorithm used in smlocc compiler contains expensive ad-hoc heuristics, while the new algorithm is much more systematic. Another reason might be that the new algorithm generates less code, thus requires less instruction scheduling time.

- Using three floating-point callee-save registers (i.e., the sml.fp3 compiler) does not achieve any better performance than using no floating-point callee-save registers. The slowdown mostly comes from benchmarks such as Sieve and KB-Comp that frequently use first-class continuations and exception handlers. First-class continuations and exceptions may be put into a record or stored into some reference cell, so they must be representable in just one word, not as $k$ separate callee-save registers; when a continuation is captured, the $k$-register representation has to be packaged into a single word by making a record on the heap; when a continuation is triggered (by `throw`), the single-word representation must be unpackaged into $k$ callee-save registers. This overhead is higher if more callee-save registers are used.

4.7 Related work

Guy Steele’s Rabbit compiler [Ste78] is the first compiler that uses the continuation-passing style as the intermediate language; it is also the first one that represents the “stack frames” using continuation closures. Rozas’s Lias compiler [Roz84] used closure analysis to choose specialized representations for different kinds of closures; Krantz’s Orbit compiler [KKR’86, Kra87] uses six different closure allocation strategies for different kinds of functions; Appel and Jim investigated closure-sharing strategies [AJ88] and proposed many alternative closure representations. Unfortunately, all these closure analysis techniques violate the “safe for space complexity” rule due to unsafe closure sharing. The closure conversion algorithm described in this chapter combines all of these analyses (except stack allocation) and more, while still satisfying the “safe for space complexity” rule.
Hanson [Han90] showed the complexity of implementing tail calls correctly and efficiently on a conventional stack. In our heap-based scheme, the correctness is straightforward because dead frames are automatically reclaimed by the garbage collector; the efficiency is achieved by using the loop-header technique [App94b] to hoist the loop-invariant free variables out of the tail recursion, and using the callee-save registers [AS92] to simulate the top reusable stack frames.

Some compilers [Ste78, KKR*86, Car84a] perform closure conversion and closure analyses as part of their translation from lambda calculus or continuation-passing style into machine code. But it is useful to separate the closure introduction from machine code generation so that the compiler is more modular; this has been done in compilers based on ordinary \(\lambda\)-calculus (through lambda lifting) [CCM85, Joh85] and on continuation-passing style (using closure-passing style) [AJ89, KH89].

Many have tried to make call/cc efficient, but this is very hard to achieve in traditional stack-based schemes. With an ordinary contiguous stack implementation, the entire stack must be copied on each creation or invocation of a first-class continuation. Clinger [CHO88b] and Hieb [HDB90] presented several mixed stack/heap strategies intended to support call/cc efficiently in the presence of stacks. Their basic idea is to make a "stack chunk" that holds several stack frames; if this fills, it is linked to another chunk allocated from the heap. This turns to be complicated to implement. Danvy [Dan87] proposed to use a free list of re-usable frames (or "quasi-stack") to support fast call/cc; but his method may incur extra overhead at each function call (or return).

Both Chow [Cho88a] and Steele [SS80] observed that dataflow analysis can help decide whether to put variables in caller-save or callee-save registers. We are the first to show how to represent callee-save registers in continuation-passing style [AS92, App92] and how to use compile-time variable lifetime information to do a much better job of it.

Local variables of different functions with nonoverlapping live ranges can be allocated to the same register or global without any save/restore [GS91, Cho88a]. We achieve this by allocating part of the closures (for known functions and continuations) in both caller- and callee-save registers, and then using the graph-coloring global register allocation and targeting algorithms [Cha82, BCKT89, GGR94].

### 4.8 Summary

Our new closure conversion algorithm is a great success. The closure conversion algorithm itself is faster than our previous algorithm (see Table 15). It makes programs smaller (by an
average of 19%) and faster (by an average of 14%). It decreases the rate of heap allocation by 32%, and by obeying the “safe for space complexity” rule and keeping closures small, it helps reduce the amount of live data preserved by garbage collection.

The closure analysis technique introduced in this chapter can also be applied to compilers that do not use CPS as their intermediate language. Both safely linked closures and good use of callee-save registers are essential in building compilers that satisfy the “safe for space complexity” rule.
Chapter 5

Heap vs. Stack

It has been proposed that allocating procedure activation records on a garbage collected heap is more efficient than stack allocation. But, previous comparisons of heap vs. stack allocation have been over-simplified, neglecting, for example, frame pointers, or the better locality of reference of stacks.

In this chapter, we present a comprehensive analysis of all the components of creation, access, and disposal of heap-allocated and stack-allocated activation records. Among our results are:

- Although stack frames are known to have a better cache read-miss rate than heap frames, our simple analytical model (backed up by simulation results) shows that the difference is too trivial to matter.

- The cache write-miss rate of heap frames is very high; we show that a variety of miss-handling strategies (exemplified by specific modern machines) can give good performance, but not all can.

- The write-miss policy of the primary cache is much more important than the write-miss policy of the secondary cache.

- Stacks restrict the flexibility of closure representations (for higher-order functions) in important (and costly) ways.

- The extra load placed on the garbage collector by heap-allocated frames is very small.

- The demands of modern programming languages make stacks quite complicated to implement efficiently and correctly.
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Table 18: Cost breakdown of different frame allocation strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Heap</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Stack Chunks (see §5.9)</th>
<th>Quasi-Stack (see §5.9)</th>
<th>see:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>§5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame pointers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>§5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copying and sharing</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>§5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache write misses</td>
<td>0.0 or 5.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>§5.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache read misses</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>§5.6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposal (pop)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>§5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.5 or 12.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>12.4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call/cc</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(X)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>§5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>§5.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the execution cost of stack-allocated and heap-allocated frames is similar; but heap frames are simpler to implement and allow very efficient first-class continuations (call/cc).

5.1 Garbage-collected frames

In a programming language implementation that uses garbage collection, all procedure activation records (frames) can be allocated on the heap. This is convenient for higher-order languages (Scheme, ML, etc.) whose “closures” can have indefinite extent, and it is even more convenient for languages with first-class continuations.

One might think that it would be expensive to allocate, at every procedure call, heap storage that becomes garbage on return. But not necessarily [App87]; modern generational garbage-collection algorithms [Ung86] can reclaim dead frames efficiently, as cheap as the one-instruction cost to pop the stack.

But there are other costs involved in creating, accessing, and destroying activation records—whether on a heap or a stack. In Table 18, the cost for each component of frame creation, access, and disposal for heap-allocated and stack-allocated frames is shown, measured in instructions per frame (tail recursions and leaf procedures do not make frames). The numbers for cache write misses depend critically on the design of the machine’s primary cache; we show the cost of two alternatives. The last column has references to the section number (in this chapter) of the explanation of each component. In the last row, $N$ is the stack depth; $X$ is the size of one stack chunk. These costs are explained and analyzed in the remainder of this chapter.
The numbers in Table 18 depend on many assumptions. The most critical assumptions are these:

- The language in question has static scope, higher order functions, and garbage collection. The only question being investigated is whether there is an activation-record stack in addition to the garbage collection of other objects.

- The compiler and garbage collector are required to be "safe for space complexity;" that is, statically dead pointers (in the dataflow sense) do not keep objects live. (See Section 2.3.3.)

- There are few side effects in compiled programs, so that generational garbage collection is efficient.

These assumptions, and others, are explained in the rest of this chapter.

Table 18 clearly shows that there are three important criteria in the choice between a stack or heap representation:

1. The write-miss policy of the machine's primary cache (discussed in Section 5.6.1). On machines with fetch-on-write or write-around write-miss policies, heap-allocated frames are significantly more expensive.

2. Stacks are harder than heaps to implement without space leaks, as explained in Section 5.10.

3. If the programming language supports first class continuation (call/cc [Lan65]) — a primitive often used to support multi-threading, exceptions, and so on — stacks have a much higher cost (see Section 5.9).

The (perhaps) startling result is that heap-allocated frames have almost the same cost as stack frames.

Finally, we point out that the absolute differences are small: two instructions per frame is less than 2% of total execution cost, as can be calculated from Figure 20.

We count instructions rather than cycles. In general, load and store instructions for frame management can usually be scheduled to avoid stalls (they are rarely in the critical path of a loop, for example). The branch instructions for heap-limit testing will be at least 99% predictable — because hundreds of frames are allocated (heap limit not exceeded) between garbage collections (heap limit exceeded); so branches for heap-limit tests will cause almost no stalls. Thus, instruction counts, plus a separate accounting of the cache misses, form a suitable cost model.
Table 19: Shared limit checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Limit Checks per Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knuth-B</td>
<td>.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YACC</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>.687</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Creation

To allocate a stack frame, the program must add a constant to the stack pointer. This takes one instruction. It is also necessary to check for stack overflow; but since overflow is so rare, this can usually be done at no cost using an inaccessible virtual memory page.

Allocating a heap frame is more complicated:

1. Heap overflow must be checked. As explained by Appel and Li [AL91], and contrary to the ideas of Appel [App89], this should not be done by a virtual memory fault: (1) operating-system fault handling is too expensive, (2) heap overflow is unrelated to locality of reference, and (3) the technique is almost impossible on machines without precise interrupts.

   Thus, a comparison and a conditional branch are required; by keeping the free-space pointer and the limit pointer in registers, this takes about two instructions. However, many of the frame allocations occur in the same extended basic block\(^1\) as other (non-frame) allocations, which would require limit checks anyhow (see Table 19). The actual cost is therefore 2 \( \times 0.687 = 1.374 \).

\(^1\) An extended basic block has one entry point, followed by a tree of control flow with several exits.
2. The free-space pointer must be incremented. This costs one instruction. But when
the frame allocation is in the same basic block as another allocation, the increment
can be shared. So the cost is 0.687 instructions per frame, on the average.

3. A descriptor word must be written to the frame, so the garbage collector can under-
stand it. However, the frame usually contains a return address; the garbage collector
can have a mapping of return addresses to descriptors, so frame need not explicitly
contain the descriptor.²

4. The free-space pointer must be copied to the frame pointer; this takes one move
instruction.

The total cost is about 3.1 instructions, on the average.

5.3 Frame pointers

When a stack frame is popped, the frame pointer must be set back to the caller’s frame.
Some implementations of stack frames have put a copy of the (previous) frame pointer in
each frame, and this is fetched back upon function return. But for contiguous stack frames
of known size, this is clearly unnecessary; the stack pointer itself can be used as the frame
pointer, and the pop can just be a subtraction from the stack pointer. This is the common
modern practice.

But when frames are not contiguous (e.g., when they are heap-allocated), then each
frame must contain a pointer to the caller’s frame. One instruction will be necessary to
store the (previous) frame pointer into a new frame; and one instruction will be necessary
to fetch it back.

Thus, heap-allocated frames have a 2-instruction cost, per frame, for frame pointer
manipulation; stack-allocated frames incur no such cost.

Other registers

Efficient heap allocation uses a free-space pointer and a free-space limit which should be kept
in registers.³ However, the cost of reserving these registers should not be charged to heap
allocation of frames, because we are assuming that the implementation in question already

²Actually, SML/NJ does write an explicit descriptor to each frame, for simplicity.
³Some implementations use a BIBOP (Big Bag Of Pages [Han80]) scheme that allocates each kind of
object in a different contiguous space, so that only one g.c.-descriptor is required per space, instead of per
object. This requires a free-space pointer and a limit pointer per space.
has garbage collection (presumably with efficient allocation) for other purposes (lists and closures, for example).

5.4 Copying and sharing

A language (such as Scheme, ML, Smalltalk) with higher-order functions needs closures to hold the free variables of functions that have been created but not yet called. If one function's free variables overlap with another's, then one closure might point to another (which saves the expense of copying the contents).

So there are two kinds of objects: activation records, whose lifetimes have last-in first-out behavior; and higher-order function closures, which have indefinite extent. The former can be stack allocated (or heap allocated), but the latter must be allocated on a garbage-collected heap. Furthermore, stack frames may point at heap closures, but heap closures may never point at stack frames, otherwise there will be dangling pointers.

This means that if the compiler wants to build a closure containing free variables \( (x, y, z) \) which are available in a stack frame, all three variables must be copied into the closure; the closure cannot just point to the stack frame.

But if all activation records are heap-allocated, then closures may point at them. This flexibility allows the closure analysis phase of a good compiler to choose much better (smaller, shallower) representations for closures, with more sharing and less copying (see Chapter 4).

The restriction that heaps cannot point to stacks must be counted as a "cost" of using stack-allocated frames. To quantify this cost, we measured two versions of the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [AM91, App92] outfitted with the new closure conversion algorithm described in Chapter 4.

The version shown as Ordinary Heap in Table 20, allocates all frames and closures on the heap. The "Stacklike Heap" obeys the restriction that closures cannot point to frames (though frames can point to closures). "Frames" are those objects with LIFO lifetimes. But "Stacklike heap" proceeds to allocate frames and closures on the heap; it does not use a stack, and does not gain any advantages of using a stack.

The difference in execution time between the two versions is attributable only to the slightly more cumbersome representations that are imposed by the "closures cannot point to frames" restriction. The frames themselves are not much bigger, but the closures are: since they can't point to the frames, data from frames must be copied into the closures.
Table 20: Copying and sharing cost

The “Stacklike Heap” allocates all frames on the heap, but is careful to divide into two kinds: “stack” frames, which can point only to other “stack” frames; and “heap” frames, which can point to either kind. This lack of flexibility has a significant cost, as shown in the table. The first two columns show thousands of instructions executed; the third column shows thousands of frames created. We count frames rather than calls because tail calls and leaf procedures do not make frames (stack or heap).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Ordinary Heap $i/10^3$</th>
<th>&quot;Stack-like&quot; Heap $i/10^3$</th>
<th>Stack Frames $f/10^3$</th>
<th>Extra Instrs per Frame</th>
<th>Extra Instrs per Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>61966</td>
<td>65770</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knuth-B</td>
<td>212702</td>
<td>222376</td>
<td>3465</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>310522</td>
<td>316813</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>48016</td>
<td>484837</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YACC</td>
<td>114687</td>
<td>119065</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>469543</td>
<td>492126</td>
<td>5516</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>285370</td>
<td>292474</td>
<td>3274</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: Heap allocation data

This table shows the amount of frame allocation, the amount of non-frame allocation, and the proportion of allocation due to heap frames for the heap-based compiler. The last column shows the average frame size, calculated from the previous columns.

Even though the number of frames used by the heap-based compiler is slightly less than the number used by the stack-based compiler (because of improved copying/sharing) we use the stack-frame count for calculation, to make comparison between the two compilers more meaningful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Stack Frames $f/10^3$</th>
<th>Heap Alloc. $\text{words}/10^6$</th>
<th>Other Alloc. $\text{words}/10^6$</th>
<th>$F + O$</th>
<th>Avg. Frame Size $\text{words}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knuth-B</td>
<td>3465</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YACC</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>5516</td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>3274</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Some programs suffer more from this than others, but on the average the difference is quite significant: about 3.4 extra instructions are executed per every frame creation because of this restriction. Perhaps our lambda-lifting (closure analysis) algorithm is better tuned for heaps than it is for stacks, and this “copying vs. sharing” cost is overstated; it is difficult to tell.

5.5 Space safety

Assumption: The results of Table 20 are based on the assumption that the compiler must be “safe for space complexity” (see Section 5.5), which does put some restrictions on both the heap-allocated and stack-allocated frames.

It is possible to allow dead variables in frames and closures, if the garbage collector knows they are dead. This can be accomplished using special descriptors, which would reduce the “copying and sharing” penalty for stack frames.

For example, in the Chalmers Lazy ML compiler [Aug89] or the Gallium compiler [Ler92], associated with each return address is a descriptor telling which variables in the caller’s frame are live after the return. But this is not sufficient; heap closures still cannot point to stack frames. A fully flexible system must be able to let the stack frame point to a heap closure that contains several variables, some of which may die before the frame itself. The return-address descriptor would need to indicate not only which variables in the frame are dead, but which live variables point to records in which some of the fields are dead. This is complicated to implement, and we do not know of anyone who has done it.

5.6 Locality of reference

Stacks have excellent locality of reference: they are almost always moving up and down in a small region of memory, so access to the stack should almost always hit the cache, no matter how small that cache is.

But heap-allocated frames are scattered throughout memory, so creating and accessing them should cause more cache misses.

Since some machines these days have primary caches as small as 8k bytes, and secondary caches with miss penalties as long as 100 cycles, this is a serious concern.

\(^4\)The bibliographic citations are merely pro forma; the author of neither paper has actually described this technique in print.
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The analysis of cache behavior of garbage collected systems differs qualitatively depending on the size of the cache.

**Large Caches** For large (e.g., secondary) caches, a *generational* garbage collection algorithm [Ung86] can keep its youngest generation entirely within the cache [WLM92, Zor91]. Only the (rare) objects that survive a collection (or two) will be promoted into an older generation where they can cause cache misses. The collector itself helps to *improve* the locality of reference of the mutator. Thus, locality of reference in a large cache is basically a solved problem.

Furthermore, activation records die especially young. It will be extremely rare for an activation record to be promoted to a higher generation [SM94]. Since only the higher generations can cause cache misses\(^5\), heap-allocated frames will (almost) never cause cache misses. Thus, while there may be secondary cache misses in a garbage-collected system, these will be on the non-frame objects (closures, records, etc.); the difference between stack-allocated and heap-allocated frames will be insignificant.

John Reppy has recently made empirical measurements of a multigeneration collector on a machine with a large (1MB) secondary cache. “The total CPU time reaches a minimum [significantly less than with the collector used this chapter] when the allocation arena is the same size as the secondary cache. This provides empirical evidence for the claim that sizing the allocation space to fit into cache can improve performance.” [Rep93] Unfortunately, the measurements in this chapter were made using the older two-generation collector [App89].

**Small Caches** For small (e.g., primary) caches whose size is less than 100 kbytes, it is impractical to keep the youngest generation in the cache; doing so would cause garbage collections to be too frequent, and this would be expensive.

Let us consider locality in a small, primary cache. We assume that any cache of only 8 kbytes will have only a 10-cycle miss penalty—because there are many programs that cannot achieve a better than 90% hit rate in such a small cache, and machine designers will be forced to make a small miss penalty for “balanced” performance.

The essence of the locality argument against heap allocation is that stacks can exploit a small primary cache, and heap-allocated frames cannot. Stacks should have good locality even in a small cache. In a typical sequence of \(N\) procedure calls, the stack pointer is expected to go up and down over the same \(\log(N)\) frames, re-using them over and over

\(^5\)This is a slight oversimplification.
again. These frames should easily fit even in the smallest cache. Heap-allocated frames can have good locality in a large cache, but no one has analyzed locality in a small cache.

We will now demonstrate that heap-allocated frames have adequate locality of reference in a small cache, if the read miss penalty is not too large and the write miss penalty is zero.

5.6.1 Write misses

The Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [AM91] uses no stack; all frames are allocated on the garbage-collected heap. If any system should have poor cache locality, this is the one.

Diwan, Tarditi, and Moss [DTM94] simulated the memory-hierarchy performance of SML/NJ on a DECstation 5000, and found two things:

- SML/NJ program executions have an astoundingly high write-miss ratio.
- SML/NJ programs are not much delayed by cache misses.

The reason these two statements are not inconsistent, they discovered, is that the write-miss penalty on this machine is approximately zero—the write buffer can easily keep up with an enormous write miss rate.\(^6\) Read misses stall the processor—which cannot continue computing until the data shows up—but write misses can be handled by the write buffer while the CPU continues its work. Many modern machines have a zero write-miss penalty, especially for their primary caches [Jou93]. Simulating machines with a high write-miss penalty, Diwan et al. found that SML/NJ performs badly, as might be expected.

Thus: on machines with a zero write-miss penalty, the average cost per frame of write misses is zero.

On machines with a nonzero write-miss penalty, the cost per frame is high. The average number of cache write misses caused by the creation of a frame is the ratio of frame size to cache line size (there is no fragmentation, because heap allocation is sequential and contiguous). Assuming a cache line size of 8 words (for example), and a frame size of 4.2 words (as in Table 21), the number of write misses per frame is about 0.53.

Thus, the cost of write misses shown in Table 18 is either 0 (for zero write penalty) or 5.3 (for 10-cycle write penalty). But see also Section 5.6.2.

They also found that write-allocate is important: on a write miss, the written data should be put in the cache. But a cache line is usually larger than a single word; on a write miss, “traditional” (fetch-on-write) caches read the rest of the line from memory; this can

---

\(^6\)Reinholt [Rei94] makes similar observations about the interaction of garbage collection and caches, though not for a compiler with heap-allocated frames.
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cause write misses to be slow, and also causes unnecessary traffic on the memory bus in the common case of sequential writes that will overwrite the just-read data. The simulations of Diwan et al., and our analysis in Section 5.6.3, both show that this policy is costly.

Heap allocation (in a system with copying garbage collection) consists of sequential writes to a large contiguous free region. Under such a discipline, there are some equally good cache implementation strategies that will permit (or simulate) write-allocate with zero write-miss penalty.

Sub-block placement: With sub-block placement (also called write-validate), a write miss on one word will be written to the cache, and the rest of that cache line will be marked as allocated but invalid. Thus, a write miss does not require reading the rest of the written cache line from memory. Subsequent (sequential) writes will fill the rest of the line.

One-word cache line: The DECstation 5000 has a cache-line size of one word, but four lines are read on a miss [DTM94]. For some applications this is better than sub-block placement, but for sequential writes it is equally good. It is more expensive to implement, since it requires a full tag (not just a valid bit) for each word. Diwan et al. found excellent memory-subsystem performance for SML/NJ on this machine.

Cache-line zero instruction: On some machines (e.g., IBM R/6600 [HHH*90] and PowerPC [AB93], Power2, HP PA) a cache line (64 bytes) can be allocated and zeroed with a special instruction. This avoids the write miss, with a 0.687-instruction cost per frame.7

Cache-control hint: On the HP PA7100, a store instruction can have a cache-control hint specifying that the block will be overwritten before being read; this avoids the read if the write misses [AAD*93]. But these machines have very large primary caches anyway, so locality can be handled by generational collection.

Smart write buffer: 8 Instead of sub-block placement (which complicates the cache), one might add a feature to the write buffer: write misses normally bypass the cache, but if the write buffer accumulates a full cache line, this line is put in the cache.

7In detail: the allocation pointer is made always to point exactly 64 bytes ahead of the next allocatable word. On each heap-limit check, a cache-line clear is performed. This does not clear the line currently being stored into (which might overwrite a frame recently allocated) but the line soon to be entered. Because the heap-limit check is often shared with a non-frame allocation (see Table 19), the average net cost per frame is only 0.687 instructions.

8This idea is discovered by Andrew Appel.
For sequential writes this is as good as sub-block placement. On a multiprocessor with cache coherence, this technique might be easier to implement than sub-block placement, because no cache line would ever be dirty (but partially full) in two different caches.

**Garbage-prefetch:** On a machine with a no-write-allocate (write-around) cache, write-allocate can be simulated (as long as read misses are nonblocking) by fetching the cache line (with an ordinary read instruction) in advance of the write [App94a]. This technique works (providing a modest performance enhancement) on the DEC Alpha 21064 [Dig92], for example.

On any of these machines, heap-allocated data should not incur a write-miss penalty.

**Assumption:** Any small cache will have write-allocate and no write-miss latency (or write-allocate can be emulated).

Indeed, this is not true of all machines: the VAX 11/780, VAX 8800, and Pentium do write-around, bypassing the primary cache on write misses (causing subsequent read misses); and most pre-1993 designs do fetch-on-write, stalling the processor on a write miss [Jou93]. In fact, the bad performance of garbage-collected systems on machines with a write-miss penalty is a good reason not to build such machines.

Finally, note that a write-miss penalty on large caches is not particularly problematic; as explained above, generational garbage collection solves that problem. The analysis in the rest of this section applies only to small caches.

### 5.6.2 Read misses: simulations

To see the effect of small caches on heap-allocated frames, we simulated several “standard” SML benchmarks (selected from Table 2) in two versions of the SML/NJ compiler: a Heap version with heap-allocated frames, and a Stack version with stack-allocated frames. The simulations was run in direct-mapped D-cache (of various sizes) and “infinite” I-cache. The simulations counted read misses, write misses, and total instruction count of SML programs compiled to the MIPS instruction set. The total instruction count also includes the instructions and cache misses of garbage collection.

Diwan et al. [DTM94] measured a heap-only ML system; Reinhold [Rei94] measured a stack-frame Scheme system. In order to make a more direct comparison, we measured stack frames vs. heap frames in the same ML system.

We simulated only the primary data cache. We simulated direct-mapped caches of sizes ranging from 2 kbytes to 2 Mbytes, with a 32-byte line size. Many modern machines
Simulations running in direct-mapped D-cache of various sizes and "infinite" L-cache. Vertical axis shows execution cycles in millions. Cycle count for stack programs is reduced by 6× number of frames, to discount the 7-instruction quasi-stack allocation/deallocation sequence.

Figure 25: Simulations: write-allocate vs. write-around cache
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have direct-mapped caches especially at the first level of the memory hierarchy, so that tag
comparison can be overlapped with further computations on the value fetched [Hill88].

Instead of a detailed cycle-level simulation, we use the approximation that each cache
miss stalls the instruction-execution pipeline for \( p \) cycles, where \( p = 10 \) is the “miss penalty.”
Many modern machines do not stall non-memory instructions on a cache miss; for these
machines our simulation will provide an upper bound on cache delays, which is sufficient
for our analysis.

We did not simulate a conventional, contiguous stack. Instead, we implemented a free
list of 8-word re-usable frames (a quasi-stack). Frames are popped by putting them back
on a free list. This takes more instructions than conventional pushing and popping, but
should not cause more cache misses: programs will still go “up and down” over the same
tiny set of (noncontiguous) frames, and even a small cache should be able to hold these
frames along with other frequently used data.

Measurements of SML/NJ show that most frames are smaller than eight words (see also
Table 21); we do not load frames down with lots of useless overhead. When larger frames
are needed, our “stack” simulation simply links together enough 8-word (32-byte) frames.
Aggregate objects (arrays, records) are never kept in frames.

Free-list handling costs six instructions more than stack-pointer incrementing, so we
subtract this cost when presenting results of the simulation (Figure 25).

Our garbage collector “marks” any frame that survives a collection; marked frames are
not put back on the freelist upon procedure return. This enables our stacks to work well with
generational garbage collection and with first-class continuations. At a youngest-generation
collection, the freelist is set to \textit{nil}; after the collection, new frames will be obtained from
the heap (and, when freed, put back on the freelist).

Using a free list of frames, there is a considerable cost to allocate and deallocate a frame:

1. Test the freelist register.\(^9\)
2. Set freelist register to the next free frame.

To deallocate,

3. Fetch the mark field.
4. Wait for fetch to finish.

\(^9\)If the freelist is empty, one must heap-allocate instead of taking from the freelist (the heap-allocated
frame will be deallocated back onto the freelist). But this case is so rare that we won’t count it in the
average cost.
5 If marked, stop here (do not put back on free list).
6 Store free list register into newly freed frame.
7 Set the free list register to point to this frame.

Thus, there is an overhead of seven “instructions” for stack allocation. But “ordinary, contiguous” stacks do not have this seven-instruction penalty—there’s just a single “pop” instruction. Therefore, we adjust the execution time of the Stack version of the program by subtracting six cycles per frame.

Figure 25 shows the run times (after adjustment) of several benchmarks using Heap and Stack frames, running in simulated caches of different sizes. We simulated a write-allocate cache with partial fill (the left-hand-side of Figure 25), and also a write-around cache (the right-hand-side of Figure 25).

Jouppi [Jou93] simulated both kinds of cache for C programs without garbage collection; Diwan et al. [DTM94] simulated both caches for almost purely heap-allocating ML programs. By simulating both caches on stack and heap allocation for the same programs, we can compare more straightforwardly.

The results are not too surprising: write-allocate is better on all programs than write-around; and heap allocation is more sensitive to the cache policy than is stack allocation.

Though there are many differences between the Heap and Stack implementations that affect the run time, it is clear from the shapes of the curves that the cache locality behavior of heap and stack in a write-allocate cache is almost identical. (That is, if the two curves were translated vertically so that the large-cache points coincide, then the rest of the curves would be extremely close.)

The simulation measurements (Figure 25) show a cache-read-miss cost (for 16k write-allocate cache) of 1.0 cycles per frame. We calculate this by averaging

\[
((D_{16k, heap} - D_{2M, heap}) - (D_{16k, stack} - D_{2M, stack})) * P/F
\]

over all the benchmarks, where \(D_{c,x}\) is the number of read misses in data cache size \(c\) with frame strategy \(x\), \(P = 10\) is the miss penalty, and \(F\) is the number of frames created (taken from Table 20).

A nonzero write miss penalty is usually found only on processors that fetch on write. Such processors will then allocate the line in the cache, so the average read miss cost will be low (as described in the previous paragraph). For a 10-cycle miss penalty, the write-miss cost per frame (as explained in Section 5.6.1) should be about 5.3 cycles. When the cost of
read misses for a write-allocate cache is included, the total cost of read+write misses is 6.3 cycles per frame.

Write-around caches do not need to stall the processor on a write miss, at least for the well behaved sequential writes performed by a heap allocator. Thus, the write miss cost will be zero; but since (almost) every newly written cache line will soon be fetched [SM94, Rei94], we should expect the read-miss cost per frame for write-around caches to be similar to the cost per frame for fetch-on-write caches. For a 16k write-around cache, the cost of read misses (calculated from the simulations) is 5.1 cycles per frame—somewhat smaller than the 6.3-cycle read+write miss cost for fetch-on-write caches. We have not shown write-around caches in Table 18, but their total cost will be similar (though slightly smaller, for heap frames) to that of fetch-on-write caches.

Clearly, the small size of frames in SML/NJ is important in achieving good performance, especially for fetch-on-write or write-around caches.

Figure 26: Execution of $T(7)$ in a 16-line cache. Every uptick (procedure call) is a write miss; only the bold downticks (procedure returns) are read misses.

Figure 27: Execution of $T'(6)$ in a 16-line cache. Only the bold downticks (procedure returns) are read misses.

5.6.3 Read misses: analytically

Stacks continually re-use recently used frames for new purposes; heap-allocated frames “thrash” through the cache in sequential order. How could it possibly be the case that—in a write-validate cache—they both have equally good locality of reference?

Since the simulations give us no analytical understanding of what is really happening, we focus on three “typical” patterns of procedure call and return:
1. Tail recursion: each call re-uses the same frame, no allocation is performed.

2. Deep single recursion (as for the recursive factorial function): a deep sequence of calls followed by the returns from all of them.

3. “Towers of Hanoi:” lots of short up-and-down motion, but every Nth call briefly returns to depth log(N). This is shown graphically in figures 26 and 27.

We claim that these patterns represent “both extremes and the middle” of all procedure-call patterns. Furthermore, the Towers of Hanoi should be a worst case for heaps (as compared to stacks)—because the stack implementation has excellent locality—so its analysis will be instructive.

We assume that the cache is direct-mapped\textsuperscript{10} and can hold \( C \) frames, with a line size equal to the size of a frame (different line sizes would affect our results by a constant factor). We assume that heap-allocated frames are allocated at sequential addresses. We assume that no heap allocations or memory accesses are performed, other than for activation records.

Then tail recursion is easy to analyze: No new frames are allocated by either the stack or heap methods. The miss rate for both is zero.

Deep single recursion is bad for both stacks and heaps: If the recursion is depth \( N \), then there will be no read misses on any of the calls; the first \( C \) returns will hit, and the rest of the returns will have read misses. The miss ratio approaches 1 as \( N \) becomes much larger than \( C \).

Towers of Hanoi should be ideal to demonstrate the better locality of reference of stacks in a small cache. Let us analyze its cache behavior carefully.

\[
\text{fun } T(d) = \text{if } d > 1 \text{ then } \{ T(d-1); T(d-1) \} \text{ else } \ldots
\]

Executing \( T(d) \) requires \( 2^d - 1 \) procedure calls. If \( d \leq C \), all the stack frames fit in the cache, so the read-miss rate is zero (we will ignore write misses). If \( d > C \), then there will be a miss on every return from a call to \( T(e) \), where \( e > C \). The number of such returns is \( 2^{d-C} - 1 \). The miss rate is the number of misses divided by the number of calls, or approximately \( 2^{-C} \). For an 8-kbyte cache, \( C = 256 \), so the miss rate for stacks is indeed negligible.

Now consider executing \( T(d) \) with heap-allocated frames. The frames are allocated sequentially. If a clock counts one tick for each procedure call, then at time \( t \) the frame

\textsuperscript{10}The results for these three simple programs would be the same for set-associative caches with LRU replacement in each set.
created at time \( t - C \) will be removed from the cache by a newly allocated frame. Therefore, exactly those procedures that return more than \( C \) time units after they are entered will cause a cache miss upon return to their callers.

Executing \( T(d) \) requires \( 2^d - 1 \) calls, of which only \( 2^{d - \log_2 C} \) take more than \( C \) time units to execute. Thus, the amortized number of misses per call is about \( 2^{\log_2 C} \), that is, one miss every \( C \) calls.

Figure 26 illustrates \( T(7) \) running in a tiny cache \((C = 16)\). The cache misses are clustered at intervals of \( 2C \) returns, but there are an average of 2 misses in each cluster.

Figure 27 shows a more traditional Towers of Hanoi, that calls `print("move disk d")` at each step.

In a 16k cache—which can hold 512 thirty-two-byte frames—the stack version will have one miss every \( 2^{512} \) calls, but the heap version will have one miss every 512 calls. Assuming that the primary cache miss (with secondary cache hit) costs 10 cycles, this is a cost of **one cycle every 50 calls**.

The analytical prediction (0.02 cycles/call) does not completely agree with the simulation (1.0). We believe this is because the simulation cannot directly measure the cache miss cost, because the “stack” and “heap” programs do not execute the same instructions, or even the same number of instructions. Instead, we measure the total cost of two different implementations (with different frame creation sequences and frame disposal sequences, different garbage collection times, garbage collectors trashing the cache at different frame layout, etc.) and attempt to subtract out the components not related to cache behavior. Small errors in the estimation of any of these components will be additive.

On the other hand, the simulation can capture the effect of “real” programs that cannot be analyzed in closed form like our three paradigmatic examples. Such programs will have interference effects from old objects and nonframe objects. Reinhold [Rei94], however, finds that such interference does not much affect the cache behavior of recently allocated objects (such as, in our case, frames).

Therefore, we cannot say with confidence whether the simulation or the analytical prediction more accurately characterizes the cache behavior. To be conservative, we use the “worse” number (1.0) for **Cache read misses** in Table 18.

But now consider what happens in a write-no-allocate (e.g., write-around) cache. The vast majority of reads in the Towers of Hanoi example are to blocks that recently caused write misses. Even if the write misses themselves do not stall the processor, the read misses will. This costs about 5 cycles per frame (assuming the average frame size is roughly half the cache line size, and a 10-cycle miss penalty).
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Future cache designs
What cache write-miss policies can we expect in the future? We must assume that hardware designs of “commodity” microprocessors will be driven by the SPEC benchmark suite, not by arguments about what’s best for functional programs or garbage collection.

Jouppi’s measurements of C and FORTRAN programs [Jou93] may perhaps be influential. He concludes that write-validate (that is, write-allocate, no-fetch-on-write) is the policy with best performance. This is exactly the policy that we and others [DTM94, Rei94, SM94] find best for garbage-collected strict functional programs.

On the other hand, as Jouppi points out, write-validate is difficult—though not impossible—to implement on a shared-memory multiprocessor with cache coherence. Such machines require each writable cache line to have a single owner. Since manufacturers will wish to make multiprocessor-compatible CPU chips, and won’t wish to have two different primary-cache designs, this could mean that write-validate will not be common on multiprocessors or uniprocessors.

5.7 Disposal
To de-allocate a stack frame, one instruction is required to subtract a constant from the stack pointer. No explicit pop instruction is necessary to deallocate a heap frame. The (previous) frame pointer must be fetched, but we have counted this already under the heading “Frame pointers.”

What is the garbage collection cost of heap-allocated frames? There are three components:

1. Live heap frames must be copied to an older generation and then scanned, whereas live stack frames need only be scanned.

2. Allocating frames causes more frequent garbage collection, leading to the premature promotion of non-frame objects that might have died if given just a little more time.

3. More frequent collections means more frequent executions of the garbage collector’s entry-exit sequence.

We will analyze these costs separately.
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Copying frames

We will analyze the cost, in instructions, of garbage collection for the three typical call-return patterns discussed in the previous section. We assume a generational collector with a youngest generation that holds \( G \) frames (for generation size of 128 kbytes, frame size of 32 bytes, \( G = 4096 \)). On a youngest generation collection, all live frames are promoted to the next generation.

1. Tail recursion does not allocate, so the amortized cost per call is zero.

2. Towers of Hanoi will garbage-collect every \( G \) calls. At this collection, there will be at most \( \log(d) \) live frames; but only \( \log(G) \) of them will be “new” (not already promoted). The cost of collecting them will be \( c \log(G) \), where \( c \) is the cost of copying one frame (perhaps 20 instructions).\(^{11}\) The amortized cost per call is \( c \log(G)/G \), or about 0.06 instruction per call.

3. A very deep recursion (deeper than 2000 calls) will promote almost every frame, at a cost of \( cG \) instructions per \( G \) calls, or \( c \) instructions per call. This is costly; but recursions this deep also begin to miss in the secondary cache! This is particularly so, since the size of the youngest generation should be less than the size of the secondary cache [Zor91, Rep93]. The secondary cache misses (which occur for both stacks and heaps) are probably just as important as the garbage-collection overhead.

Summary: 0.06 instructions per frame.

More frequent collections

With stack-allocated frames, \( N \) garbage collections of average cost \( E + L \) will occur, where \( E \) is the entry-exit overhead of the collector and \( L \) is the cost of copying non-frame live data.

With heap-allocated frames, \( N' \) collections of average cost \( E + L' + F \) will occur, where \( F \) is the the cost of copying frames. We have accounted for \( N' \cdot F \) in the previous subsection. We will account for \( N'L' - NL \) in the the next subsection.

Here we calculate \( E(N' - N) \). \( N' - N \) is simply the number of frames created divided by \( G \), the number of frames the youngest generation can hold. Thus the cost per frame is just \( E/G \); with \( G = 4096 \) and assuming \( E = 800 \) instructions, this is 0.2 instructions per frame.

\(^{11}\)We do not include the cost of scanning the frame for pointers, because this has to be done for either the stack or the heap case.
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Table 22: Garbage collection cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Heap</th>
<th>Q-Heap</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>G.C.Instrs/Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ_h</td>
<td>γ_h</td>
<td>μ_q</td>
<td>γ_q</td>
<td>μ_s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knuth-B</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>15.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>15.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Premature promotion of non-frames**

In principle, the heap allocation of frames should cause more frequent collection (and undesirable promotion) of the non-frame data. We use lifetime statistics\(^{12}\) as reported by Stefanovic and Moss [SM94] to find those objects that survive \(G\) calls but not \(p \cdot G\). (The proportion \(p = 0.57\) is the proportion of frames to total heap allocation (see Table 21).) Because of the shape of the object-survival curve, such objects are rare (1 object in 1000 allocations).

Consider a program that allocates one “ordinary” (i.e., non-frame, “random” lifetime) object per procedure call. One in 1000 of these objects will be promoted “to excess” in the heap-frame version, because the frame allocations cause more frequent collection. The cost of each such promotion is about 100 instructions. Thus the average cost per frame is about 0.1 instructions.

**Sum of the collection costs**

The three components \((0.06, 0.2, 0.1)\) sum to 0.36 instructions per frame attributable to garbage collection.

**Direct measurement of garbage collection**

To support our analytical calculations of garbage-collection overhead, we measured the garbage collection time for stack vs. heap frames on benchmark programs. Table 22 shows

---

\(^{12}\)The measurements done by Stefanovic and Moss [SM94] are based on an older version of the SML/NJ compiler which does not use the new closure conversion algorithm described in Chapter 4.
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garbage collection costs for the execution of the benchmark programs on a DEC 5000/240 computer.

For each benchmark, three versions of the program were run: Heap (heap-allocated frames); Stack ("stack-allocated" frames, implemented as a free-list of re-usable frames, which have a different frame layout and choice of closures); and $Q$-Heap (heap-allocated frames that have exactly the same frame layout (and padding to 8 words) as the Stack frames).

The mutator time $\mu$ and garbage-collection time $\gamma$ are shown for each benchmark. Times were calculated by executing each benchmark command five times consecutively (from within the same Unix execution) and dividing by five. Ten runs of each such test were made, and the fastest taken (as recommended, for example, by the SPEC benchmark consortium [Sta89]).

Time spent in the operating system is not shown, but was small in all cases (and did not much differ among the three versions of each program).

We calculated $\rho$, the effective MIPS (millions of instructions per seconds) for the DEC 5000/240 on each program, by dividing the instructions executed for the heap version of each program (taken from Table 20) by $\mu_h + \gamma_h$. The peak performance of this machine is 40 MIPS.

To calculate the extra garbage-collection cost attributable to heap-allocated frames, we compared stack g.c. time from heap g.c. time, converted from seconds to instructions, and divided by the number of frames $F$ taken from Table 21:

$$Z_h = (\gamma_h - \gamma_s)\rho/F$$

In many cases this is negative! This indicates that any garbage-collection overhead of heap-allocated frames is less important than the benefit gained from the copying and sharing costs.

We then tried an alternate method of calculation. Since $Q$-Heap and Stack use exactly the same frame layout, the only difference is the failure of $Q$-Heap to free its frames. Thus, the garbage-collection overhead can be more consistently isolated. However, $Q$-Heap frames are all artificially padded to 8 words. This will overestimate the load on the collector; we expect any added load to be (roughly) proportional to the total size of all heap-allocated frames. Therefore, in our estimate of the overhead $Z$ we multiply by the proportion of the frames that are not just padding:

$$Z_q = (U/8)(\gamma_q - \gamma_s)\rho/F$$
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where \( U \) is the average frame size of each benchmark, taken from Table 21.

The Yacc benchmark is anomalous in showing a very high cost, in extra garbage collection, for heap-allocated frames. Closer examination of the Yacc execution showed that there were three major-generation collections with heap frames, but only two with stack frames.

Excluding Yacc, the average \( Z_h \) is 0.28 instructions/frame, close to the analytically predicted value of 0.36. Yacc must do something not foreseen by our analytical methods.

In Table 18 we show the measured value of \( Z_h = 1.4 \) instructions for disposal of heap-allocated frames.

5.8 Finding roots

In any garbage-collected system, local variables in activation records (e.g., stack frames) may point to the heap. At the beginning of each garbage collection, the collector must scan the frames to locate “roots” of the live data.

In a system with generational garbage collection, there is often very little live data in the youngest generation. Scanning a large stack would take more time than the rest of the collection! Therefore, the collector should scan only those stack frames created since the last collection and not yet popped.

It is trivial to treat heap-allocated frames this way. They are promoted (along with other live data) to older generations; older-generation data need not be scanned at a youngest-generation collection. Only the newly allocated (and not yet dead) frames will be scanned at a typical collection.

With stacks, a special trick is required. After a collection, the collector must mark the top stack frame. All frames underneath this are known to be “old.” At the next collection, the stack must be scanned only from the top of the stack down to the “high-water mark;” for only these frames can contain pointers to the youngest generation.

But there is a complication. Between collections, if the “high-water” frame is popped, the mark must be moved down to the next-lower frame [Wil91]. The simplest way to do this would be to test for the mark on every return, but this would be expensive. Instead, the mark consists of a “special” return address, which replaces the real return address of a frame. When control returns to this point, the program at this special location executes,
placing the mark (that is, the special return address) in the next-lower frame, and jumping to the real return address.\footnote{This complicates the compiler and runtime system, particularly the implementation of exception handlers that must pop the stack.}

The cost of this technique is quite low. The cost of placing and removing the high-water mark is between 10 and 100 instructions. Every frame that survives its first garbage collection will eventually hold the high-water mark. The cost of moving the high-water mark (in a stack-based system) is similar to the cost of promoting a live stack frame to the older generation (in a heap-based system); and it is exactly the same frames (new frames live at a collection) that need this service in either case.

The proportion of new stack frames live at a collection is usually extremely low, so the cost is negligible for both stacks and heaps. In rare cases (very deep one-way recursions) the cost will be higher, but the stack-based systems and heap-based systems will pay approximately the same price.

Doligez and Gonthier [DG94] have suggested that the collector put a one-bit mark in every live stack frame that it scans; this mark will be ignored by the collector but will be cleared in new frames. This is fine, if there is already some word in every frame that has a free bit.

Keeping track of the high-water mark in heap-based system has no implementation complexity: it is a natural consequence of garbage-collecting live frames. In contrast, in a stack-based system similar results can be achieved but it requires extra work.

**Updating activation records**

In order to guarantee that only “new” heap frames can be roots for garbage collection, it is necessary to prohibit any writes to frames after they have been allocated. Compilers using continuation-passing style (such as Rabbit [Ste78], Orbit [KKR*86], and SML/NJ [AJ89]) naturally initialize frames as soon as they are allocated, and then never write to them again. In effect, they save up any changes in registers, then dump everything out all at once. With good use of callee-save registers [AS92, App92] (also see Chapter 4), it is even easier to accumulate any changes in registers and write immutable frames in big chunks.

A stack-based compiler could update the topmost frame at any time, and the collector could always scan this frame for roots. But a heap-based compiler that wants to support efficient call/cc (see Section 5.9) should never update a frame after its initialization, because if a continuation is invoked more than once the two invocations will stomp on each others’
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data. In such a compiler, it is best to keep the top frame in callee-save registers and not in memory at all.

5.9 First-class continuations

The notion of “first class continuations” using the *call-with-current-continuation* (call/cc) primitive originated in the Scheme language [RC86] and has since been adopted in other systems as well [DHM91]. First class continuations are useful for implementing coroutines [Wan80] and concurrency libraries [Rep91].

But call/cc is much harder to implement efficiently if there is a stack. With an ordinary contiguous stack implementation, the entire stack must be copied on each creation or invocation of a first-class continuation. This is unacceptably slow if, for example, call/cc is the primitive used in implementing a concurrency library or exception-handling system.

With purely heap-allocated frames, which are not updated after their initialization, call/cc is no more expensive than an ordinary procedure call: the live registers must be written to a closure record, and that is all.

There have been mixed stack/heap implementations intended to support call/cc efficiently in the presence of stacks [CHO88b, HDB90]. The basic idea is to make a “stack chunk” that holds several stack frames; if this fills, it is linked to another chunk allocated from the heap. This turns out to be complicated to implement.

Stack chunks require a stack-overflow test on every frame,\(^\text{14}\) so creation costs three instructions (add to SP, compare, branch).

Danvy [Dan87] made a free list of re-usable frames (we call this a “quasi-stack”); these reduce the load on the garbage collector and have good locality; but they are expensive to create and destroy, and require a frame pointer. The “stack” implementation that we have implemented and measured is actually a simplification of Danvy’s method. For applications using first-class continuations (call/cc) our simplification would need an extra mechanism to copy part of the continuation, whereas Danvy’s method does not.

Both methods suffer from the same “copying and sharing” penalty as ordinary stacks. Their performance is summarized in Table 18, and does not appear competitive, especially given the implementation complexity.

The simplicity and efficiency of call/cc in a pure heap discipline is a strong motivation for avoiding stacks.

\(^{14}\)“Unfortunately, it has been our experience that memory exceptions are not a tenable means for detecting stack overflow....” [HDB90]
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5.10 Implementation

One reason to avoid stacks is that they are complicated to implement, especially with all the tricks that are necessary to achieve good performance. Let us compare the implementation complexities of heaps vs. stacks, in a garbage-collected environment:

Implementation of Heap Frames

1. To achieve good performance with heap frames, it is necessary to have an sophisticated algorithm to choose closure representations. This algorithm must preserve space complexity, promote closure sharing, and use callee-save registers to minimize the number of distinct frames written. Chapter 4 has already described an implementation of such an algorithm, which is not particularly hairy.

2. To avoid having a descriptor in each frame, the runtime system can maintain a mapping of return addresses to frame layout descriptors. Kranz’s ORBIT compiler used this technique [Kra87]. Standard ML of New Jersey does not bother, so it does indeed pay the price of a descriptor in each frame.

Implementation of Stacks

1. A good closure analysis algorithm must be used to preserve space complexity while still trying to avoid too much copying. It is not clear that such an algorithm will be much simpler than the one for pure heaps. In particular, most conventional stack implementations are not safe for space complexity.

2. To preserve space complexity and correctly implement tail recursion, certain activation records require a complicated scheme to determine when they must be popped [Han90]. (Or these frames could be heap allocated, even in a stack discipline; but they must be identified by static analysis.)

3. A high-water mark must be maintained to achieve efficiency in the generational collector.

4. If call/cc is to be supported, then stack copying or some more complicated technique must be implemented [HDB90].

5. To avoid having a descriptor in each frame, the runtime system must maintain a mapping of return addresses to frame layout descriptors.
6. In a system with multiple threads, each thread must have its own stack. A large contiguous region of virtual memory must be reserved.\textsuperscript{15}

7. Stack-overflow detection must be implemented. In most cases this is handled automatically by the operating system using virtual-memory page faults.\textsuperscript{16}

No stack implementation that we know of handles all of these necessary complexities. As a result, some are not safe for space complexity; some do not implement call/cc; and some scan too many frames on each collection. It is an open question whether all of these tricks can fit together in a real system.

## 5.11 Summary

Heap allocation of activation records is simple and competitively efficient. The fact that heap allocation is about as cheap as stack allocation, when all effects including cache locality are counted, certainly contravenes the conventional wisdom.

Heap frames are much easier to implement correctly: it is tricky to make stacks “safe for space complexity,” or to support generation garbage collection efficiently, or first-class continuations (call/cc). In \textit{Standard ML of New Jersey} compiler, which supports all of these features, heap allocation of activation records has proved to be a great success.

When \textit{call-with-current-continuation} is needed, heap frames are \textit{much} better than stack frames. Various hybrid systems (stack chunks, quasi-stacks) designed to support \textit{call/cc} efficiently with a stack are less efficient than heaps for \textit{both} normal call/return and \textit{call/cc}.

On machines with a write-miss penalty, or where writes entirely bypass the cache, the results are different: heap-frame handling is about twice as expensive as stack-frame handling (about 7% penalty in overall performance), except for first-class continuations.

Finally, for languages without nested first-class functions with static scope, there is no “copying and sharing” cost. In this case stacks have a 6% overall performance advantage. Without closures, \textit{call/cc} is not an issue, of course.

\textsuperscript{15}In contrast, one heap-allocation region is necessary \textit{per processor}, not per thread.

\textsuperscript{16}Heap overflow detection must also be implemented, but this is true whether or not there is a stack.
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Unrolling Lists

Lists are ubiquitous in functional programs, thus supporting lists efficiently is a major concern to compiler writers for functional languages. Lists are normally represented as linked cons cells, with each cons cell containing a car (the data) and a cdr (the link); this is inefficient in the use of space, because 50% of the storage is used for links. Loops and recursions on lists are slow on modern machines because of the long chains of control dependences (in checking for nil) and data dependences (in fetching cdr fields).

In this chapter, we present a data structure for “unrolled lists,” where each cell has several data items (car fields) and one link (cdr). This reduces the memory used for links, and it significantly shortens the length of control-dependence and data-dependence chains in operations on lists.

We further present an efficient compile-time analysis that transforms programs written for “ordinary” lists into programs on unrolled lists. The use of our new representation requires no change to existing programs.

We sketch the proof of soundness of our analysis—which is based on refinement types—and present some preliminary measurements of our technique.

6.1 Introduction

Efficient implementation of lists has always been a major concern to compiler writers for functional languages, because they occur so frequently in functional programs. Lists are normally represented as linked cons cells, with each cons cell represented by two contiguous memory locations, one for the car (the data) and another for the cdr (the link). This is inefficient in the use of space because half of the storage is used for links. Furthermore, traversing a list requires twice as many memory references as traversing a vector. And
on any loop or recursion that traverses a list, there is a long chain of control dependences as each link is checked for \textit{nil}; and a long chain of data dependences as each link fetch is dependent on the previous one. With modern superscalar hardware, these dependences are a serious bottleneck.

In order to save on storage for links, “cdr-coding” was proposed in the 1970’s [Han69, Gre77, Cla76, CG77, BC79, Bob75]. Its main idea is to try to avoid some links by arranging for the second cons cell to directly follow the car of the first, and to encode that information in several bits contained in the car field of the first cell; thus the first cell does not need a cdr field at all. A depth-first (or breadth-first [Bak78]) copying garbage collector helps ensure that most lists are arranged sequentially in storage, so they can take advantage of this encoding. Cdr-coding solves the space-usage problem (and in the MIT version allows random access subscripting of lists [Gre77]), but makes the control-dependence problem even worse, as the cdr-coding tag of each \textit{car} must be checked. Cdr-coding was popular on microcoded Lisp machines \textit{circa} 1980 [WM81, Deu73], but it is not an attractive solution on modern machines.

Our new “compile-time cdr-coding” method works for statically typed languages such as ML. Our scheme allows a more compact runtime representation for lists, but \textit{does not require any runtime encoding at all}. Furthermore, our encoding allows loops and recursions on lists to be unrolled much more efficiently than is possible with the conventional representation for lists.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Length} & \textbf{Old Standard Representation} & \textbf{Size} & \textbf{New Unrolled Representation} & \textbf{Size} \\
\hline
0 & 0 & 0 & \textbf{E} & 0 \textsuperscript{1} \\
1 & \textbf{E} & 2 & \textbf{E} & 3 \\
2 & \textbf{E} & 4 & \textbf{E} & 5 \\
2n & \textbf{E} & 4n & \textbf{E} & 3n+2 \\
2n+1 & \textbf{E} & 4n+2 & \textbf{E} & 3n+3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Standard vs. Unrolled List Representations}
\end{table}

Our idea is simple: we put $k$ items—but only one link—in each list cell. We use $k = 2$ to illustrate our idea. A list of \textit{even} length is simply represented as a linked series of our bigger cons cells; a list of \textit{odd} length is represented as a header cell that contains one data element

\footnote{The two-word record representing the NUR empty list \textbf{E} can be shared among all uses of the empty list. This sharing can be introduced by the garbage collector to avoid complicating the compiled code, if necessary.}
and one link to an even-length list. Table 23 gives a simple comparison of space usage between our *new unrolled representation* (NUR) and the *old standard representation* (OSR). In the table, “a” represents the data element; “0” and “E” represent the tag word that is used to distinguish between odd-length and even-length lists at runtime. We represent the empty list by “0.” Now we can easily see that for lists with length greater than 2, the new representation requires 25% less space than the usual representation. Furthermore, traversing a list in the new representation requires 25% fewer loads, and 50% fewer tests for nil on cdr pointers (because NUR has 50% fewer cdr links).

The new unrolled representation (NUR) promises to be extremely useful for superscalar or superpipelined machines. Suppose we use a representation with \( k \) items per link. Then we can unroll most loops on lists by a factor of \( k \), and overlap (using standard software pipelining techniques) the executions of the (original) iterations. Such unrolling and software pipelining would be much less fruitful if performed on the standard list representation (OSR) for two reasons: the tests for nil introduce a chain of \( k - 1 \) extra control dependencies, and the fetches of cdr introduce a chain of \( k - 1 \) extra memory latencies. These chains are a serious obstacle to the software pipelining of anything at all! Note that the fetches of the \( k \) *car* fields (in an unrolled loop using NUR) can all be done in parallel; this is not possible in the standard representation.

Because programmers will still use the standard list notation (i.e., each list cell has a head and a tail), the compiler has to do the appropriate translation to utilize the new unrolled representations. This is possible in a statically typed language such as ML, because the type of each identifier is statically known at compile time, and computation on lists is expressed using pattern matching and recursive functions. For example, an integer list\(^2\) in ML might be represented by the following concrete datatype, which matches the standard representation (OSR) in Table 23:

```plaintext
datatype list = nil | :: of int * list
```

where “::” is the infix *cons* constructor. The well-known function *map* might be written as follows using pattern matching:

```plaintext
fun map f =
  let fun m nil = nil
       | m (x::r) = (f x) :: (m r)
  in m
```

\(^2\)In Standard ML [MTH90], lists are declared as datatype \( '^a \) list = nil | :: of \( '^a \) * \( '^a \) list. To simplify the presentation, we omit the type variable \( '^a \) by considering only integer lists. All the results described in this chapter easily carry to the polymorphic case.
The new unrolled representation (NUR) in Table 23 can also be expressed by ML concrete datatypes:

\[
\text{datatype list2 = OLIST of int * tail2} \\
\quad \mid \text{ELIST of tail2}
\]

\[
\text{and tail2 = TWIL} \\
\quad \mid \text{TAIL2 of int * int * tail2}
\]

Here, the data constructors OLIST and ELIST can be thought of as tags for lists of even length and odd length; they correspond to “O” and “E” in Table 23.

An efficient map function on NUR lists looks like:

```ml
fun map' f = 
  let fun h (OLIST(i,r)) = OLIST(f i, m r) 
    | h (ELIST(r)) = ELIST(m r)
    and m TWIL = TWIL
    | m (TAIL2(x,y,r)) = TAIL2(f x, f y, m r)
  in h end
```

The test for nil (in the pattern-matching for m) is done half as often. If map' and then f are in-line expanded, then the evaluations of f x and f y can be pipelined.

Simply unrolling the original map function, without changing the list representation, is not as attractive because of the extra control and data dependence:

```ml
fun map_unrolled f = 
  let fun m nil = nil 
    | m (x::r) = 
      case r 
      of nil => (f x) :: nil 
      | y::s => (f x) :: (f y) :: (m s)
  in m end
```

Our static “list unrolling” transformation has the following advantages over the traditional representation, and over runtime “cdr-coding” techniques:

- Loops and recursions on lists are automatically unrolled.
- We avoid many nil tests and cdr fetches.
- Less memory is used for storing links.
- There is no extra runtime cost (as is incurred by cdr-coding) for handling of encoding bits (except parity testing on the list header).
• Unlike the "cdr-coding" technique that varies with the dynamic behavior of the program (i.e., cons cells have to be adjacent), our method guarantees a \((k - 1)/2k\) savings of space usage for long list structures, using \(k\)-fold unrolling.

• The interface with garbage collectors is extremely simple, since we use ordinary record structures.

• Because our transformation only relies on the static type information that is usually available in module interfaces, it interacts very well with the module system and separate compilation.

6.2 Compiling with refinement types

In this section, we formally describe the compile-time analysis and present the translation algorithm that automatically transforms program written in OSR notations into one that uses NUR.

First we describe a simple syntactic transformation that gets us partway to our goal. A simple way to implement the NUR is to make the compiler interpret the normal \("::\) constructor abstractly, just as Aitken and Reppy deal with their abstract value constructors [AR92]. During the compilation, the constructor function of \("::\)", which takes a data element and a list, and returns a list (the "cons" of the two), can be implemented as the following function \(\text{ucons}\):

\[
\text{fun ucons}(x, \text{OLIST}(i,r)) = \text{ELIST}(\text{TAIL2}(x, i, r))
\]

\[
| \text{ucons}(x, \text{ELIST} r) = \text{OLIST}(x, r)
\]

The deconstructor function (also called projection) of \("::\)", which takes a non-empty list, and returns the head and the tail of the list, can be implemented as the following function \(\text{uproj}\):

\[
\text{fun uproj}(\text{OLIST}(i,r)) = (i, \text{ELIST} r)
\]

\[
| \text{uproj}(\text{ELIST}(\text{TAIL2}(i,j,r))) = (i, \text{OLIST}(j, r))
\]

This approach is extremely easy to implement in most compilers. But it can cause two kinds of runtime inefficiencies when traversing or building a list (such as the \(\text{map}\) function):

• Both \(\text{ucons}\) and \(\text{uproj}\) need to check the length parity of a list each time they are applied, while the old \("::\)" requires no check.

• To build a list using \(\text{ucons}\), one must alternately allocate an \(\text{OLIST}\) cell (e.g., \(\text{OLIST}(j, r)\)) on the heap, discard an \(\text{ELIST}\) cell, then take out \(j\) and \(r\), build an
**ELIST** cons cell (e.g., **ELIST**(TAIL2(i,j,r))), and discard the **OLIST**. This is more expensive than the traditional **cons** operation, which just requires allocating a two element record.

Ideally, the NUR version should avoid the list length parity checks and the alternative allocations of **OLIST** and **ELIST** cells, and thus be more space and time efficient than the OSR version. The function **map'** shown in the previous section behaves this way: it first checks whether the argument is of even length or odd length, then the body m of the code “knows” the length parity of its argument.

Now we present a source-to-source program transformation that indeed translates the OSR version of **map** to this more efficient version **map'**. The basic idea is to rely on static analysis to distinguish between lists of even length and odd length at compile time, and to allow functions that take lists as arguments to have three entry points: one dispatch function for list whose length parity is unknown, and one specialized version each for list of even length and odd length. Because the specialized versions have the knowledge of the length parity information, the extra runtime costs of the **ucons** and **uproj** operations can be avoided.

In statically typed languages such as ML, we can keep track of length parity information for most program variables at compile time, because lists are accessed via data constructors and pattern matching only, and they are immune to side-effects\(^3\).

We borrow the refinement type inference algorithm of Freeman and Pfenning [FP91, Fre92] by introducing a refinement of the list type: the type **olist** for odd-length lists and the type **elist** for even-length lists. For example, an empty list is an even-length list; “consing” an element onto an even-length list yields an odd-length list, and “consing” an element onto an odd-length list yields an even-length list. The **map** function always returns a list that has the same length parity as its argument list; “append-ing” two lists of same length parity results in an even-length list, and “append-ing” two lists of opposite length parity gives an odd-length list, etc.

In the following, we first define the source language (SRC) that uses the traditional OSR notation and the target language (TGT) that uses the NUR representations. Then we present a one-pass translation algorithm that infers the length parity information while at the same time compiling SRC expressions into TGT expressions. Finally we sketch the correctness proof and state the main theorems.

\(^3\)Unlike some functional languages such as Lisp and Scheme, there is no “set-car” operator in ML; list cells in ML are immutable.
\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{e} \ ::= \ c^* \mid x^* \mid \text{fn} \ m \mid e_1 \ e_2 \\
\quad \mid \text{fix} \ d \ \text{in} \ e_1 \\
\quad \mid \text{NIL} \mid \text{CONS}(e_1, e_2) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{e} \ ::= \ c \mid x \mid \text{fn} \ m \mid e_1 e_2 \mid \text{fn}^3 \ (e_1, e_2, e_3) \\
\quad \mid \text{fix} \ d \ \text{in} \ e_1 \\
\quad \mid \text{NIL} \mid \text{OList}(e_1) \mid \text{ELIST}(e_1) \\
\quad \mid \text{TNIL} \mid \text{TAIL}(e_1, e_2) \mid \text{TAIL2}(e_1, e_2, e_3) \\
\quad \mid \text{uncons}(e_1, e_2) \mid \text{econs}(e_1, e_2) \mid \text{ocons}(e_1, e_2) \\
\quad \mid \text{ufetch}(e_1) \mid \text{efetch}(e_1) \mid \text{ofetch}(e_1) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{d} \ ::= \ d_1 \ \text{and} \ d_2 \mid (x^* = e) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{d} \ ::= \ d_1 \ \text{and} \ d_2 \mid (x = e) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{m} \ ::= \ m_1 \parallel m_2 \mid (p \Rightarrow e) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{m} \ ::= \ m_1 \parallel m_2 \mid (p \Rightarrow e) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{p} \ ::= \ x^* \mid \text{NILP} \mid \text{CONS}(x, p_1) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|}
\hline
\text{p} \ ::= \ x \mid \text{OList}(p_1) \mid \text{ELIST}(p_1) \\
\quad \mid \text{TNIL} \mid \text{TAIL}(x, p_1) \mid \text{TAIL2}(x, y, p_1) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Figure 28: \textit{left:} The Source Language SRC; \textit{right:} The Target Language TGT

6.2.1 The source language SRC and the target language TGT

Figure 28 gives the syntax of expressions (ranged over by \(e\)), declarations (\(d\)), matches (\(m\)), and patterns (\(p\)) for the source language SRC and the target language TGT. We use \(c\) to denote constants, \(x\) for program variables, and keywords are underlined. The declarations inside a \text{fix} expression may be mutually recursive functions. For the source language, the data constructors \text{NIL} and \text{CONS} in expressions, and by \text{NILP} and \text{CONS} in patterns. For the target language, the data constructors under \text{NUR} are denoted by \text{OList}, \text{ELIST}, \text{TNIL}, \text{TAIL1} and \text{TAIL2} in expressions, and by \text{OListP}, \text{ELISTP}, \text{TNILP}, \text{TAIL1P} and \text{TAIL2P} in patterns. The underlying datatype definition for the NUR version of lists in TGT can be written in ML as follows:

\[
\text{datatype list = OList of olist}
\mid \text{ELIST of elist}
\]

and \text{olist} = \text{TAIL1 of int * elist}

and \text{elist} = \text{TNIL}
\mid \text{TAIL2 of int * int * elist
This is essentially same as the \texttt{list2} and \texttt{tail2} type defined in Section 6.1. The constructor \texttt{TAIL1} and \texttt{TAIL1P} are introduced to avoid dealing with tuple expressions in our toy language.\footnote{In practice, \texttt{TAIL1} is a transparent data constructor, thus does not require any extra storage to represent \cite{Car84a, Apr92}.}

The source language SRC can be thought as a typed intermediate language typical of those used in many compilers. Variables and constants are annotated with types, as in $x^\tau$ and $c^\tau$. We assume that the SRC programs are typed using the following very simple (monomorphic) types:

$$\tau ::= \iota \mid \text{list} \mid \tau_1 \rightarrow \tau_2$$

where $\iota$ denotes base types. This does not mean that our algorithm cannot be applied to polymorphic languages; polymorphic expressions can be easily translated into a monomorphically typed intermediate language by using representation analysis, a technique first proposed by Leroy \cite{Ler92} and Peyton Jones \cite{Pl91}. But because of space limitations, we have also made this and several other simplifications to ease the presentation:

- We assume that the SRC programs are well-typed according to the standard static typing rules, and that all matches are complete and do not contain redundant patterns.
- Record patterns and expressions are omitted, but pose no problems for our technique.
- Multi-argument functions are also omitted, since their translations are similar to translating their curried versions.

The target language TGT has several other constructs and operators: the term \texttt{fn3} $(e_1, e_2, e_3)$ is used to represent a function that takes a list as argument and has three entry points: one ($e_1$) for lists whose parity is unknown, and one each ($e_2$ and $e_3$) for lists of even length and odd length. The one for unknown parity is always a header function that checks the parity dynamically and immediately dispatches to one of the other two entry points. There are three special operators to extract the appropriate entry point from the term \texttt{fn3} $(e_1, e_2, e_3)$: \texttt{ufetch} to get $e_1$, \texttt{efetch} for $e_2$, and \texttt{ofetch} for $e_3$. Finally, \texttt{ucons} denotes the basic \texttt{cons} operation that does not know the length parity of its arguments (the one described at the beginning of this section); \texttt{econs} denotes the special operator that \texttt{cons} an integer onto an even-length list, and \texttt{ocons} \texttt{cons} an integer onto an odd-length list. To understand why \texttt{econs} and \texttt{ocons} can be implemented more efficiently than \texttt{ucons}, notice that the expression \texttt{ocons(e1,econs(e2,e3))} can be transformed to \texttt{TAIL2(e1,e2,e3)}, which avoids the parity checking and the allocation of the intermediate odd-length list cell.
6.2.2 An introduction to refinement types

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the refinement type system used in our translation algorithm (see Section 6.2.3). Most of the notation and concepts are directly borrowed from Freeman and Pfenning [FP91, Fre92], since our system is just a simplified version of theirs. Basically we refine the list type by introducing elist for even-length lists and olist for odd-length lists. Functions that take lists as arguments can have a more “refined” type, \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \), meaning that the result has type \( \rho_1 \) if applied to an even-length list, and \( \rho_2 \) if applied to an odd-length list. The refinement types (ranged over by \( \rho \)) are formally defined as follows:

\[
\rho ::= \tau \mid \bot_\tau \mid \text{olist} \mid \text{elist} \mid \tau \rightarrow \rho_1 \\
| \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle
\]

For every SRC type \( \tau \), \( \bot_\tau \) represents its bottom refinement type. In the following, we say that a refinement type \( \rho \) refines an SRC type \( \tau \), written \( \rho \sqsubseteq \tau \), if it can be deduced by the rules (R1-R6) in Figure 29. Notice that we only refine the domain of a function type if it is a list type.

We say that a refinement type \( \rho_1 \) is a subtype of another refinement type \( \rho_2 \), written \( \rho_1 \leq \rho_2 \), if it can be deduced by the rules (S1-S7) in Figure 29. Similarly, Two refinement types \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) are equal, denoted by \( \rho_1 \equiv \rho_2 \), if \( \rho_1 \leq \rho_2 \) and \( \rho_2 \leq \rho_1 \). \( \equiv \) is an equivalence relation on refinement types. In this chapter, when we talk about a refinement type \( \rho \), we refer to its equivalence class under \( \equiv \).

Every SRC type \( \tau \) has a finite number of refinement types. Moreover, these refinement types form a lattice under the subtype relation “\( \leq \)”, with \( \tau \) as its top and \( \bot_\tau \) as its bottom. For example, the lattice of refinement types for the SRC type list is:

\[
\text{list} \\
\text{elist} \quad \text{olist} \\
\bot_{\text{list}}
\]

Given a refinement type \( \rho \), it is always possible to find out which SRC type it refines. This is denoted by the \textbf{top} operation, which is defined by rules (T1-T5) in Figure 29.

Given two refinement types \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \), if \( \text{top}(\rho_1) = \text{top}(\rho_2) \), then their union type, written as \( \rho_1 \lor \rho_2 \), is also a refinement type, and is inductively defined by rules (U1-U6). It is easy to see that given two refinement types \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \), if \( \rho = \rho_1 \lor \rho_2 \), then \( \rho_1 \leq \rho \) and \( \rho_2 \leq \rho \) (proven by structural induction on \( \rho \)).
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The operation **apprfty** of applying a refinement type \( \rho_1 \) to another refinement type \( \rho_2 \) is defined by rules (A1-A4) in Figure 29. This operation is used extensively by the meta-operation **applyfun** during the translation (see Section 6.2.3).

Freeman and Pfenning [Fre92, FP91] give an refinement type inference algorithm for typed core-ML. The inference algorithm we used in Section 6.2.3 for the language SRC is just an adaption of their algorithm to the above refinement type system.

### 6.2.3 The source-to-target translation

The translation of a source language term into the target language is based on the SRC types and the refinement types inferred for the term and its subterms. Our translation proceeds by computing refinement types and the translated term simultaneously.

In Figure 30, 31, 32, 33, we present the translation functions for expressions (ExpComp), declarations (DecComp), matches (MatchComp), and patterns (PatComp) in the source language SRC. The function ExpComp takes a SRC expression \( e \), a substitution \( S \) (from SRC program variables to TGT expressions), and a refinement type environment \( \Gamma \) as its arguments; and returns a TGT expression \( e' \) and the inferred refinement type \( \rho \) for \( e \).

Translation of the application \((e_1 e_2)\) is a simple recursive call of ExpComp on \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \). Proper coercions must be inserted depending on the inferred refinement types for \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \); this is done by the meta-operation **applyfun**\((e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2)\) defined in Section 6.2.4.

Translation of abstraction (i.e., \( \texttt{fn} \ m \)) is divided into two cases. If the argument is not a list, this is a simple recursive call to ExpComp. If the argument is a list, the corresponding matches are translated and specialized twice (via MatchComp); once assuming the argument as an even-length list (i.e., \( \texttt{par} \) is \( \texttt{elist} \)), and once assuming the argument as an odd-length list (i.e., \( \texttt{par} \) is \( \texttt{olist} \)). The two resulting TGT matches \((f_e, f_o)\) correspond to two specialized entry points for lists of even length and odd length. The special entry point \( f_u \) for lists of unknown length is built by the **combine** meta-operation: **combine**\((f_e, \rho_e, f_o, \rho_o)\) is a TGT function that checks the length parity of its argument first and then dispatch it to special versions \( f_e \) or \( f_o \) (see Section 6.2.4).

DecComp takes a SRC declaration \( d \), a substitution \( S \), and a refinement type environment \( \Gamma \); and it returns the TGT declaration, and the resulting refinement type environment from \( d \). The loop inside DecComp computes the fixed point of the refinement types; this is guaranteed to terminate because there are only finitely many refinement types below any given SRC type (a proof of this is given by Freeman [Fre94, Chapter 2]).

---

\(^5\)Since there are no redundant matches, \( m \) must have the form \( \texttt{fn}(x) \Rightarrow e \).
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(R1) \( \tau \sqsubseteq \tau \);  
(R2) \( \bot \sqsubseteq \tau \);  
(R3) \( \text{elist} \sqsubseteq \text{list} \);  
(R4) \( \text{olist} \sqsubseteq \text{list} \);  
(R5) \( (\tau \rightarrow \rho) \sqsubseteq (\tau \rightarrow \tau') \) if \( \rho \sqsubseteq \tau' \);  
(R6) \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \sqsubseteq (\text{list} \rightarrow \tau) \) if \( \rho_1 \sqsubseteq \tau' \) and \( \rho_2 \sqsubseteq \tau' \).

(S1) \( \rho \leq \rho' \);  
(S2) \( \rho_1 \leq \rho_3 \) if \( \rho_1 \leq \rho_2 \) and \( \rho_2 \leq \rho_3 \);  
(S3) \( \rho \leq \tau \) and \( \bot \leq \rho \) if \( \rho \sqsubseteq \tau \);  
(S4) \( \tau \rightarrow \rho_1 \leq \tau \rightarrow \rho_2 \) if \( \rho_1 \leq \rho_2 \);  
(S5) \( \text{list} \rightarrow \rho \leq \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \) if \( \rho \leq \rho_1 \) and \( \rho \leq \rho_2 \);  
(S6) \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \leq \text{list} \rightarrow \rho \) if \( \rho_1 \leq \rho \) and \( \rho_2 \leq \rho \);  
(S7) \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \leq \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho'_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_2 \rangle \) if \( \rho_1 \leq \rho'_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \leq \rho'_2 \).

(T1) \( \text{top}(\tau) = (\tau) \);  
(T2) \( \text{top}(\bot) = (\tau) \);  
(T3) \( \text{top}(\text{elist}) = (\text{list}) \);  
(T4) \( \text{top}(\text{olist}) = (\text{list}) \);  
(T5) \( \text{top}(\tau \rightarrow \rho) = \tau \rightarrow (\text{top}(\rho)) \);  
(T6) \( \text{top}(\langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle) = \text{list} \rightarrow (\text{top}(\rho_1)) \).

(U1) \( \rho \vee \rho' = \rho' \) and \( \rho' \vee \rho = \rho' \) if \( \rho \leq \rho' \);  
(U2) \( \langle \text{olist} \rangle \vee \langle \text{elist} \rangle = \text{list} \) and \( \langle \text{elist} \rangle \vee \langle \text{olist} \rangle = \text{list} \);  
(U3) \( (\tau \rightarrow \rho_1) \vee (\tau \rightarrow \rho_2) \) = \( (\rho_1 \vee \rho_2) \);  
(U4) \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \vee \langle \text{list} \rightarrow \rho \rangle = \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1 \vee \rho, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \vee \rho \rangle \);  
(U5) \( \langle \text{list} \rightarrow \rho \rangle \vee \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle = \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1 \vee \rho, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \vee \rho \rangle \);  
(U6) \( \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_1 \rangle \vee \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_2, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_2 \rangle = \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1 \vee \rho_2, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_1 \vee \rho'_2 \rangle \).

(A1) \( \text{apprf} t(\bot \rightarrow \tau_1, \rho_1) = \bot \rightarrow \tau_1 \) if \( \rho_1 \sqsubseteq \tau_1 \);  
(A2) \( \text{apprf} t(\tau \rightarrow \rho_1, \bot) = \bot \rightarrow \text{top}(\rho) \);  
(A3) \( \text{apprf} t(\tau_1 \rightarrow \rho_2, \rho_1) = \rho_2 \) if \( \rho_1 \sqsubseteq \tau_1 \);  
(A4) \( \text{apprf} t(\rho, \bot \rightarrow \text{list}) = \bot \rightarrow \text{top}(\rho_1 \vee \rho_2) \) and \( \text{apprf} t(\rho, \text{list}) = \rho_1 \) and \( \text{apprf} t(\rho, \text{elist}) = \rho_1 \) and \( \text{apprf} t(\rho, \text{olist}) = \rho_2 \) where \( \rho = \langle \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2 \rangle \).

Figure 29: Definitions of \( \sqsubseteq, \leq, \vee, \text{top} \), and \( \text{apprf} t(\cdot) \) on refinement types
\begin{figure*}

\begin{align*}
\text{ExpComp} (c^\tau, S, \Gamma) &= (c, \tau) \\
\text{ExpComp} (x^\tau, S, \Gamma) &= (S(x), \Gamma(x)) \\
\text{ExpComp} (\text{NIL}, S, \Gamma) &= (\text{TNIL}, \text{elist}) \\
\text{ExpComp} (\text{CONS}(e_1, e_2), S, \Gamma) &= \\
&\textbf{let} (e'_1, \text{int}) = \text{ExpComp} (e_1, S, \Gamma) \text{ and } (e'_2, \rho) = \text{ExpComp} (e_2, S, \Gamma) \\
&\quad \text{if } \rho = \text{elist}, \text{cons} \text{ and } \rho' \text{ are respectively } \text{econs} \text{ and } \text{olist}; \\
&\quad \text{if } \rho = \text{olist}, \text{cons} \text{ and } \rho' \text{ are respectively } \text{ocons} \text{ and } \text{elist}; \\
&\quad \text{otherwise}, \text{ cons } \text{ is } u\text{cons} \text{ and } \rho' = \rho; \\
&\text{in} (\text{cons}(e'_1, e'_2), \rho) \\
\text{ExpComp} (\text{fn} \ m^{\text{list} \rightarrow \tau}, S, \Gamma) &= \\
&\textbf{let} (m', \rho_0) = \text{MatchComp} (m, S, \Gamma, \text{elist}) \\
&\quad (m'_e, \rho_e) = \text{MatchComp} (m, S, \Gamma, \text{elist}) \\
&\quad f_u, f_e, f_o \text{ be new program variables and } e' = \text{fn3} \ (f_u, f_e, f_o); \\
&\quad d' = (f_u = \text{combine}(f_e, \rho_e, f_o, \rho_0)) \textbf{ and } (f_e = \text{fn} \ m'_e) \textbf{ and } (f_o = \text{fn} \ m'_o) \\
&\text{in} (\text{fix} \ d \ \text{in} \ e', (\text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_e, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_0)) \\
\text{ExpComp} ((\text{fn} \ (x^\tau \Rightarrow e)), S, \Gamma) &= \\
&\textbf{let} (e', \rho) = \text{ExpComp} (e, S \pm \{x \mapsto x\}, \Gamma \pm \{x \mapsto \tau\}) \\
&\text{in} (\text{fn} \ (x \mapsto e'), \tau \rightarrow \rho) \\
\text{ExpComp} (e_1 e_2, S, \Gamma) &= \\
&\textbf{let} (e'_1, \rho_1) = \text{ExpComp} (e_1, S, \Gamma) \text{ and } (e'_2, \rho_2) = \text{ExpComp} (e_2, S, \Gamma) \\
&\text{in} \ \text{applyfun}(e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2) \\
\text{ExpComp} (\text{fix} \ d \ \text{in} \ e, S, \Gamma) &= \\
&\textbf{let} (d', \Gamma_1) = \text{Decomp} (d, S, \Gamma) \text{ and } S_1 = \{x \mapsto x \mid x \in \text{Dom}(\Gamma_1)\} \\
&\quad (e', \rho) = \text{ExpComp} (e, S \pm S_1, \Gamma \pm \Gamma_1) \\
&\text{in} (\text{fix} \ d' \ \text{in} \ e', \rho)
\end{align*}

Figure 30: Translation of Expressions

The argument \texttt{par} in the \text{MatchComp} function represents the length parity (either \texttt{elist} or \texttt{olist}) of the argument in the match \texttt{m}. A simple SRC rule \texttt{p \Rightarrow e} is \textit{compatible} with \texttt{par} if \texttt{p} is \textit{compatible} with \texttt{par}. The \textit{compatibility} between a SRC pattern and a parity is inductively defined as follows: variable pattern \texttt{x} is compatible with both \texttt{elist} and \texttt{olist}; \text{NILP} is only compatible with \texttt{elist}; \text{CONSP}(x, p) is compatible with \texttt{elist} (or \texttt{olist}) if and only if \texttt{p} is compatible with \texttt{olist} (or \texttt{elist}).

During the translation of a SRC match, the resulting refinement types for different cases may be different. We use the \texttt{coerce} meta-operation defined in Section 6.2.4 to coerce all
DecComp \( (d, S, \Gamma) = \)

\[
\text{let assume } d \text{ is } (x_1^{\tau_1} = e_1) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k^{\tau_k} = e_k), \\
\text{and } \Gamma_{\text{result}} = \{ x_i \mapsto \bot_{\tau_i} \mid i = 1, \ldots, k \}; \\
\text{loop } \Gamma_{\text{start}} = \Gamma_{\text{result}}; \\
\quad (e_i', \rho_i) = \text{ExpComp } (e_i, S, \Gamma \pm \Gamma_{\text{start}}) \text{ where } i = 1, \ldots, k; \\
\quad \Gamma_{\text{result}} = \{ x_i \mapsto \rho_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, k \} \\
\text{until } (\Gamma_{\text{start}} = \Gamma_{\text{result}}) \\
\text{in } ((x_1 = e_1') \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } (x_k = e_k'), \Gamma_{\text{result}})
\]

Figure 31: Translation of Declarations

MatchComp \( (m, S, \Gamma, \text{par}) = \)

\[
\text{let } \text{assume } \{ p_i \Rightarrow e_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, k \} \text{ are rules in } \text{“}m\text{“} \text{ that are compatible with } \text{par}; \\
\quad (p_i', S_i, \Gamma_i) = \text{PatComp } (p_i, \text{par}) \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, k \\
\quad (e_i', \rho_i) = \text{ExpComp } (e_i, S \pm S_i, \Gamma \pm \Gamma_i) \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, k \\
\quad \rho = \rho_1 \lor \ldots \lor \rho_k \text{ and } e_i'' = \text{coerce} (e_i', \rho_i, \rho) \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, k \\
\text{in } ((p_1' \Rightarrow e_1') \ldots [(p_k' \Rightarrow e_k')], \rho)
\]

Figure 32: Translation of Matches

\[
\text{PatComp } (\text{NILP}, \text{elist}) = (\text{NIL}, \emptyset, \emptyset); \\
\text{PatComp } (x, \text{elist}) = (x, \emptyset, \{ x \mapsto \text{elist} \}); \\
\text{PatComp } (x, \text{olist}) = (\text{TAIL1P}(y, z), \{ x \mapsto \text{TAIL1}(y, z) \}, \{ x \mapsto \text{olist} \}) \text{ where } y \text{ and } z \text{ are new program variables;}
\]

\[
\text{PatComp } (\text{CONSP}(x, p), \text{olist}) = (\text{TAIL1P}(y, p'), S \pm \{ x \mapsto y \}, \Gamma \pm \{ x \mapsto \text{int} \}) \text{ where } (p', S, \Gamma) = \text{PatComp } (p, \text{elist}) \text{ and } y \text{ is a new program variable;}
\]

\[
\text{PatComp } (\text{CONSP}(x, p), \text{elist}) = (\text{TAIL2P}(y, z, p'), S \pm \{ x \mapsto y \}, \Gamma \pm \{ x \mapsto \text{int} \}) \text{ where } (\text{TAIL1P}(z, p'), S, \Gamma) = \text{PatComp } (p, \text{olist}) \text{ and } y \text{ is a new program variable.}
\]

Figure 33: Translation of Patterns
different representations (with refinement types \(\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_k\)) into a unified one (the union type of all \(\rho_i\)).

The PatComp function translates a SRC pattern \(p\) into the TGT pattern based on the parity assumption about \(p\); it also derives a substitution and a refinement type environment for all variables in \(p\).

---

**SRC expression**

\[
e = \textbf{fix} \quad (m = \textbf{fn} \ (\text{NILP} \Rightarrow \text{NIL})
\quad \parallel (\text{CONSP}(x, r) \Rightarrow \text{CONS}(x + 1, m \ r))) \text{ in } m
\]

**TGT expression**

\[
e' = \textbf{fix} \quad m' = d' \text{ in } m'
\quad \text{where}
\quad d' = \textbf{fix} \quad ((f_u = e_u) \land (f_c = e_c) \land (f_o = e_o)) \text{ in } (\textbf{fn3} \ (f_u, f_c, f_o));
\quad e_u = \textbf{fn} \ (\text{NILIST}(x) \Rightarrow \text{NILIST}(f_0)) \mid (\text{LISTP}(y) \Rightarrow \text{LIST}(f_e y));
\quad e_o = \textbf{fn} \ (\text{TAIL1P}(x, r) \Rightarrow \text{ocons}(x + 1, ((\text{efetch}(m'))(r))));
\quad e_c = \textbf{fn} \ (\text{TNILP} \Rightarrow \text{TNIL}) \mid (\text{TAIL2P}(x, y, r) \Rightarrow e'_e))
\quad e'_e = \text{ocons}(x + 1, ((\text{efetch}(m')) \ (\text{TAIL1}(y, r))));
\]

---

Figure 34: Example on the \texttt{map} function

---

For example, Figure 34 shows the target expression from translating a simplified version of the \texttt{map} function (shown rather than as in Section 6.1). This function maps the “\(+1\)” function to a list. Our algorithm infers that \(m\) has the refinement type \((\text{elist} \rightarrow \text{elist}, \text{olist} \rightarrow \text{olist})\) and yield the target expression \(e'\). Notice that in the real implementation, the expression \texttt{efetch}(m') (inside \(e_o\)) and \texttt{efetch}(m') (inside \(e_c\)) will be contracted into \(f_c\) and \(f_o\), and the application of \(f_o\) to \texttt{TAIL1}(y, r) (inside \(e_e\)) will be inline-expanded, and then the consecutive application of \texttt{econs} and \texttt{ocons} in \(e_e\) will be contracted into \texttt{TAIL2}(x + 1, y + 1, f_e r), which is exactly the form we desired in Section 6.1.

Notice that given an SRC expression \(e\) of type \(\tau\), the above translation algorithm returns a TGT expression \(e'\) and a refinement type \(\rho\) for \(e\). This “\(\rho\)” happens to be the type of \(e'\) under \(|\tau|\), where “\(|\tau|\)” is a set of (simple monomorphic) typing rules for TGT expressions by \(\rho\) defined above extended with “\(\text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1\)” and “\(\text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_1\)”. For example, the typing rule for the \texttt{econs} expression will be “if \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \ e_1 : \text{int} \) and \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \ e_2 : \text{elist} \); then \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \texttt{econs}(e_1, e_2) : \text{olist};\)” the rule for \texttt{fn3} \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) will be “if \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \ e_1 : \text{list} \rightarrow \rho \) and \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \ e_2 : \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_e \) and \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \ e_3 : \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_0 \) and \(\rho = \rho_e \lor \rho_0\); then \(\Gamma \vdash |\tau| \texttt{fn3} \ (e_1, e_2, e_3) : \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_e, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_0\). These typing rules are straightforward, and are thus omitted here.
combine($e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2$) =
\[
\text{fn} (\text{OLIST } x \Rightarrow \text{coerce} (e'_1 x, \rho_1, \rho)) \mid \text{ELIST } y \Rightarrow \text{coerce}(e'_1 y, \rho_2, \rho))
\]
where $\rho = (\rho_1 \lor \rho_2)$ and $x, y$ are new program variables

coerce($e', \rho, \rho) = e'$;
coerce($e', \bot, \rho) = e'$;
coerce($e', \text{elist, list}) = \text{ELIST}(e')$;
coerce($e', \text{olist, list}) = \text{OLIST}(e')$;

coerce($e', \tau \rightarrow \rho_1, \tau \rightarrow \rho_2) = \text{fn} (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}((e' x), \rho_1, \rho_2))$;

coerce($e', \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2, \text{list} \rightarrow \rho') =
\[
\text{fn} (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}(((\text{ufetch}(e')) x), \rho_1 \lor \rho_2, \rho'))
\]
where $f_u, f_c, f_o$ are new program variables
and $d' = (f_u = m'_u) \text{ and } (f_c = m'_c) \text{ and } (f_o = m'_o)$
and $m'_u = (\text{combine}(f_c, \rho_1, f_o, \rho_2))$
and $m'_c = (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}((e' x), \rho', \rho_1))$
and $m'_o = (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}((e' x), \rho', \rho_2))$;

coerce($e', \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho_2, \text{elist} \rightarrow \rho'_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_2$)
\[
= \text{fix } d' \text{ in } (\text{fn3} (f_u, f_c, f_o))
\]
where $f_u, f_c, f_o$ are new program variables
and $d' = (f_u = m'_u) \text{ and } (f_c = m'_c) \text{ and } (f_o = m'_o)$
and $m'_u = (\text{combine}(f_c, \rho'_1, f_o, \rho'_2))$
and $m'_c = (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}(((\text{efetch}(e')) x), \rho_1, \rho'_1))$
and $m'_o = (x \Rightarrow \text{coerce}(((\text{ofetch}(e')) x), \rho_2, \rho'_2))$;

applyfun($e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2$) = ($e'_1$ (coerce($e'_2, \rho_2, \tau_2$)), apprfty($\rho_1, \rho_2$)) if $\rho_1 = \tau_2 \rightarrow \rho$;

applyfun($e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2$) =
\[
((\text{fetch}(e'_1)) e'_2, \text{apprfty}(\rho_1, \rho_2)) \text{ if } \rho_1 = \{\text{elist} \rightarrow \rho'_1, \text{olist} \rightarrow \rho'_2\},
\]
fetch is respectively efetch, ofetch, or ufetch if $\rho_2$ is elist, olist, or others;

applyfun($e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2$) = ($e'_1 e'_2$, apprfty($\rho_1, \rho_2$)) for all other cases.

Figure 35: Definitions of combine, coerce, and applyfun
6.2.4 The definition of several meta-operations

In this section, we formally define the three meta operations \textbf{coerce}, \textbf{combine} and \textbf{applyfun} used in the translation algorithm in Figure 30 through Figure 33.

Figure 35 gives the definition of \textbf{combine}. Given two target expressions $e'_1$ and $e'_2$, and two refinement types $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$, the operation $\text{combine}(e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2)$, constructs a dispatch TGT function that calls $e'_1$ or $e'_2$ respectively depending on the length parity of its argument.

It is occasionally necessary to introduce code to coerce the result of a term from one representation to another. Given a target expression $e'$, two refinement types $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ such that $\rho_1 \leq \rho_2$, then the operation $\text{coerce}(e', \rho_1, \rho_2)$, which returns a new target expression, is defined in Figure 35. Notice that \textbf{combine} and \textbf{coerce} are mutually recursive.

The \textbf{applyfun} operation inserts appropriate coercions for function applications. Given two TGT expressions $e'_1$ and $e'_2$, and two refinement types $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$, the operation $\text{applyfun}(e'_1, \rho_1, e'_2, \rho_2)$, which returns a TGT expression and a refinement type, is also defined in Figure 35.

6.2.5 Correctness of the translation

The type and semantic correctness of our translation can be proven using a technique similar to that of Leroy [Ler92]. Here we only sketch the proof method and state the main theorem. We use $\vdash_{\text{SRC}}$ to denote the type deduction rule for SRC, and $\vdash_{\text{TGT}}$ to denote the refinement type deduction rule for TGT. More specifically, suppose TE is a SRC type environment (from variables to SRC types $\tau$), and $\Gamma$ is a refinement type environment, then $\text{TE} \vdash_{\text{SRC}} e : \tau$ means that $e$ is well-typed in TE under $\vdash_{\text{SRC}}$, and $\Gamma \vdash_{\text{TGT}} e' : \rho$ means $e'$ has the refinement type $\rho$ in $\Gamma$ under $\vdash_{\text{TGT}}$. We also define the (straightforward) \textit{call-by-value} operational semantics $\text{VE} \vdash e \xrightarrow{v} \text{v}$ for the source language SRC, and $\text{VE'} \vdash e' \xrightarrow{v'} \text{v'}$ for the target language TGT, where VE and VE' are \textit{value environments} (from variables to values). A notion of equivalance between the typed SRC values (which corresponds to the OSR) and the typed TGT values (which corresponds to the NUR) is defined, written as $v : \tau \approx v' : \rho$. This $\approx$ relation is only defined for the pair of values when $v$ has type $\tau$, $v'$ has type $\rho$, and $\rho \sqsupseteq \tau$. $\text{VE} : \text{TE} \approx \text{VE'} : \Gamma$ is used to denote that for every $x \in \text{Dom}(\text{VE})$, such that $\text{VE}(x) : \text{TE}(x) \approx \text{VE'}(x) : \Gamma(x)$. The type and semantic correctness of our translation algorithm now can be stated by the following proposition, which is proven by structural induction:

\textbf{Proposition 6.2.1} Given a SRC expression $e$, a SRC type environment TE, and a refinement type environment $\Gamma$, such that $\text{TE} \vdash_{\text{SRC}} e : \tau$ is valid, and $\Gamma(x) \sqsubseteq \text{TE}(x)$ for every
$x \in \text{Dom}(\text{TE})$, then $\text{ExpComp} (e, ID, \Gamma) = (e', \rho)$ will succeed; moreover, (1) $\rho \sqsubseteq \tau$; (2) $\Gamma \vdash_{\text{TGT}} e' : \rho$ is valid; (3) Given a value environment $\text{VE}$ under $\longrightarrow$ and a value environment $\text{VE}'$ under $\longleftarrow$, if $\text{VE} : \text{TE} \approx \text{VE}' : \Gamma$, and $\Gamma \vdash e \longrightarrow v$, then there exists a value $v'$ such that $\text{VE}' \vdash e' \longleftarrow v'$ and $v : \tau \approx v' : \rho$.

### 6.3 Compiling with multiple continuations

```haskell
fun filter' (p, c) =
    let fun f_u(0LIST(x, r), ce, co) = f_o(x, r, ce, co)
        | f_u(ELIST r, ce, co) = f_e(r, ce, co)

        and f_o(x, r, ce, co) = if (p x)
            then let fun ke(z) = co(econs(x, z))
                     fun ko(z) = ce(ocons(x, z))
                     in f_e(r, ke, ko)
            end
        else f_e(r, ce, co)

        and f_e(TNIL, ce, co) = ce(TNIL)
        | f_e(TAIL2(x, y, r), ce, co) = if (p x)
            then let fun ke(z) = co(econs(x, z))
                     fun ko(z) = ce(ocons(x, z))
                     in f_o(y, r, ke, ko)
            end
        else f_o(y, r, ce, co)

        in c(f_u)
    end
```

Figure 36: Pseudo CPS code for `filter`

The algorithm presented in Section 6.2 successfully translates a program written in OSR notation into one in NUR. In most cases, it pleasantly eliminates the costs of extra length parity checks and alternating allocations of 0LIST and ELIST cells incurred by `ucons` and `uproj`. To demonstrate this, we tried our algorithm on 15 frequently used list-processing library functions. Among these 15 cases, our algorithm successfully eliminates all the extra costs of `ucons` and `uproj` for 14 of them. The only exception is the `filter` function, which selects only those elements of a list matching a given predicate. The problem with `filter`

---

6 Here is a list of these functions: `hd`, `tl`, `length`, `append`, `rev`, `map`, `fold`, `revfold`, `app`, `revapp`, `nthtail`, `nth`, `exists`, `last`, and `filter`. They are mostly taken from the initial basis of the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler [AM91].
is that even if we know the length parity of its argument, we still do not know the length
parity of its result.

Here is the filter function:

```
fun filter p = 
  let fun f nil = nil
  | f (x::r) = if (p x) then x:(f r) else f r
  in f 
end
```

It turns out that this problem can be easily solved in the continuation-passing style
(CPS) framework [Ste78, App92], because we can specialize the return continuation on the
length parity of the result, and make it have multiple entry points also. The idea is as
follows: when we are converting a SRC expression \( e \) into CPS, we use a method similar to
that of Section 6.2 to infer the refinement type for \( e \); whenever we are not sure about the
length parity of a list expression, we duplicate its return continuation into one accepting an
even-length list and another accepting an odd-length list. For example, the source-language
filter function is CPS-converted into the \( \text{filter}' \) function in Figure 36 (written using
pseudo-CPS notation in ML). Here, \( c, ce, co, ke, ko \) are the continuation variables. The
length parity of the variable \( z \) (i.e., the return result of \( f.e \) and \( f.o \)) is statically unknown,
but after duplicating the return continuation (\( ke, ko \)), \( z \) is then assumed as even-length list
and odd-length list in each, thus no parity check is necessary, and the more efficient version
(\( econs \) and \( ocons \)) of “ucons” can be used. The heap allocation of intermediate 0LIST cons
cell is still avoided because of representation analysis (see Chapter 3 and Leroy [Ler92]).

It is likely, however, that this transformation will only improve performance if the under-
lying compiler uses representation analysis (see Chapter 3 and Leroy [Ler92]), and is very
sophisticated about closure construction and register usage (see Chapter 4). Otherwise, the
extra cost of closure creations could outweigh the elimination of the cons operations.

Note, however, that though there are extra costs of testing for ELIST/0LIST, there are
fewer tests for nil. The result (as shown in the next section) is that the NUR version of
filter is about as fast as the OSR version, even without the specialized CPS version of our
analysis.

## 6.4 Experiments

We have implemented the algorithm described in Section 6.2 in an experimental version of
the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler (SML/NJ) [AM91, App92]. Because the comp-
iler uses continuation-passing style as its intermediate language, the multiple-continuation
approach described in Section 6.3 can be easily added (this has not been done yet). The SML/NJ compiler supports representation analysis (see Chapter 3 and [Ler92]), so intermediate odd-length lists are represented by unboxed records, which normally stay in registers; this makes the specialized versions (for even-length and odd-length lists) of the \texttt{ucons} and \texttt{uproj} operations require less memory allocation.

### Table 24: Performance of the Benchmark Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Lists Allocated (mega-words)</th>
<th>CPU Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Code Size (kilo-bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>OSR 0.71, NUR 0.71, x1.00</td>
<td>OSR 1.19, NUR 0.91, x0.77</td>
<td>OSR 13.9, NUR 54.5, x3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>13.89, 13.89, x1.00</td>
<td>22.71, 20.59, x0.91</td>
<td>44.0, 77.5, x1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicksort</td>
<td>1.81, 1.35, x0.75</td>
<td>0.98, 0.87, x0.89</td>
<td>3.0, 8.4, x2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsort</td>
<td>1.81, 1.30, x0.71</td>
<td>1.03, 0.88, x0.85</td>
<td>2.5, 5.3, x2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intset</td>
<td>0.54, 0.36, x0.67</td>
<td>0.63, 0.51, x0.81</td>
<td>4.1, 12.3, x3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMap</td>
<td>1.20, 0.80, x0.67</td>
<td>1.73, 1.29, x0.75</td>
<td>3.5, 8.7, x2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6.4.1 Avoiding code explosion

Translating from OSR to NUR involves function specialization and recursion unrolling. If a function takes \( n \) list arguments with a \( k \)-way unrolled representation, we need \( k^n \) entry points.

Though most list-processing functions take only one list argument, for functions that take multiple list arguments (e.g., the \texttt{append} function which concatenates two lists), an exponential blowup is a serious concern.

To avoid the blowup, we use a system parameter called \texttt{unroll-level} to control the depth of specialization and unrolling. For example, suppose function \( f \) has five arguments that are of type \texttt{list}, and suppose \texttt{unroll-level} is 2, then the compiler will only specialize the first two arguments. The slight runtime cost for not specializing some arguments is not a problem in practice because most of the frequently used list functions take only one or two list arguments. For example, among the 15 functions in the initial “List” library in the SML/NJ compiler, 14 of them have only one list argument, and only the \texttt{append} function has two list arguments.
6.4.2 Measurements

Our technique guarantees a 25% savings in memory usage for 2-way unrolling (long) lists. But execution-time savings will be achieved only if most of the uncons and uproj operations can be removed.

To demonstrate the savings of execution time, we have compared the performance of several benchmarks under the standard representation (OSR) and the unrolled representation (NUR). Our benchmarks include: Life, the game of Life implemented using lists written by Reade [Rea89] (see Table 2 in Chapter 2); Ray, a simple ray tracer (see Table 2 in Chapter 2); Quicksort, sorting a list of 20000 real numbers using the quicksort algorithm (taken from Paulson [Pau91]); Samsort, sorting a list of 2000 real numbers using a variation of mergesort algorithm (taken from Paulson [Pau91]); Inset, “set” operations on sets of integers implemented with sorted lists; MMap, several runs of the map function on a long list.

Table 24 gives the total size of lists allocated during execution, the program execution time on a DECstation 5000/240, and the code size increase, with the unroll-level set as 2, and each cons cell 2-way unrolled. In all cases, the NUR version allocates less memory\(^7\) and runs faster (11%-25%) than the OSR version. Notice that the Life benchmark frequently calls the filter function, and several functions that have more than two list arguments (thus some of them are not specialized). Because of this, the total size of lists allocated for NUR is about the same as OSR; but because NUR requires many fewer memory references and nil tests, it runs much faster than OSR (about 23%). Although the code size did not explode because of the unroll-level parameter, it does increase by a factor of 1.76 to 3.9. We are currently exploring ways of cutting down the code size for NUR, while still maintaining its performance gain. One problem of our current implementation of NUR is that our compiler does not have a good dead code detection algorithm, we believe that a more refined implementation can achieve more code sharing and produce much smaller code.

6.5 Related work

Cdr-coding techniques were first proposed in the early 70's by researchers at MIT and Xerox [Han69, Gre77, Cla76, CG77, BC79, Bob75]. While these schemes differ from each other on the encoding methods, they all rely on the hardware support from microcoded

\(^7\)NUR allocates 33% less memory than OSR on certain benchmarks, because unlike in Table 23, each cons cell in our compiler contains an extra descriptor word.
Lisp machines [WM81, Deu73] to alleviate the high costs incurred by the runtime encoding bits. Since modern machines tend not to offer these kinds of special hardware support, the runtime cdr-coding technique quickly became obsolete in the 1980’s. The “static cdr-coding” technique presented in this chapter is a simple compile-time method for doing list compaction. It is attractive for modern machines because it does not require any runtime encoding bits at all.

Li and Hudak [LH86] proposed a cdr-coding scheme for list compaction under parallel environments. When several lists are being constructed simultaneously from the same heap, the non-contiguous nature of the cells being allocated might eliminate the opportunity for compaction under traditional cdr-coding techniques. To overcome this, they also represent list as linked (fixed length) vectors, and do the “consing” by pre-allocating a vector first and consecutively filling in later elements. This technique still relies on runtime encoding bits to distinguish the state of each vector cell (i.e., filled or empty), and is thus quite expensive. Our static cdr-coding method, on the other hand, exploits compile-time analysis to eliminate most runtime checks; at the same time, it poses no more problem in parallel environments than does ordinary allocation.

On the side of statically typed languages, Hall [Hal94] has presented a list compaction technique for Haskell [HJ et al92]. In her scheme, lists can be represented as the old standard representation (OSR) at one place, and in an optimized representation at another place. The optimized representation in her scheme is adapted for lazy languages where the tail of a list may not yet be evaluated, and thus its length parity cannot be known. Therefore, she must put the “extra” elements at the end of the list, making the test on each unrolled iteration more complicated. In part because of this, her scheme requires more runtime checks than ours. Hall’s analysis (based on Hindley-Milner type inference) determines where to insert coercions between different representations. But the representations themselves must already be used in the programs. In effect, this means that library functions must be explicitly programmed using several different representations, and programs will be improved only if they use the library functions.

The idea of using special and more efficient representations for frequently used data objects (through type-based analysis) is originally from Leroy [Ler92] and Peyton Jones [PI.91]. Both propose a type-based program transformation scheme that allows objects with monomorphic ML types to use special unboxed representations. When an unboxed object interacts with a boxed polymorphic object, appropriate coercions are inserted. But as mentioned by Leroy [Ler92], their representation analysis techniques do not work well with ML’s recursive data types, such as the list type. This is because the coercion between the
unboxed and boxed representation for lists is often rather expensive (i.e., has costs proportional to the list length). Our translation scheme, on the other hand, allows commonly used list objects to uniformly use more efficient unrolled representations, whether they have a monomorphic type or not—though the *element values* must still use the standard (single-word) representation. Coercions among representations for even-length lists, odd-length lists, and lists whose length parity is unknown, are quite cheap.

The refinement type system used in Section 6.2 is a much simplified version of Freeman and Pfenning’s refinement type system [FP91, Fre92]. While the underlying framework and type inference algorithm are quite similar, our motivation is rather different. In their system, the refinement type is declared by the programmer, and the refinement type information is used to detect program errors at compile time. The reason that we use the refinement types, on the other hand, is to do compile-time program transformations and optimizations. The refinement type declaration used in our scheme is embedded in the compiler, and is completely hidden from programmers.

As in Wadler's *views* mechanism [Wad87], the standard and unrolled representations of lists in our scheme can be linked together by a pair of **in** and **out** functions (e.g., the "ucons" and "uproj" function in Section 6.1). We introduce unrolled representation for lists mainly to improve the space and time efficiencies for programs using lists, while Wadler uses his *views* mechanism to hide the representations of concrete data types and reconcile pattern matching with data abstraction.

### 6.6 Summary

We have presented a "list unrolling" technique that allows a more compact and efficient list representation for statically typed languages. Our "list unrolling " technique generalizes to depth-$d$ unrolling of $k$-ary trees with only $k^{dm}$ entry points necessary for any function with $m$ tree arguments. Reasoning about lists (and trees) in these languages are easier than about pointers in other languages because lists (and trees) are accessed only via data constructors and pattern matching. The higher-level of language abstraction permits the compiler to automatically transform a program into one that uses more efficient data representations, and that permits loop unrolling by eliminating certain control and data dependences.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The ultimate goal of software research is to find the right programming model in which one can write the “best quality” (reliable, efficient, portable, etc.) program with the least amount of time and effort.

Many language researchers believe that the most effective way to achieve this goal is to write programs in higher-level languages. Although higher-level languages do provide a simpler and cleaner programming model, they are very difficult to implement very efficiently.

This dissertation uses Standard ML (SML)—a statically typed functional language—as the test bed to explore new compilation techniques for modern higher-level languages. SML poses tough challenges to efficient implementations: frequent function calls, polymorphic types, recursive data structures, higher-order functions, and first-class continuations. We presented three new compilation techniques that meet these challenges by exploiting some of the higher-level language features in SML:

- Type-directed compilation exploits the use of compile-time type information to optimize data representations and function calling conventions. By inserting coercions at each type instantiation and abstraction site, data objects in SML can use the same unboxed representations as in C, even with the presence of polymorphic functions. Measurements show that a simple set of type-based optimizations improve the performance of the non-type-based compiler by about 19% on a DECstation 5000/240.

- Space-efficient closure representations utilizes the compile-time control and data flow information to optimize closure representations. By extensive closure sharing and
allocating as many closures in registers as possible, the new closure conversion algorithm achieves very good asymptotic space usage, and improves the performance of the old compiler by about 14% on a DECstation 5000/240, even without using a stack.

Further empirical and analytic studies show that the execution cost of stack-allocated and heap-allocated activation records is similar, but heap allocation is simpler to implement and allow very efficient first-class continuations.

- **Unrolling lists** takes advantage of the higher-level language abstraction in SML to support more efficient representations for lists. By representing each cons cell using multiple car fields and one cdr field, the unrolled list reduces the memory used for links and significantly shortens the length of control-dependence and data-dependence chains in operations on lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Basis</th>
<th>nrp+occ</th>
<th>rep+occ</th>
<th>nrp+ncc</th>
<th>rep+ncc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHut</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB-Comp</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexgen</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 25 summarizes the combined improvement of the type-directed compilation technique (rep) and the new space-efficient closure conversion algorithm (ncc). The code generated by the new compiler (rep+ncc) is on average about 28% faster (over 10 benchmarks) than that generated by the old SML/NJ compiler (nrp+occ), which neither supports type-directed compilation (i.e., nrp) nor uses the new closure algorithm (i.e., occ).

Although these techniques are developed in the context of SML, they also apply to other languages that share some of SML’s properties. For example, the type-directed compilation technique (Chapter 3) should be useful for all statically typed languages, especially those using the Hindley-Milner polymorphic type system. The closure analysis technique in Chapter 4 is presented in the context of continuation-based compilers, but it can also be applied to compilers that do not use CPS as the intermediate language. Both safely linked
closures and good use of callee-save registers are essential in building efficient compilers for languages with closures. The unrolling list technique (Chapter 6) may not work well for lazy functional languages, because under lazy evaluation, it is difficult to reason about the list length at compile time. But any strict languages that use lists frequently can benefit great from the new unrolled representation, especially on modern superscaler machines.

7.2 Future work

While the new techniques presented in this dissertation have significantly improved the performance of SML programs, more work remains to be done to actually make SML programs run as efficiently as C or C++ programs.

The type-directed compilation technique makes it possible to use many efficient data representations in SML, however, only a very small subset of them have been implemented and evaluated in this dissertation. It will be very valuable to support the flat unboxed representation with sophisticated descriptors (as shown in Figure 5). To avoid expensive coercions, our current implementation still uses the standard boxed representation for all recursive data structures. We are currently still looking for a scheme that supports unboxed representations (for recursive data structures) without incurring much runtime overhead.

The type-directed compilation technique presented in Chapter 3 implements polymorphic functions by inserting coercions at each type instantiation and abstraction site. Another way to implement polymorphic function efficiently is to use compile-time type specializations. To support general specialization of polymorphic functions (or even cross module boundaries), we may have to use a lambda language with explicit type abstractions and type applications. How to translate the SML module lambda language into this kind of typed lambda calculus remains to be a research problem.

There are many possible extensions that can be done along with the new closure analysis presented in Chapter 4. For example, Section 4.5.3 presented a way of using different numbers of callee-save registers to represent continuation closures. This technique has not been implemented and evaluated yet. Another extension would be to do register spilling analysis in the closure conversion phase. Unlike in the machine code generator, the layout for each closure is known in the closure conversion phase, so it is possible to avoid building the extra spilling record if we know most variables can be accessed from some other closure variables.

Type information (more specifically, the object size information) can also be useful in supporting better closure representations. To allow more closure sharing while still
satisfying the safe for space complexity rule (see Section 2.3.3), the compiler can use the type information as a guide to check whether it is safe to share two closures or not. As long as the extra objects being held are of constant size, sharing two closures would still not cause asymptotic increase of the space usage.

The unrolling lists technique described in Chapter 6 is only implemented in an experimental version of the SML/NJ compiler, and evaluated mainly upon several toy benchmarks. Since the unrolled list significantly shortens the length of control- and data-dependence chains in operations on lists, it will be interesting to implement and evaluate this technique on modern superscalar machines. On the other hand, more work has to be done to control the code explosion.

Another new direction in efficient compilation of higher-level languages is to see whether languages such as SML support better instruction level parallelism than conventional languages such as C and C++. There are many reasons to believe they will, or at least SML will:

- SML is a value-oriented functional language; SML programs contain significantly fewer side-effects than C and C++ programs. This means that less pointer aliasing analysis is necessary to calculate the control- and data-dependence at compile time.

- SML can be compiled efficiently using a heap-based environment allocation scheme (see Chapter 4). In our heap-based scheme, once a closure is created, no later writes are made to it. This further eliminates the number of side effects occurring at run time. The stack-based scheme, on the other hand, often needs to side-effect each stack frame many times.

- SML is a statically typed language. With type-directed compilation, the compiler knows more static information (e.g., object size) about each variable; this static information may be useful for better instruction scheduling.

- SML uses concrete datatype declaration and pattern matching to define and access most data structures. This higher-level abstraction gives the compiler the freedom to choose more efficient data representations that fit well on superscalar machines (e.g., unrolling lists).

In summary, higher-level languages such as SML hold great promise for efficient implementation on modern machines. After all, languages that are easier to use should be easier to analyze at compile time; programs that are more abstract should provide more opportunities for advanced compiler optimizations. In the near future, programs written in
certain higher-level languages may be able to get better performance (on machines of the future) than programs written in languages such as C and C++. This is certainly the hope and dream of many software researchers.
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